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Hudspeth
earns 2008
Gentry Award
By GREG TRAVIS
Staff Writer
Community service was the theme of Tuesday evening's United
Way Volunteer Recognition Banquet at Murray State University's
Curris Center.
Executive Director Peggy Billington said the event was a special
night. "This year we focused on honofing our volunteers. There was
lots of fun and celebration." she said of the evening which recognized the hard work of many individuals.
The highlight of the evening was the presentation of the Kathie
Gentry Lifetime Achievement Award. According to the United Way
of Murray-Calloway County, the award was initiated in 2001 by the
United Way's board of director as a way to honor the late Gentry, a
longtime Need Line director.
David Hudspeth, the recipient of this year's award, was
descnbed in his nomination letter as a man who has worked tirelessly behind the scenes for 20 years at the Main Street Youth Center —
"never wishing to receive recognition for all his hard work and dedication- but rather, "always giving God the glory."
GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
A firefighter enters the burning house on Starview Drive Tuesday afternoon Numerous county and city emergency response
crews were on the scene immediately to assist with the call.

See

Page 12A

Fire crews battle house blaze
By ERIC WALKER
Editor
A third fire in two days
destroyed a third home in
Calloway County Tuesday.
Calloway County
FireRescue was called to 99
Starview Trail, west of Murray,
around ):30 p.m. to battle a
house fire.
Seven trucks and 22 firefighters were dispatched to the
home of Kent Campbell, which
was engulfed in flames.
"Our response time was four
minutes and it was pretty much
rolling," said CCFR Chief Earl
Hicks.
Six vehicles and 15 Murray
Fire Department personnel were
also dispatched in support.
along with Murray-Calloway
Ambulance, Calloway County
Sheriffs Department and the
Calloway County Chapter of the
American Red Cross.
According to Hicks, the fire
apparently began in the garage
area, where there were aerosol
cans and acetylene bottles.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes
Flames shoot through the roof of a house on Starview Drive Tuesday afternoon as firefighters
spray water onto the structure.
"The garage door was open
and a side door was partially
open, so it just fed it," he added
The blaze also caused heat
damage to a neighboring house

City voters gain 2

belonging to Jimmy Cole.
Hicks said the state fire marshal was on the scene yesterday
afternoon and is investigating.
A day earlier, CCFR was

Dunn seeks dialogue on alcohol issue

new voting precincts

By TOM BERRY
Staff Writer
Murray State University
President Randy Dunn is supBy TOM BERRY
porting a move by many college
Staff Writer
Two new balloting precincts await city voters when they go to presidents nationwide to begin a
the polls in November: a move that the Calloway County Board of public discussion concerning
current laws and educational
Elections hopes will make balloting more convenient.
Board members and Calloway County Clerk efforts regarding the use of alcoRay Coursey Jr. discussed by telephone Tuesday hol by 18 to 20-year-olds, but
the formation of Murray precincts 13 and 14. some local groups and officials
Murray 13, which will be utilized by most city vot- disapprove of a change of the
ers living west of Doran Road from Ky.94 south to legal drinking age.
Dunn and more than 100 of
Wiswell Road, will cast ballots at Westside Baptist
his colleagues across the counChurch on Johnny Robertson Road.
However a balloting location for city voters liv- try have signed the "Amethyst
ing in Saratoga Springs, Sherwood Forrest and Initiative," so-named for the
other areas south of Wiswell Road, has not yet Greek gemstone said to ward off
intoxication, according to the
been found.
Canvey
Web
site
at
"We haven't nailed down a place for (Murray group's
14) yet," Coursey said afterward. "It's possible we will have to put www.amethystinitiative.org.
two (voting precincts) at the Westside building, but I don't want to The effort is intended to find
ways to deal with culture of
do that unless I have to.
"I'd like to find another church building or something like that, alcohol abuse and binge-drinkbut there's not a lot of commercial activity out there. It's mostly res- ing among college students
through an "informed and disidential so we're kind of limited on where we can put it."
passionate" public debate.
According to an Associated
•See Page 3A
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kept busy when a home suffered
fire damage in North Calloway
County and a trailer on Cherry
Corner Road was destroyed by
fire.

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & limes
David Hudspeth, right, was presented the Kathie Gentry
Lifetime Achievement Award -for outstanding humanitanan
service to the people of Murray-Calloway county" during
Tuesday evening's Volunteer Recognition Banquet at Murray
State University's Curris Center. Making the presentation was
Mark Kennedy, the 2007 recipient.

WEATHER
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Press report,
signers of the
initiative
believe current
law encourages
binge drinking
and
pushes
alcohol into the
shadows. Two
of the original
signers have
Dunn
withdrawn
their names, but at least 20 others have signed on bringing the
total to at least 123. Supporters
included presidents of private
universities such as Duke.
Dartmouth and Johns Hopkins
and public schools including
Ohio State and the University of
Maryland.
Dunn said that by signing the
document he is not advocating a
change in the law, but is encouraging public debate on the issue.
"Some of the reporting is
saying that college presidents
want to do away with the legal

Ifi4-11 11F-31,i1J iTAT17-Tag
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21 years-of-age and that is not
what this is saying. It can come
off sounding like I'm advocating for 18 and I am not,- Dunn
said."What we are saying is that
there is enough uncertainty
about this that it is probably
time to engage in some public
dialogue.
"I would not stand before
anyone and say I advocate
changing the legal age," he
added. "but I do think that what
we've had hasn't worked and it
hasn't changed this culture."
In citing his reasons for signing. Dunn also noted his respect
for the leadership and character
of university presidents across
the nation advocating debate on
the issue as a was. to learn more
about how to deal with underage
drinking.
"I have a great deal of respect
for the individuals who have
signed on. but I was also struck
by the issues the initiative has
raised,- Dunn said. "I think

there is a collective belief that
what we have been doing with
our students in enforcement initiatives and education hasn't
made a serious enough dent in
curbing the culture of alcohol on
campuses.According to a copy of the
document, current law is promoting a culture of "dangerous,
clandestine binge-drinking" that
most often is conducted in unsupervised locations off-campus.
It also states that alcohol education mandating abstinence as the
only legal option has not resulted in significant constructive
behavioral change among students.
Adults under 21 are deemed
capable of voting, signing contracts. serving on juries and
enlisting in the military, but are
told they are not mature enough
to have a beer, the statement
reads. By choosing to use fake

MI See Page 11 A
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Murray man arrested
for Hazel burglary
Staff Report
A Murray man has been
arrested for the burglary of a
residence in Hatel.
On April 7, Kentucky State
Police received a complaint
from a resident that her home
had been burglarized and vanous items stolen. During the
investigation, information was
received regarding the location
of some of the stolen items front
the home.

Photo provided
Pictured are Department of Cnminal Justice Training's Deputy Commissioner Herb Bowling.
left, and Murray Police Officer Damn McCuiston.

McCuiston graduates from APS
RICHMOND. Ky. — Law enforcement officers from 18 agencies across the commonwealth
were recognized at a graduation ceremony Friday
for completing the Kentucky Department of
Criminal Justice Training's Academy of Police
Supervision.
Among the graduates was Damn McCuision of
the Murray Police Department.
APS. also called the sergeant's academy, is a
three-week. 120-hour training program targeted
for newly promoted sergeants or officers who are
on their agency's promotion list to become sergeants.
While in APS, students participate in classes
focusing on the role of a supervisor, as well as
leadership. resolving conflict, managing diversity,

monitoring officer performance, professional
image. legal issues for supervisors, ethics, interpersonal communication, effective written communication, making decisions, solving problems.
managing critical incidents, public speaking, emotional survival, budgeting. media relations and
others.
Friday's graduating class is the 27th to complete APS since the program began in 2003.
APS is a stepping stone to the Department of
Criminal Justice Training's Criminal Justice
Executive Development program, which is a fiveweek advanced leadership course offered once a
year for supervisors at Kentucky's small and medium-size law enforcement agencies. Potential
CIED students must rank sergeant or above and be
selected by a committee to take part in the course.

$2M donation to help MCCH campaign
The residential Hospice
Special to the Ledger
provide 12-beds
Murray-Calloway County House will
terminally ill patients can
Hospital recently received a where
life's journey in a comfortcommitment to make a donation end
able home-like setting. It will
of up to $2 million dollars from
offer an important option for
an. anonymous donor.
people who are in need of endThe purpose of the gift is to of-life care and cannot, or prefer
support the development of a not, to die at home,in a hospital.
new residential Hospice House or in a nursing home.
and a Rural Physician Education
Hospice Houses offer a variProgram.
ety of services to meet the physThe donor has agreed to ical. emotional, psychosocial.
match up to $1.5 million for the and spiritual needs of its resiHospice House and an addition- dents. This new facility will proal $500,000 in support of the vide 24-hour visitation for famiFamily Medicine Residency ly and friends, and special family moms and facilities for rest
Program.
"This proves to be an amaz- and relaxation or special gathering vote of confidence for our ings.
Murray-Calloway County
facility, staff, leadership. Board
of Trustees, as well as the com- Hospital accepted its first
munity," said Keith Bailey,CEO Hospice patient on January IS.
of Murray-Calloway County 1981 and since that time has
served more than 1.164 patients
Hospital.

and families. The hospital
needs to secure $3 million to
achieve this goal of beginning
construction for a Hospice
House in Murray. which will be
the only residential Hospice
House located in western
Kentucky.
Better
Building
The
Healthcare Campaign also supports a new Rural Physician
Education Program. Murray
State University. MurrayCalloway County Hospital and
the University of Kentucky will
work together to develop a program focused at producing quality, family practice physicians.
The program will be funded
with state funds of $20 million.
and aims to raise $250.000
annually over 20 years to cover
the operating expenses for a
total of $5 million.

•New precincts ...
elections board members Dottie city races," Coursey said.
The new precincts will be
Lyons, Dave Foley and Sheriff
with the new e-slate
equipped
concerned
are
Marcum
Westside
Bill
thanked
Coursey
Baptist for allowing voters to about the possibility of errors in electronic voting machine as
voting when city and county weN as older electronic
use the building.
"That is absolutely great voters are mixed in the same machines currently in use.
Coursey said he was able to save
because that's a fine place," he precinct.
A small number of county scarce taxpayer dollars by borsaid.
The clerk's office is now voters living north of Wiswell rowing the older machines.
"We've bought two new
awaiting a new city map that Road will vote in a city precinct:
and they had to be the
machines
capabilities
lock-out
posas
however
soon
as
published
be
will
because those
machines
e-slate
machines
voting
electronic
on
precinct
all
sible to clarify
will prevent county voters from are the ones the handicapped
boundaries before the election.
have to use and we have to have
The two new precincts were casting ballots in city races.
"It's going to be an extra load one of those in each precinct,"
necessary to accommodate
buy recent expansion of Murray's on our precinct officers, but they Coursey said. "Instead of
machines.
city limits by the Murray City will have to do that to keep ing two new 1242
out
Council. However Coorsey and county voters from soling in which will likely be phased
in the next year or two. I went
and borrowed two of those from
Graves County. They don't use
them any more and I think I
FRANKFORT. Ky. - Three Aurora.
Other managers include 1I), saved about $2,800."
new park managers have been
Creation of the two new
appointed by the Kentucky State Lindon to Jenny Wiley State
has been approved by
precincts
Parks.
Resort Park, and Timothy
John
Board of Elections and
those,
Among
Hibbard to General Butler State the state
Research
Legislative
the
Rittenhouse, who has been the Park.
Commission.
manager at Lake Barkley State
The appointments are effecResort Park at Cadiz since 2004,
has been named the manager at tive Sept. I. 2008.
Kenlake State Resort Park near

From Front

New Kenlake manager named

The Murray. Ledger & Time k
strives to ensure accurate and
fair reporting; however mistakes occasionally occur. It is
the Ledger's policy to correct
errors. To report a news mistake or error, please call 7531916.

with Burglary
1st Degree, a
class B felony.
The invesis
tigation
by
ongoing
Sallin with the
Kentucky State
Police and the
Calloway
Count y
Sheriff •s
Office.
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KSP to kick off Friday
Night Blue Lights here
1
Football-based program to be at MHS-CCHS game
of 21, it ,
Special to the Ledger
This Friday. the Kentucky
State Police will begin an
enforcement campaign entitled
Friday Night Blue Lights. This
traffic safety initiative is geared
towards enforcement near high
school football venues in the
Post One area.
In Kentucky, the fall months
have the highest number of
injuries and fatalities, with
Friday night having the greatest
amount of collisions. To help
reduce this trend. the Kentucky
State Police will be stepping up
their enforcement efforts on
Friday Evenings this fall. Each
week, a different high school
football game venue will be
selected. Troopers will be especially on the lookout for
impaired and reckless drivers,
speeding violations, and occupant restraint violations.
The Kentucky State Police
would like to remind all drivers
the following facts:
•Last year, there were 864
fatalities on Kentucky roadways.
•56 percent of those fatalities were not wearing a seat belt
II Kentucky ha. the fieirth

lowest rate of seat belt usage If you are under the age
is illegal to drive with a BAC of
among all the states,
•62 percent of teenage pas- .02 or greater.
in According to preliminary
senger vehicle occupants killed
in fatal accidents were not wear- data from the National Highway 1.4
Traffic Safety Administration Zs
ing a seat belt.
II Last year. Kentucky had (NHTSA ). in 2006. 17,602 peothe 1(#h highest teenage fatality ple were killed in alcohol-relat- •
ed crashes - an average of one
rate in the nation.
-s.•
• Rural roads account for every half-hour.
• Last year in Kentucky. .•
over 60 percent of all speedthere were 28,785 driving under 1
related crashes,
•On an average in the U.S. the influence(DUI)arrests.
• In 2007, teen drivers
1.04)0 people are killed every
month in speed-related crashes, accounted for 564 crashes that
•Motorists under the age of involved alcohol. Of those
25 receive the highest number crashes, there were 351 injuries.
1
of speeding violations than any and 12 fatalities.
The Friday Nights Blue
other age group.
• Fuel consumption by Lights campaign will begin this:4
motor-vehicles increases steadi- Friday evening in Murray where
ly above 45 mph using appmxi- the Murray Tigers host the:
Lakers.:;
mately 50 percent more fuel Calloway County
traveling at 75 mph than they do Troopers will conduct traffic
enforcement before and after the:;
at 55 mph.
•Speeding and Alcohol are game. Troopers will also be
clearly a deadly combination, present during the football •A
Nationally, last year. 40 percent game. It is the goal of the
of drivers under the age of 21 Kentucky State Police to reverse'
who were involved in fatal the growing trend of traffic col- -7;
crashes also had a blood alcohol lisions on Friday nights. TZ
content(BAC)of .08 or higher. Friday Nights Blue Lights cam- •1
It Driving with a BAC of AM paign is mother step in the puror higher it illegal in Kentucky. suit of highway safety.

3

•
4

Townerier
NOTICE
•The Murray City Council
will meet in session Thursday
at 6:30 p.m. Agenda items
include ordinance readings
on fire hydrant meter usage
(second reading), amending
general fund capital expenditures for MFD rescue unit
(first reading) and levying ad
valorem taxes for 2008 property and 2009 motor vehicles
and watercraft; recommendathe Murray
tions from
Planning commissIon on
rezoning portion of 506
Industrial Rd. to industrialbased. establish a boundary
for proposed Historic Overlay
District, and accept streets
for maintenance; and a petikentucky
the
for
tion
Retirement Systems Board of
Trustees. The public works
committee is also scheduled
to meet at 6 p m. to review
bids for paving, and the public safety committee is to
meet at 6:15 p.m. to review
bids for a back-up rescue
unit.
Dexter-Alm°
• The
Heights Water Distnct will
meet Monday. Sept. 1. at 7
p.m. at the District Water
Office located at 351 Almo
Rd.
•To report a Town Crier
item, call 753-1916

REFILL YOUR
TANK it SAVE!

$11
Just in time for Labor Day,
Southern States slashes prices on
20 pound propane tank refills.
Prices good through September 01, 2008

SOUTHERN STATES

Comae
A correction Tuesday noted
21 million barrels was the correct figure from an article on
U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell in
Saturday's Ledger. ApNrently.
that figure referred to barrels
per day instead of for the entire
year of 2007.

In May. the Calloway County
Sheriff's Office recovered %eseral firearms in an abandoned
%an near Murray. On July 18.
KSP Tpr. Mark Sallin recovered
a 46-inch television from a
home in Murray. During the
investigation, a suspect was
identified and interviewed by
troopers and deputies.
On Monday. troopers arrested Rodney Butler Jr. 19, of
Murray. Butler was charged

Brands vou trust. People who know.
Offer available at this location only

Hopkinsville Cooperative
Ito sv, A,ore

Lisa,firmerly ofthe Hair Studio,
invites all ofher clients to visit her at her new
location. She is also accepting new customers.
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A hands-on
experience
•

For Austin Carter. participating in Leadership Tomorrow
when he was a student at Murray High was like "opening
the hood of a car for the first time and seeing just how
intncate the machine of community really is."
Chaz Robinson. Calloway County High School alum, has
a different view of Leadership Tomorrow's benefits. For him.
meeting and observing leaders at the local
and state levels helped him see that we
might also become leaders in an attempt to
till the shoes of our forefathers."
Callie Dowdy, now a junior at University of Richmond, was MHS class of '06.
She looks back on Leadership Tomorrow
as a valuable and practical learning experience. "I recall being exposed to parts of
my community that I had little or no
knowledge of beforehand." she admits.
"For example, until Industry Day, the only
Main Street exposure I had to factones was via televiBy Constance sion."
Alexander
This morning, 30 current high school
Local
students from Murray and Calloway County
Columnist
embarked on their own journey at the
opening session of Leadership Tomorrow's
Class of 09. This unique program offers
teens from both high schools a broad view of the community's strengths and needs, and gets them thinking about the
challenges facing community leaders in the future.
According to Jean Bennet, program director, the value of
Leadership Tomorrow is the way it offers education beyond
the classroom. "It demonstrates the connections between education and 'real world situation," she declares. "Leadership
skills learned in the program will encourage the students to
be even more involved in school and have a positive influence on other students.Dowdy agrees that the practical aspects of the program
made Leadership Tomorrow an eye-opening experience. "It
helped me see just how much manpower, cooperation and
planning goes into making my community operate."
For Robinson, one of the most important benefits for him
was the ability "to form relationships with adult leaders of
our community" that continue to be valuable to him today.
as a telecommunications systems management major at Murray State University
Through Leadership Tomorrow, Austin Carter learned that
there "were many people who toil, often without recognition
or praise, for the maintenance and growth of our community.
On each outing, the students were introduced to people and
professions that make a fundamental impact on everyone in
Murray and Calloway County, and in many cases, are necessities for daily life."
Thanks to the cooperative efforts of Leadership Murray
alumni, Murray Independent Schools and Calloway County
Schools. Leadership Tomorrow is a well-oiled machine. Additional support from local businesses, organizations, agencies
and individuals keeps the program in top-notch working
order.
In nine sessions spread throughout the school year. participants learn about agnculture, community resources, law/judiciary, arts and humanities, business/industry, health and government. An annual highlight is a visit to Frankfort, to see
how the state legislature operates. In addition, an orientation
day and graduation round out the calendar.
As much as possible, sessions are hands-on, a big plus
according to Dowdy. "Rather than sitting in a classroom and
being told we need to be leaders in our community," she
says, "we were taken into the community and shown what it
takes to be a leader in the real world. Even if I don't
choose a career in industry or politics." she continues. "I
will always be conscious and appreciative of the time and
thought that goes into making these things possible."
Carter shares another insight• "Communities are too often
segregated into smaller groups and categories: youth and
adults; teachers and students, blue-collar and white-collar.
Programs like Leadership Tomorrow remind young people
that those categories have a function, not in dividing but in
illuminating the important contributions of individuals and
groups for the betterment of the whole.For more information about Leadership Tomorrow, contact
Jean Bennett, Murray Independent Schools, at 270-753-4363.
Program sponsorships start at $100.
Read Main Street online at www.murravledgercom. For
the month of September, Main Street will focus on the theme
of work. If you have stories to share about the best/worst
job you've ever had, contact the columnist at constancealexander newwavecomm.net.
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A night for Clinton, Obama?
DENVER (API — For
one evening, their political
world was perfect. Or so it
seemed.
Standing before thousands
of delegates, almost half of
them her backers, Sen.
Hillary Rodham Clinton
declared it time -to unite as
a single party with a single
purpose- and urged her followers to help elect once-bitter rival Barack Obama. "We
are on the same team.' she
said, after allowing the
applause to build to a
crescendo and linger, longer
than usual -- much like the
Democratic pnmary race
"Barack Obama is my
candidate," she said. "And
he must be our president."
But did she mean it? And
would it matter?
True, her challenges Tuesday night were impossibly
high, perhaps mutually exclusive.
She had to both promote
her political future and unify
her party. Clinton had to
somehow convince people
that she honestly thought
Obama was ready for the
presidency. But something
stood in her way: Her
words.
—Dec. 3, 2007: "So you
decide which makes more
sense: Entrust our country to
someone who is ready on
Day One ... or to put America in the hands of someone
with little national or international expenence. who
started running for president
the day he arrived in the

American liberalism, replacing the ailing Sen. Edward
Kennedy. And if Obama
loses, as Hillary said he
BY RON FOURNIER
would during the campaign.
she is blameless and the
That he's the perfect man
U.S. Senate."
party can turn back to her
for troubled times. She
—March 2008. "I know
without guilt in four years.
together,
party
the
brought
lifetime
a
has
Sen. McCain
and
Behind the scenes Tuesanyway,
night
one
for
of experience that he will
day, the Obama and Clinton
now it's up to Obama to
bring to the White House.
camps struck a tentative deal
close the deal with voters.
And Sen. Obama has a
that would allow some states
Unlike Obama, she no
speech he gave in 2002.to cast votes in a roll call
about
worry
to
needs
longer
I
--Feb. 23, 2008: "Now,
before somebody — possibly
her ravorability ratings so
could stand up here and say,
Clinton herself — cuts short
there was no pulling punch'Let's just get everybody
the tally and asks the cones.
together. Let's get unified.'
vention to nominate Obama
"No way," Clinton said.
The skies will open, the
by unanimous consent. This
"No how. No McCain."
light will come down, celeswas her price for ending her
tial choirs will be singing
She said McCain would
historic bid for the presidenand everyone will know we
be an extension of the Bush
manner that, howevshould do the right thing
administration. No jobs. Poor cy in a
er messy, still left Obama in
and the world will be perhealth care coverage. High
a stronger position than
fect."
gas prices. Home forecloKennedy left Jimmy Carter
said,
she
war,"
"More
sures.
as
thing
such
no
There in
1980. when the Massachuin
a
of
More
diplomacy.
"Less
a perfect world, though the
setts senator extracted plat- •
government where the priviClinton and Obatna image
leged comes first, and every- form concessions and shrank
teams tried their best to crefrom the traditional unity :
one else come last."
ate one. Hundreds of
•
show at the final gavel.
"Hillary" signs danced before
In other words. Clinton
her
extract
did
she
But
the TV cameras, bearing her
if
even
say,
seemed to
breezy blue signature. Her
Obama is everything she said price.
The bill came due Tuesmisty-eyed husband. former
during the campaign, he's
day. The crowd. The
President Clinton, watched
still a better candidate than
applause. The promise of a
from above.
McCain. The speech was as
vote Wednesday, and a
much of an attack on
By the time she was
speech laced 17 times by
done, Sen. Clinton had deliv- McCain as it was an
some variation of the proembrace of Obama. "We
ered a strong, convincing
noun "I."
don't need four more years
affirmation of Obama and,
of the last eight years." she
just as importantly, a thump"You never gave up,"
said.
ing of McCain. She did her
Clinton told her delegates, a,
part. Her husband takes the
phrase that so peifectly fits
The crowd, Obama and
stage Wednesday and then
Clinton delegates alike, loved
her. "You never gave up.
Obama must make his case
And together we made histoit.
to the American people that
ry
She took the high road
he will be ready on Day
Tuesday night because it was
One.
also her best road politically,
Ron Fournier has covered
That there's more to him
if Obama wins, she still
politics for The Associated
than a single speech.
emerges as a central voice in Press for nearly 20 years.
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The Lantern-Bearers
One of the highest compliments that
my father ever paid anyone was to say,
"He is always the same." Or "She is
always the same." I think what my
father meant was that
in such people there
was a certain transparency, a genuineness
that transcended any
tendency toward
hypocrisy or falsehood. To say that
someone was always
the same meant that
you could depend on
that person. Such a
had character.
Hope and person
As much as we
Away
herald this sort of
By James
integrity, we must
Bolin
Duane
admit that most indiLedger & Times viduals have a secret
Columnist
nature known only to
the closest of family
and friends. Only those dearest to us
see us as we really are. We are glad
of it too, for we cherish such privacy.
And we hope that our secret natures
are honest and pure, although to be
honest, we all know that our innermost
beings sometimes include dishonesty
and impunty.
Robert Louis Stevenson, the author
of -Treasure Island" and "Kidnapped,"
knew about this dichotomy of chracter.
After all, he also wrote "The Strange
Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde." It
is in his persona! essay, "The Lantern
Bearers." however, that I think he
shows most forcefully the place of pri-

vale thoughts and dreams, private
thoughts and dreams that we share only
with those we love the most.
The essay is about a group of boys
in England who "congregated every
autumn about a certain easterly fishervillage, where they tasted in a high
degree the glory of existence.- "There
was nothing to mar your days, if you
were a boy summering in that part,"
Stevenson wrote, "but the embarrassment of pleasure." These boys, a
group that included the budding writer,
involved themselves in a clandestine,
yet not so secret, exciting, and completely innocent activity. No sneaking
of cigarettes or bottles of beer here.
This game was altogether different.
According to Stevenson, -toward the
end of September, when school-time
was drawing near and the nights were
already black, we would begin to sally
from our respective villas, each
equipped with a tin bull's-eye lantern.
The thing was so well known that it
had worn a rut in the commerce of
Great Britain; and the grocers, about
the due time, began to garnish their
windows with our particular brand of
luminary. We wore them buckled to
the waist upon a cricket belt, and over
them. such was the rigour of the game,
a buttoned top-coat."
The boys went about the village
with their buttoned-up topcoats as if in
a secret society, believing that it was
only known between each of them that
they hid beneath the coat a hulls-eye
lantern. "But take it for all in all,"
Stevenson said. "the pleasure of the

thing was substantive and to be a
boy with a bull's-eye under his top-coat
was good enough for us.For these boys. "the essence of this
bliss was to walk by yourself in the
black night: the slide lof the lantern]
shut, the top-coat buttoned; not a ray
escaping, whether to conduct your footsteps or to make your glory public, a
mere pillar of darkness in the dark;
and all the while, deep down in the
privacy of your fool's heart, to know
you had a bull's -eye at your belt, and
to exult and sing over the knowledge."
According to Stevenson, the attraction of the game was the simple
knowledge that only you and a few
others knew the secret. "Justice is not.
done to the versatility and the
unplumbed childishness of man's imagination," he wrote. Although "his life
from without may seem but a rude
mound of mud." inside "there will be
some golden chamber of the heart .
in which he dwells delighted.- "And
for as dark as his pathway seems to
the observer, he will have some kind
of a bull's-eye at his belt."
Stevenson knew that such privacy is'
important for anyone. Just think
though. The man or woman we see
everyday rnight have a secret spark of
goodness, devined only by those that
love them most.
Duane Bolin teaches In the Department Of History at Murray State University. Contact him at
duane.bolin@ murraystate.edu
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Clintons throwing one-two punch at McCain

Glen O. Williams

(AP)
DENVER
Democrats were using the onetwo punch of Hillary and Bill
Clinton to unify their party
against Republicans and argue
that the nation would be safer - its economy as well as its citizens - under a Barack °barna
administration.
Anticipating tonight's focus
on national security at the
National
Democratic
Convention, Republican John
McCain contended in a new TV
ad that Obama showed he was
"dangerously unprepared" for
the White House when he
described Iran as a "tiny" nation
that didn't pose a serious threat.
"Iran. Radical Islamic govMrs. Marjorie Jones
Mrs. Marjone Jones, 81. of 530 Yale Pl., Owensboro, died ernment. Known sponsors of
Friday. Aug. 22, 2008. at her home.
terrorism. Developing nuclear
She had retired as a switchboard operator for capabilities to 'generate power'
Mercy Hospital and was of Baptist faith.
but threatening to eliminate
Born May 26, 1927, in Owensboro, she was the Israel," says the ad, which was
AP:
daughter of the late James and Mary Owen
being run in key states.
McCray. Chic grandson, Adam Stewart, also preClinton, D-NY.. takes the stage to speak during the Democratic National
Rodham
Hillary
Sen...
-Terrorism. destroying Israel ceded her in death.
Convention in Denver Tuesday
Survivors include one daughter, Becky Stewart, those aren't 'serious threats"?
Missing from the ad was the from Llado, Texas. "It's Biwa..
Bremen; three sons. Kenny Jones, Owensboro,
Richard Jones and wife, Becky, Murray, and context of Obama's remarks last Obama's job to bring this parr
Mickey Jones. Bremen; seven grandchildren; 11 May in which he compared Iran together."
.
great-grandchildren
and other adversarial governIt's the kind of talk the.
Jones
The funeral was today (Wednesday) at II a.m. ments to the superpower Soviet
Clinton tried to discourage.
in the chapel of James H. Davis Funeral Home, Owensboro.
Union. "They don't pose a seri- want you to ask yourselve,
Online messages of condolence niay be made at www.davisfuous threat to us the way the Were you in this campaign jus
neralhome.com.
Soviet Union posed a threat to for me9"she said Tuesday night
us," he said in arguing for talks in her convention speech.
Thomas Redden
know, Iran, they addressing her supporters.
Pat Thomas Redden, 71, Joplin, Mo., died Sunday. Aug. 24. with Iran. "You
)08, at the Mayo Clinic, Rochester, Minn. His death followed a spend one-100th of what we
Clinton used her prime-time
spend on the military. If Iran convention appearance to try to
sudden illness.
He was a graduate of the University of ever tried to pose a serious threat silence infighting over how to
Kentucky and obtained his architectural license in to us, they wouldn't stand a honor Clinton's campaign withseveral states. He served in the United States Coast chance."
out distracting from Obama's
& Geodetic Survey from 1958-1960 and after his
The McCain ad signaled a upcoming
against
contest
service he went to work for the Kentucky Highway
shift from trying to stir up McCain.
Mo.,
Joplin,
to
Department. In 1965 he moved
Clinton's supporters
"Barack Obama is my candiwhere he worked for Allgeier Martin & Associates Hillary
criti- date, and he must be our presiuntil 1981. He then went to work for several firms with her primary-season
in Tulsa. Okla.„ before returning to Joplin to work cism of Obama to raising fears dent." she said.
for PLJBD Inc., retiring in December of 2007. He about Obama's ability to handle
Even so, bringing the
international threats. Clinton Democratic Party together is
attended South Joplin Christian Church.
Redden
Mr. Redden was born Nov. 12, 1936, in closed the book on her 2008 going to take more than a single
Paducah, Ky. His father, Thomas Redden, preceded him in death.
presidential bid Tuesday night speech. The best unifier among
Survivors include his wife, Shelby Baldwin Redden, to whom he with an emphatic plea for the
Democrats going into the final
Tichacek,
Anita
was married in 1958 in Canada. Ky.; two daughters.
party to unite behind Barack sprint might just be McCain.
Joplin. and Karen Martin and husband, Brice, Quapaw. Okla.; three
Obama.
"Arizonans are also proud of
grandsons, Patrick Tichacek and Austin and Lincoln Martin; his
The Democratic convention their political tradition, from
Redden.
Cox
mother, Mabel
His body is to be cremated with private family services at a later spotlight was turning to her hus- Barry Goldwater to Mo Udall to
band, the former president, as he Bruce Babbitt. There's a pattern
date.
Visitation will be at the Mason-Woodard Mortuary & Chapel. prepared to take the prime-time here," Arizona Gov.. Janet
3701 E. 7th St., Joplin, MO 64801, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. Friday.
television stage tonight. He is Napolitano
delegates
told
Expressions of sympathy may be made to South Joplin Christian expected to launch attacks on
as part of the chorus
Tuesday
home.
funeral
the
of
Church or Grace Baptist Church, in care
McCain and on the Bush admin- eviscerating
McCain.
istration, particularly on the Goldwater. Udall and Babbitt all
state of the U.S. economy.
sought the presidency; none sucAP
Delaware Sen., Joe Biden. ceeded.
holds up Signs at the Democratic National
delegate
A
Obama's choice as a running
-Speaking for myself, and for Convention in Denver Tuesday.
mate, will get prime-time expo- at least this coming election, this
sure as well.
The Associated Press as he left
is one Arizona tradition I'd like McCain.
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP)- tled with.
Hillary. Clinton. who won 18 to see continue." Napolitano
Gov.. the convention hall. "Weren't
Massachusetts
Former
"I've had plenty of time to million votes but still failed to
Five years ago they were bitter
Mitt Romney, a potential run- you proud of her?"
said.
rivals, but on Tuesday U.S. Rep. get over it." Chandler said.
earn her pany's nomination,
Mama.47. formally receives
meanwhile,
mate for McCain, also
ning
Republicans,
McConnell's campaign noted
Ben Chandler and his one-time
planned to meet with delegates struggled for a bit of the spot- came to Denver and said the nomination Wednesday. He
the
of
praise
Chandler's
and
hugged
finally
nemesis
arch
want to cast ballots for light. Tonight. former New York Tuesday, "Barack Obama is a delivers his acceptance speech.
Republican senator recently who still
made up.
the nominating roll Mayor Rudy Giuliani. the charming and fine person with a Thursday night at a football staduring
her
together
Chandler endorsed fellow when the two worked
- a symbolic keynote speaker for the lovely family, but he's not ready dium. An estimated 75.0(X) tickDemocrat Bruce Lunsford. who to pass legislation securing fed- call this evening
is nominat- Republican convention next to be president."
Obama
before
State
move
Kentucky
for
ets have been distributed for the
funding
eral
four-term
challenging
is
Mitch University. In a joint press ed, presumably by acclamation. week, said that Hillary Clinton
Sen..
Bill ('Onion, whose reputa- event, meant to stir comparisons
Republican
McConnell. Chandler threw the release nearly a month ago. Clinton has not indicated never told delegates that Obama tion took some hits dunng the with John F. Kennedy's appear-.
weight of his famous political Chandler said McConnell's whether she would have her was prepared for the presidency. primary season, stayed away ance at the Los Angele
name behind Lunsford at a gath- leadership in obtaining the fund- name placed in nomination or
"Nowhere in that speech did from his wife and daughter Coliseum in 1960.
ering of Kentucky's delegation ing was "essential."
seek a formal roll call vote.
McCain and his yet-unnamed
answer the question about Chelsea - who introduced her
she
McConnell campaign manat the Democratic National
Clinton's aides said it his character, his ability to lead, mother on stage Tuesday running mate are scheduled to
ager Justin Brasell said the
Convention in Denver.
remained unclear how exactly the things that are at issue here." evening. Instead, he watched his receive their nomination at the
"If Bruce and I. after going praise "showed particularly
in
meeting with the delegates Giuliani said on "The Early wife's speech from convention Republican
convention
the
through the kind of bruising pri- good judgment."
Minneapolis next week.
has would play out, or how her sup- Show" on CBS. "And until she floor box seats.
McConnell
"Sen..
mary that we went through in
with porters will react.
working
"She was great," Clinton told
does, you're going to have a lot
2003, could get past that, surely enjoyed
"It's not Hillary's job to bring of Hillary Clinton supporters
the Clinton supporters here Congressman Chandler on key
Obama," issues and looks forward to con- this party together," said Jennie that are either not going to vote
support
could
Chandler said in a phone inter- tinuing that bipartisan relation- Lou Leeder, a Clinton delegate ... or are going to vote for John
ship over the next six years,"
view.
By endorsing the man who Brasell said Tuesday.
McConnell and Chandler
left him politically battered after
•
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endorse someone he once bat-

(,leri () Vbillidins. 77, SyIva, N.C.. died Sunday morning, Aug.
24. 20(18, at Mountain Trace Nursing ('enter, Sylva, following a
Oeriod of declining health.
An Amy veteran of the Korean Conflict, he was
a member of Webster Baptist Church and the
Mesons of Wayne, Mich. He retired from General
Motors, Chevrolet Plant in Livonia. Mich., after 35
years of service. He moved to Jackson County, N.C.,
following his retirement in 1985.
A native of Dexter, Ky.. he was the son of the late Coy Williams
and Allie Duncan Williams. One brother, Matthew Williams, also
preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Lorraine Williams, to whom he had
been mamed for 53 years; two sons. Kenneth Williams, Lillian,
Ala., and Keith Williams. Webster. N.C'.. one sister, Virginia
Galloway, Almo, Ky.; one granddaughter. Jennifer Williams,
Montgomery, Ala.; two great-grandchildren.
Moody Funeral Home,714 Main St., SyIva. N.C., is in charge of
the arrangements.
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Lunsford in Senate race
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Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Health
xpress announces stops
Tuesday. Sept. 2, 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 2:30
p.m. - Save-A-Lot in Murray;
Wednesday. Sept. 3, 9 to
11:30 a.m. - Curry's Grocery
in Wingo:
Wednesday. Sept. 3. Ito 3
a.m. - Burton's Service Station in Lynnville.;
Thursday. Sept. 4.9 to 11:30
a.m. - Duncan's Market. Murray:
Thursday, Sept. 4, 1 to 3
a.m. - East Y Grocery. Murray:
Monday. Sept. 8. 8:30 to
11:30 a.m.- Subway in Puryear.
Tenn.
Monday. Sept. 8, Ito 3:00
p.m. - C-Mart in Hazel;
Wednesday. Sept. 10, 9 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m.
- Wal-Mart in Paris, Tenn.;
Thursday, Sept. II. 7:30 to
11:30 a.m. - PTL South Lot
in Murray. *Pulmonary Function Screenings Only:
Monday. Sept. IS. 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. - George Weaks'
Community Center in Murray;
Thursday. Sept. 18, 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. - Marshall County Senior Center in Benton,
*Lipid Screenings Only, must
fast for 12 hours
Monday. Sept. 22. 8:30 to
11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3:00
p.m. - Food Giant in Murray:
Monday. Sept. 29,9 to 11:30
a.m. - Trigg County Senior
Center in Cadiz.
Additionally. MCCH Health
Express will have the following stop offering free screenings:
Tuesday. Sept. 16, 8 a.m.
to Nnoon and 1 to 3 p.m. Free Vision/Glaucoma. Osteoporosis, and Blood Pressure
Screenings at the Center for
Health & Wellness in Murray.
Also available at these
screenings is an Occult Blood
Screening Kit. The cost is $4
and this screening detects blood
in the stool, which can be an
early indicator of colon cancer.
For more information on the
September Health Express
schedule or about the screenings offered. call 762-1348.

The Murray-C'alloway County Hospital Health Express will
bfferosteoporosis screenings, as
)*sell as. blood pressure and
pulse checks dunng the month
bf September.
; The screenings are free to
the communities visited by
Health Express and are offered
to detect disease in its earlitst stages when there are often
ho symptoms of disease. Osteoporosis heel scans, the screening for September. helps to
detect osteoporosis which is
responsible for more than 1.5
million fractures annually in
the United States.
There are three simple things
you can do before the tests:
For the sake of convenience
and time, wear socks, anklets
or knee-high stockings. Panty
hose will have to be removed.
Remove ankle bracelets and
any other article ofjewelry from
your feet and ankles. They will
interfere with the test.
If you have an open sore
or cut on either foot, inform
the operator before being
screened.
During the month of September. the Health Express will
make stops at the following
locations:

Do you lose li-neck tops' Are they nna sometimes too low cut for you to feel Loadoruble^ We
have he answer — Miss Oops Boob Tithe — its
cisetchi [xi piece that goes ova vow bra, it is
about 6 or 7 IMAM wide aid goes all around your
chest It can be pulled up as high as you need it
and will coyer up the cleavage They ozone 111
aiuiass black mkt nude You'll love them
Miss Oops also has some other fabulous personal items that MC C2T in the sun
The newest one is Mishap Tape its doubleswied apparel tape for gaping blouses. plunging
no:lduies, falling straps, a hem dui comes vase
whatever your mishap There at. 36 hypo-allergen', sums in two sizes per hot
These would he great tad to keep to your handbag and they are only 560)
he also base Miss (lops Pucker Protector if is
a clear gloss dna is actually .a lip halm that has
SPF30 and prawn aid elumnates ,t.appad bps I
love this product
Don"( forget abaft dr Blister Elixir — it is per.
leer for new shoes, kids practicing m band. aiiy.
one who sands at their ter al day It :undone
your feet and protects ttuni blisters I wear it at
11141te with heels and it works — I never get bits.
ices
Sew beautiful fall styles are am,mg daily Lam
of new marts us all styles and colors
If you haven't seen cur new all seweiry you
must come in It s really outsunding Las of am
sterling silvet too'
TGIF this past Fnday was 20% off all gift
HIM
Check out the Seefel sale every Friday
Congratulations to Betty Cameron who won the
door pnze
Slat nosed ro Rev nrea's Fun & Farhion
?Tor

aliowity
I ruin Bitinin

• ANNUAL
MEETINGrid. 2, 2110.
Contest: 5:30 p.m.
Business Meeting:
7:0011.m.
Location:
alloway County
1111111 Bilreali Witt t

41C1Cfliti
The St.nerhgng Fror

ers.sn,Story

305 South 12th
Murray, KY•753-7441
www.dk-keiley.com

with the MSU Symphonic Wind Ensemble

e-mail: jo.burkeentowayisidiM

MHS Volleyball Team sponsoring
'Volley for the Cure Night'

becichng

Murray High School Volleyball Team
will sponsor a "Volley for the Curt Night"
at its home game with Marshall Counts
on Thursday. Sept. 4, at 6 p.m. Tiger fal
T-shirts (REAL Tigers Wear Pink) can bd
pre-ordered for $9 through today (Wed/m.5:i
day) at the MILS(ace and everyone wear.:
ing the T-shirt will be admitted free te
the game.
Proceeds from the T-shirts and a coli
lection that night will help support a curd
lo's
cancer. Survivors of breast cans
Datebook for breast
recognized at the event.
be
will
cer
By Jo Burkeen
For more information contact Breanng
Community
Volp at MHS or Gina Claywell at 2934
Editor
4574.

SS representative to be at library

A Social Security representative will be at the Calloway
County Public Library on Thursday from 10:30 a.m. to 12:30
p.m. and will assist in filing claims. For more information call
1-800-772-1213 or the Mayfield office at I -270-:
4
toll
27809-free5,at

Glory Bound on Friday

Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Fri.
day from 7 to 9 at Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726
Ky. 121 North at Stella community. Featured will be Liberty
Boys and Reita Koon. Items for Need Line will be taken. For
more information call Joe Lawrence at 753-5643, Renee Tay:.
lor at 753-8124 or Patrick Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glorybound@hotmail.com

Mr. and Mrs. Michael Muehleman
Sheri Catherine Tidwell and Michael Muehleman, both of
Murray, were married Saturday, July 5, 2008, at St. Leo Catholic
Church. Murray. Fr. Ken Mikulcik and Fr. Mike Williams officiated.
Music was by Lynn Fromm, organist, and Debbie and Emily
DeAngelo, singers.
The bride is the daughter of Dennis and Joyce Tidwell of
Murray.
The groom is the son of Judy Muehleman and Tom and
Becky Muehleman, all of Murray.
Rebecca Dyer of Reston. Va., was the matron of honor.
Bridesmaids were Stephanie Carter and Angie Woods, Paducah, and Maggie Muehleman of Elizabethtown.
The flower girls were Isabel and Ashby Muehleman of
Hilton Head, S.C.
Jon Muehleman of Hilton Head was best man. Groomsmen
were Michael Radenour of Reynoldsburg, Ohio, Ezra Schroeder of Lexington and Tom Muehleman of Murray.
The bride is a graduate of the University of Louisville and
is a teacher for the Bourbon County Board of Education. Paris,
Ky.
The groom is a graduate of Murray State University and is
employed with Stanley Works.

Taylor speaker for Kappa
Dept. at recent meeting
Jim Taylor, operations director of the Friends of Land
Between the Lakes organization recently spoke at a meeting of the Kappa Department
of the Murray Woman's Club.
Dressed in period costume,
he explained that the Friends
of LBL provide visitors to LBL
with environmental education,
earth science and historical programming. During the past, the
organization has led efforts to
promote LBL while protecting
that special place through its
efforts regarding he eagle reinof the
troduction, creation
Bugle Corps as a means to
support monitoring wildlife,
providing informational help for
visitors as well as providing
thousands of hours of volunteer assistance to LBL national recreation area activities and
programs.
Taylor spoke about a very
special grant program which
the "Friends" group administers. This is the School Field

trip program for children in
schools with a high level of
financial need. This program
allows these students an opportunity to visit LBL and experience env ironmental education,
praine restoration, wildlife management, recreational facilities,
planetarium skies, traditional
music, resource conservation
and local heritage preservations.
All of these topics are supported by members of the
Friends of LBL.
To learn more about the
programs visit the website at
www.FriendsofLBL.org or call
1-270-924-2088.
The Kappa Department will
meet Tuesday. Sept. 2. at 6:30
p.m. at the club house for a
potluck salad supper. Two Murray State students will discuss
their mission trip to Peru
Visitors are invited to attend
to learn more about the Kappa
Department and their services
to the community.

Blood Drive today
Calloway County Chapter of the American Red Cross will
have a blood drive today until 3 p.m. at Hawkins Research.

Cetnitv 4ine Cate'

MHS Club plans promotion
Murray High Quarterback Club will be selling their '08 "la
the Hunt" T-shirts at cost of $10 at the school on Thursday
and Friday and after school as well as during the lunch hour.

Shrine Bingo Friday
Murray Shrine Club Bingo will be each Friday
at the club building on Ky. 121 North, Murray.

at 6:30 p.m„

MMS Boys Basketball plans promotion
Murray Middle School Boys Basketball Team will have a
rebate day at The Apple today. Customers are asked to tell the
waitress you wont your ticket applied to the basketball program.

Reunion committee to meet
The Calloway County High School Class of 1968 committee for 40-year reunion will meet Thursday at 6 p.m. at the
law office of Warren K. Hopkins at 405 Maple St.. Murray
to work on plans for the 40-year reunion. All class members
are welcome to attend.

East Elementary plans training
East Elementary School, will have its annual Parent Volunteer Training on Thursday at 9 a.m. or 6 p.m. The training
will be held in the cafeteria at East. Parents planning to volunteer any time during the 2008/09 school year should make
.
plans to attend the training at one of the times offered.

Murray High School Backboard Club will meet today at
5:30 p.m. at the school cafeteria. All parents of basketball
players on the middle and high school teams are invited. Discussion will include Tiger Night and the election of officers
for the upcoming season.

MHS group plans promotion
Murray High School Lady Soccer Tigers will have a rebate
night at Nicks today from 5 p.m. to midnight. Be sure to telf
the cashier you are there for the group.

LAMP group to meet Thursday
LAMP Homeschool Support group of Calloway County
because of the rain Monday will have its luau potluck picnic
Thursday at 6 p.m. at Chestnut Park. No program is planned,
but tropical shirts are welcome. Parents are urged to come out
to meet other area homeschool families. RSVP to,
talktoamiee@yahoo.com. More information is available on the
LAMP website www.lamphomeschool.com.

Merryman House Domestic Crisis Outreaching Office of.
Calloway and Marshall Counties will offer a domestic violence
education/support group today at 3 p.m. at the Merryman House
office. For information call 759-2373.

10072 Hwy. 121 North, Farmington, KY

at the downstairs area of University Church of Christ. A potluck

Saturday, Sept. 6, 2008

1ititi4 an anwsiCallosty Lila • hem 170-4494075• Vigil Nosily?

meal will be served at 1 p.m. For information call Charlie.
Grogan at 759-3159.

Adults: $15 • MSC Students/Children under 12: SIO

Catfish & Frog Legs Saufberairyle
Dinners served from 5-8 0.m.

ticket:master WWW.t cketrnastencom
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TOPS Chapter will meet
TOPS (take of pounds sensibly) Chapter #469 will meet
Thursday at 5:15 p.m. in the annex of Calloway Public Library;
For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or
210-4173.

Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will
offer blood pressure checks, pulse, vision and glaucoma screens
on Thursday from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. at
First United Methodist Church.

Breakfast & Lunch Served
6 Days a Week.
1•11

The annual Grogan family reunion will be Sunday at 1 p.m.

Health Express lists stops

or /-877-894-4474

Mr

MHS Backboard Club to meet

NIGHT OF STARS V

- FRIDAY & SATURDAY NIGHTS:

Esqui
Odes

Cardiac Rehab at Murray-Calloway County Hospital will:
have a rebate day for the American Heart Association Heart:
Walk on Thursday at Sirloin Stockade. Customers are asked to
turn in their receipts to the cashier.

Grogan reunion on Sunday

7 p.m. • Lovett Auditorium
Murray State University

Mr.
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Cardiac Rehab plans promotion

Special group will meet

acclaimed hitiegram en.Nenzbie.

The Kruger Brothers

Mean

Kirksey park need players
The Kirksey Park is gearing up for another year of fall ball
league. and more players are needed. Foi information call
Diana at 1-270-527-2072 or e-mail kirkseyparktgyahoo.com. or
call Michael at 489-6140. Applications can be e-mailed to families if requested and mailed to Kirksey Park, Inc., P.O. Box,
12, Kirksey, KY 42054.
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Thompson and Ashford

Mr. and Mrs. Avery Jr. in 1958
' Mr. and Mrs. William Avery Jr. of
12135 Old Paris & Murray Rd., Puryear,
Tenn., celebrated their 50th wedding
anniversary on Saturday. Aug. 2, 2008,
with a dinner at The Riverfront Plantation Inn, Dover, Tenn.
Their children are Anthony M. Avery,
Esquire, William Herbert Avery, New
Orleans, La., and Dr. Melissa Avery,

Mr. and Mrs. Avery Jr. in 2008

Nashville, Tenn.
The couple was married Aug. 2, 1958,
at Temple Hill United Methodist Church,
Alm, Ky., with Rev. Ralph Rogers officiating. Music was by Freda Davis Jones
of Murray, soloist, and the late Mrs. Keys
Futrell, Almo, pianist.
Their attendants were June Hale Young,
Murray. maid of honor, and the late Calvin

•
Morris, Murray, best man. Ushers were
her brother, Don Ray Rutland, Almo, and
Steve Grogan, Almo.
Mrs. Avery, the former Peggy Rutland,
is the daughter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Rutland of Almo.
Mr. Avery is the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. William Marvin Avery of
Knoxville, Term.

Stanley and Angelia Thompson announce the engagement
and approaching marriage of their daughter. Sandra Thompson.
to Larry Ashford Jr. son of Larry and Robin Ashford of Barlow.
Miss Thompson is the granddaughter of Bobby and Billie
Walker of West Paducah and Sarah Christine Thompson of
Princeton.
Mr. Ashford Jr. is the grandson of the late Reuben and
Betty Lott of Metropolis, Ill., and the late Charles and Bev,
erly Ashford of LaCenter.
The bride-elect is a 2006 graduate of Murray State University and is employed by Honeywell in Metropolis.
The groom-elect is a 1996 graduate of Ballard Memorial
High School and is employed by L.A. Archery, Barlow.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 13, 2008. at 2p.m. at
First Christian Church, Murray. All relatives and friends are
invited.

Ilin
ur r
& Gifts
HWY.641 N. • MURRAY
753-1725 — 1-800-472-8852
www.rolIingh.com
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Customer Appreciation Days

25%

OFF

*ALL TREES & SHRUBS
*ALL PERENNIAL PLANTS

50% OFF
SELECT GIFTWAILE
"A-e,ertedys. eerGieei/Kv.reer felare.tr"
Open Mon.-Sat. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

Mr. and Mrs. Cooper in 2008

Mr. and Mrs. Cooper in 1958
Gerald and Lynda Cooper of Murray
will celebrate their 50th wedding anniveriary with a reception on Sunday. Sept. 7.
2008, with a reception in the Welcome
Center, First Baptist Church. 203 South
4th St., Murray.
All relatives and friends are invited.
The couple was married Sept. 7, 1958,
at Sinking Spring Baptist Church. Bro.
Norman Culpepper officiated.

Their attendants were Sylvia Sanert,
sister of the bride. and Gary Cooper.
cousin of the groom.
Mrs. Cooper is the daughter of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Taylor of Lynn
Grove.
Mr. Cooper is the son of the late Mr.
and Mrs. Beckham Cooper of Hazel. He
retired after 34 years of service with General Tire, Mayfield.

Hosting the reception will be the couple's children, Mr. and Mrs. Gregory
Cooper and Mrs. Tanya Cooper Cain, all
of Murray.
Their grandchildren are Heath and Leslie
Cooper Cates of Louisville, and Taylor
and Faith Cooper, Andrew and Amanda
Cain, and Autumn and Hannah Hill, all
of Murray.

ON SALE NOW!

Series of Diabetes Education Classes planned for Calloway
The Purchase District Health
Department and Calloway
County Extension Service will
be offering a series of Diabetes Education Classes at the
Calloway County Extension
Service. 310 South 4th St.,
Murray. The dates will be Sept.
10, 17, 24 and Oct. Is from
c':30 a.m. to noon. There will
be no charge for the classes.
Participants are encouraged to
attend all four sessions. To preregister, call 753-1452 or for
more information call 1-270444-9625.

Historic
homes are
wanted
"Help preserve our history
in print. This is for those who
own a historic home pre-I935
and have documentation and
Stones of interest," said Martha
Ails, treasurer of Murray Main
Street. These homes are needed to be published in the 10th
annual publication. Preserve the
Past...Image the Future, that
will be inserted in the Murray Ledger & Times this fall.
Any one having a home of
this era, is asked to call Murray Main Street at 759-9474.

DeAnna Leonard, R.N..
BSN, Purchase District Health
Department Diabetes Education,
"The classes provide
said
hands-on activities in learning
about managing diabetes. They
win I

are open to the community but
focus on those with diabetes
and/or people who care for those
with diabetes. The class topics are also helpful in learning how to prevent diabetes.

IF YOU NAVEAN EVENT TO ANNOUNCE
CALL US AT 753-1916

Some of the topics that will
be discussed include coping
with diabetes, creating a meal
plan, checking blood sugar,
treatment of high and low blood
sugars and staying active."
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WEDNESDAY DINE IN ONLY
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PRE.SHOW DINNER IN THE IvIYRE RI/FR ROOM CALL FOR DETAILS!

Medium Spaghetti $2.97
Large Spaghetti $3.96
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Carson Center
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Mayfield and Fitzhugh

Armstrong and Devine

Iglesias and Thurmond

Brent and Lisa Armstrong of Murray announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter. Angela Marie
Armstrong. to Jason Wayne Devine, son of Roger and Chris
Devine of Grand Rivers.
Miss Armstrong is the granddaughter of Murray and Pearline
Mason of Sturgis and Bill and Yvonne Armstrong of Princeton.
Mr. Devine is the grandson of Ralph and Lois Smith of
Draffenville and the late Red and Pauline Devine of Grand
Rivers.
The bride-elect is a 2002 graduate of Calloway County
High School and a 2006 graduate of Asbury College. She is
employed by BB&T.
The groom-elect is a 1999 graduate of Livingston Central
High School and a 2002 graduate of West Kentucky Technical College. He is employed by USEC of Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday. Sept. 27, 2008, at 2:30 p.m.
at The Potter's House Baptist Worship Center, Smithland.
All relatives and friends are invited.

Mr. and Mrs. Robin L. Stroud of Murray and Dr. and Mrs.
Julio Iglesias of Winnfield. La.. announce the engagement of
their daughter, Ashley Ann Iglesias. to Brandon Lee Thurmond, son of Tony and Janice Thurmond of Murray.
Miss Iglesias is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Samuel
L. Rice of Viera. Fla.. and Mr. and Mrs. Julio Iglesias of Cordoba. Argentina.
Mr. Thurmond is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Lee
of Mayfield and Billy Gene Thurmond and Mr. and Mrs. Joe
Pat Jones of Murray.
The bride-elect is attending Murray State University studying for her master's degree.
The groom-elect is a 2007 graduate of Murray State University and is employed by A & K Construction of Paducah.
The wedding will be Saturday, Oct. 4. 2008. at 5 p.m. at
Kentucky Dam Village, Gilbertsville.

Gisme-rINGs
If you are a NEWCOMER to
Murray/Calloway County
Call BARBARA G. JACKSON
AT 753-8062 OR 293-4113
COMMUNITY GREETING SERVICE FOR
A SPECIAL WELCOME
We want to bring you gifts from many of our
business an professional people. It's their way of
saying,"We are glad you have moved to

Murray-Calloway County."
We have been welcoming NEWCOMERS
since 1946 almost 60 years!

Erickson to present seminar
at church on Sept. 13
Madea Faith Erickson will
present a seminar titled "Pieces"
on Sept. 13 from 9-11:30 a.m.
at Murray's First United
Methodist Church.
There is no charge for the
seminar, but reservations are
needed by Sept. 4 for catering and seating purposes. Erickson can be contacted at
madea@madeafaith.com.

00000000
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Feel the drive

2008 Della Miller
Community Classic Golf Tournament 0
Friday, September 5, 2008
Lunch 11:30 a.m.•1:00 p.m. Shotgun Start

Murray Country Club
NS()R1
OLE
$75.00

College Farm Rd - Murray, KY

Door Prizes for All Entries
4 Person Scramble
2 Divisions (men/mixed and ladies)

Includes Tee Box Sign

(includes green fees, cart, lunch and gulf food)

Roles an previded uI Temeneameat Chedi-ke

go to support:

Wasravialkiwa wine

Chamber OfCommerce
Oft'4•111.es
LaILER &TIMES
•Pans

Assisi-

8.11h

PEPSI

1%llo.
02.7 PM

ENTRY FORM
2008 Della Miller Community Classic Golf Tournament
Murray Country Club

c.
c.

Phone

Address

Name
I
2
3
4

All names listed will be entered before the tournament for door prize drawing,
YOU MUST BE PRESENT TO WIN ANNOUNCED PRIZES
Entry fee of 560.00 per person must accompany entry form.
of entries
# of Hole Sponsors

61 $60.00 each
4t $75.00 each.

Total Amount Due:

11

Send entry form and chectist made payable to: United Way of Murray Calloway County. Stall to nited Vii..
607 Poplar. Murray. KY 42071.
For more information. dense ad the Coiled Way Office at 753-0y170,the Clamber of Commerce at 753-5171
DEADLINE FOR ENTRY IS MONDAY,SEPTEMBER 1ST, MON
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Elijah Ryan Smith

Presley Brooke
Milam

Entry: $60 per person

Rain Date: Friday, Soptember 19, 2008 at 8:30 a.m.
All pretends

Kelly Scarbrough and Mike Mayfield of Murray announce
the engagement and forthcoming marriage of their daughter.
Leslie Mayfield, to Patrick Fitzhugh, son of Sally Nelson of
Ft. Myers. Fla., and Mr. and Mrs. Mike Fitzhugh of Creve
Coeur, Mo. Both the bride-elect and groom-elect reside in
Lake St. Charles, Mo.
Miss Mayfield is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Murphy of Murray. the late Vonna Auddiss of California. and
of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Emerine of Murray and the late Billie R. Mayfield. She is the great-granddaughter of Sue Morton. and the late Joe Morton and the late Mr. and Mrs. Ernest
Mayfield, all of Murray.
Mr. Fitzhugh is the grandson of the late Mr. and Mrs.
William Fitzhugh and L.C. Nelson and the late Mrs. Nelson.
all of Missouri.
The bride-elect is a 2001 graduate of Calloway County
High School and attended Paducah Community College. She
is employed with The Goddard School of O'Fallon, Mo.
The groom-elect is a 2002 graduate of Parkway North High
School and attended Kansas State University. He is employed
with Marshall Ford of OTallon. Mo.
The private family ceremony will be Saturday, Oct. 18,
2008, at the Murray Woman's Club House, Murray.
According to Erickson,
Invitations will be sent.
whose Madea Faith Ministries,
Inc., is putting on the seminar, the first
part will feature praise and
worship
music, and she
will perform
three or four
original
arrangements
that she has
worked on in
Erickson
Nashville,
Tenn.
For the second part, she
will utilize props as teaching
tools.
"I'll be putting a chair togethElijah Ryan Smith
er with tools," Erickson said.
She said the visual effect represents people who simply have
Mr. and Mrs. Jason Smith of 119 Dana Dr.. Medina, Tenn..
pieces of their faith while oth- are the parents of a son. Elijah Ryan Smith, born on Tuesday.
ers are able to put them togeth- June 17, 2008, at 7:38 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hoser.
pital, Murray, Ky.
"There will be a lot of fun
The baby weighed 8 pounds 4 ounces and measured 20 1/2
she
and a lot of conviction,"
inches. The mother is the former Rebecca Hubbard. A brothadded.
er is Jacob Smith, 5.
Erickson tells of her own
Grandparents are Ronnie and Mary Sue Hubbard of Murtestimony as someone who ray. Ky., and Gary and Joanne Davis of Cumberland Furnace,
accepted Christ in her high Tenn.
school years. She graduated
from Murray State University
with a bachelor of arts degree
in vocal music and completed
two years of a master study
in opera/musical theater at
Chad and Tiffany Milam of
Southern Illinois University.
Murray are the parents of a
She returned to MSU to com- daughter. Presley
Brooke
plete her English degree but Milam, born on Wednesday,
began to suffer a physical and May 14, 2008, at 4:06 p.m.
spiritual decline. A former
The baby weighed 7 pounds
addict to pain killers and other 3 ounces and measured 19 3/4
drugs. she then surrendered to inches.
the Holy Spirit a found a new
Grandparents are Mike and
sense of joy that she is shar- Tamra Garrison, Ricky and
ing through her ministry.
Debbi Cunningham and George
She is married to Scott Erick- and Lori Milam.
are
Great-grandparents
son and they have two daugh1
ters. Alyssa, 16, and Lauren, Bobby and Wanda Osbron. W.A.
14. They attend Murray's First and Hazel Cunningham, Bob
Baptist Church.
and Ina Milam, Wanda Chil"....•••e•
For additional information curt. Fran Garrison, Joann
and to learn more about Madea Cooper and Wayne and Kathy Presley Brooke Milam
Faith Ministries, Inc., go to Garrison.
Great-great-grandparents are Beauton Osbron and Frank Wells
www.madeafaith.com.
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ScholarshIpNews
Traci Roe, a 2006 gradu- total of four years or until graduate of Calloway County
animal science at Murray State.:
ship. the Mur- GPA.
ate of Calloway County High completion of undergraduate High School. has been awardThe George T. Lilly Indusray Lions Club
School, has been awarded the degree, provided that specific ed the Joe Dick Scholarship
Carnet Taylor. a 2008 gradA. tnal Arts Scholarship is availGroover
Holmes Ellis academic standards are met. to attend Murray State UniParker Memo- able to all students majoring uate of Murray High Schoo14
rial Scholar- in industrial technology edu- has been awarded the Meer.
Memorial Applicants must have a mini- versity.
Scholarship to mum composite ACT score of
ship, the Man- cation who have at least a 3.0 Moore Lassiter Scholarship tial
The Joe Dick Scholarship
attend Murray State Universiattend Murray 28. and either a 3.75 cumula- is available to entering freshed J. Vinson GPA.
State Universi- tive GPA or rank in the top man who are graduates of CalThe Conimonwealth Honors ty.
Honorary
ty.
The Mary Moore Lassitit
Scholarship. Academy Leadership Award is
10 percent of their class. Recip- loway County High or Murthe Derek Glis- available to students selected Scholarship is available to bottie.
Students ients are also expected to par- ray High schools. The recipimajoring
son Memorial to attend the Commonwealth ness majors who hold a 3.6
in ticipate in the university's ent must hold a 3.0 GPA.
agriculture or Honor Program and are required
Worth is the son of Ronald Agriculture Scholarship and the Honors Academy, a challeng- GPA and are active in organpolitical sci- to complete five volunteer serv- and Terese Shemwell of Hazel. Hope, Endeavor and Achieve- ing three-week academic, social izations within their field
ence and seek- ice hours per week.
He is majoring in telecommu- ment Scholarship to attend Mur- and personal growth program study. Preference is given to mt.!
ing a career in government are
held on the campus of Mur- 'dents of Calloway and Mat-:
Cody is the son of Michael nication systems management at ray State University.
eligible for the Holmes Ellis Seely and Jennifer Seely, both Murray State.
The Mabel Garrett Pullen ray State University for out- shall counties in Kentucky.
Memorial Scholarship. A 2.75 of Murray He is majoring in
Camee is the daughter
Freshmen Agriculture Scholar- standing students from the ComGPA must be maintained. telecommunications systems
Jesse Speed. a 2008 grad- ship is available to entering monwealth and surrounding David and Jennifer Taylor of
Recipients may reapply.
uate of Murray High School, freshmen students pursuing an areas who have competed their Murray. She is majoring in
management at Murray State.
Traci is the daughter of
junior year in high school. The business at Murray State.
has been awarded the Honor agriculture-related career.
Barry Mitchell and Diane
The Murray Lions Club award is applied to university
Madison Selstad, a 2007 Scholarship and the Maurice
Zakari Taylor, a 2006 gradCampbell Rose of Murray She graduate of Calloway County H. Ryan Memorial Scholarship Groover A. Parker Memorial housing.
is majoring in animal health High School, has been award- to attend Murray State Uni- Scholarship is available to stuJoseph is the son of Ken- uate of Murray High School,.
technology at Murray State.
dents who graduated in the top neth and Janie Suiter of Mur- has been awarded the Mary
ed the Farm versity.
The Honor Scholarship rec- 50 percent of their class from ray. He is majoring in engi- Moore Lassiter Scholarship to
Credit Services
Robyn Ryan, a 2005 gradof Mid-Amen- ognizes entering freshmen or Murray or Calloway County neenng graphic and design at attend Murray State University
uate of Calloway County High
ca Scholarship, transfer students who are out- high schools. A 3.0 GPA is Murray State.
The Mary Moore Lassiter
School. has been awarded the
the Mabel Gar- standing achievers or leaders. required and preference is given
Rachel K. Talent, a 2008 Scholarship is available to busiGeorge E. Beiderwell Scholarrett
The Maurice H. Ryan Memo- to students who were involved
Pullen
graduate of Calloway County nets majors who hold a 3.0.
ship and the Murray Lion's Club
Upperclassmen rial Scholarship is available to with FFA or FHA.
Groover A. Parker Memorial
The Mancil J. Vinson Hon- High School, has been award- GPA and are active in organAgriculture incoming freshmen that graded the John W. izations within their field of
Scholarship to attend Murray
Scholarship, uated from Murray High orary Scholarship is available
Carr Scholar- study. Preference is given to resState University.
Murray School. Recipients must have to entering freshmen who gradthe
the idents of Calloway and Marship,
The George Beiderwell
Club at least a 2.5 GPA and be cit- uated from a Kentucky high
Lions
Honor Schol- shall counties in Kentucky.
school and plan to obtain a
Scholarship is available to Ken- Groover A. Parker Memorial izens of the United States.
Zakan is the son of David
arship and the
tucky students who reside west Scholarship and the Hope,
Jesse is the son or Joe and bachelor's degree in agriculMabel Garrett anti Jennifer Taylor of Murof the Pennyrile Parkway.
Endeavor and Achievement Teresa Speed of Murray. He ture. Recipients must have a
Pullen Fresh- ray. He is majoring in busiThe Murray Lions Club Scholarship to attend Murray is majoring in drafting and letter of recommendation from
men Agricul- ness at Murray State.
their guidance counselor, prinGroover A. Parker Memorial State University.
design at Murray State.
ture Scholarcipal or vocational agriculture
Scholarship is available to stuThe Farm Credit Services
Allie Thompson. a 2008
ship to attend
dents who graduated in the top of Mid-America Scholarship is
Kathryn Stalls, a 2004 grad- instructor.
Murray State graduate of Calloway County
The Derek Glisson Memo50 percent of their class from available to majors in agribusi- uate of Calloway County High
High School. has been awardMurray or Calloway County ness, economics, finance or School, has been awarded the rial Agriculture Scholarship is University.
ed the Honor
Named for the first presihigh schools. A 3.0 GPA is accounting. Recipients must Murray Lions Club Bryan Tol- available to full-time students
Scholarship
required and preference is given be a resident of Ohio, Indi- ley Memorial Scholarship and majoring in agriculture who dent of Murray State Univerand the Laura
to students who were involved ana, Kentucky or Tennessee, the Jerry Don Crutchfield Lead- graduated from Calloway Coun- sity. the John W. Can Award
K. Anderson
Recipients is available to entering freshand must have a background ership Award to attend Mur- ty High School
with FFA or FHA.
Scholarship to
must have been members of men that have demonstrated
Robyn is the daughter of J. or work experience in agricul- ray State University.
attend Murray
Sophomores, juniors or sen- FFA, and upperclassmen recip- exceptional ability. This scholA 3.0 GPA must be
David and Tina Ryan of Mur- ture.
State Universiiors who graduated from Mur- ients must be members of Block arship may be renewed for a
ray. She is majoring in spe- maintained.
ty.
The Mabel Garrett Pullen ray or Calloway County High and Bridle. A minimum of a total of four years or until
cial education at Murray State.
The Honor
Agriculture School and who have at least 2.5 GPA must be maintained. completion of undergraduate
Upperclassmen
Scholarship
The Hope. Endeavor and degree, provided that specific
Joe Saddoris, a graduate of Scholarship is available to soph- a 2.5 GPA are eligible for the
Calloway County High School, omore, junior or senior stu- Murray Lions Club Bryan Tol- Achievement Scholarship is academic standards are met. recognizes entenng freshmen
Applicants must have a mini- or transfer students who are
available to all students.
has been awarded the Honor dents pursuing a degree in an ley Memorial Scholarship.
Joshua is the son of James mum composite ACT score of outstanding achievers or leadThe Jerry Don Crutchfield
Scholarship, agriculture-related field. The
the Joe Dick student is expected to work Leadership Award is available and Bonny Stewart of Murray. 28, and either a 3.75 cumula- en.
The Laura K. Anderson
Scholarship, five hours per week to sup- to students who have complet- He is majoring in agricultural tive GPA or rank in the top
Scholarship in EleMemorial
Recipclass.
their
of
percent
10
State.
Murray
at
education
studies
of
year
junior
their
ed
The
activities_
department
port
Club
Lions
the
ients are also expected to par- mentary Education is awarded
A. recipient must have a 2.75 and hold a 2.75 GPA. Students
Groover
Joseph Suiter. a 2006 grad- ticipate in the university's to an education major that has
must be residents of Calloway.
Parker Memo- GPA.
The Murray Lions Club Graves, Marshall, McCracken uate of Calloway County High Honor Program and are required demonstrated involvement in
rial Scholarthe Groover A. Parker Memorial or Trigg counties in Ky., and School, has been awarded the to complete five volunteer serv- school and community activiship,
ties. A minimum 3 0 GPA is
E. Scholarship is available to stu- have demonstrated outstanding Carl L. Keeslar Memorial ice hours per week.
William
The Honor Scholarship rec- required.
Wilson Lamb- dents who graduated in the top leadership while a student at Scholarship. the George T. Lilly
Attie is the daughter of JaY
Industrial Arts Scholarship and ogniaes entering freshmen or
da Chi Alpha Scholarship and 50 percent of their class from MSU.
Kathryn is the daughter of the Commonwealth Honors transfer students who are out- Thompson and Tammy McCal4
the Murray Training School Murray or Calloway County
Scholarship to attend Murray high schools. A 3.0 GPA is Fred and Linda Stalls of Almo. Academy Leadership Award to standing achievers or leaders. Ion, both of Murray. She
The Mabel Garrett Pullen majoring in elementary educarequired and preference is given She is majoring in music edu- attend Murray State UniversiState University.
Freshmen Agriculture Scholar- tion at Murray State.
ty.
The Honor Scholarship rec- to students who were involved cation at Murray State.
Sophomores,juniors and sen- ship is available to entering
ognizes entering freshmen or with FFA or FHA
Wes Steele. a 2007 gradu- iors majoring in the field of freshmen students pursuing an
The Hope, Endeavor and
transfer students who are outAchievement Scholarship is ate of Calloway County High drafting and design are eligi- agriculture-related career.
standing achievers or leaders.
Rachel is the daughter of Ron
School. has been awarded the ble to apply for the Carl L.
The Joe Dick Scholarship available to all snit:lents.
LO
Madison is the daughter of Bernice B. and Ethel T. Boyd Keeslar Memorial Scholarship. and Connie Talent of Aline. She
is available to entering freshTIMES
&
1A6GER
man who are graduates of Cal- John and Karen Selstad of Agriculture Scholarship to Recipients must maintain a 3.0 is majoring in chemistry and
loway County High or Mur- Farmington. She is majoring attend Murray State Universiray High schools. The recipi- in agnbusiness and equine sci- ty.
• .
The Bernice B. and Ethel
ence at Murray State.
ent must hold a 3.0 GPA.
T. Boyd Agriculture Scholarship
The Murray Lions Club
.4
Caitlin Severns, a 2008 is available to students with a
Groover A. Parker Memorial
Preferagriculture.
in
major
FellowChristian
Scholarship is available to stu- graduate of
.4
School, ence is given to graduates of
ship
dents who graduated in the top
been Graves or Calloway counties.
has
50 percent of their class from
Wes is the son of Steve Steele
the
awarded
Murray or Calloway County
Hope, Endeav- and Denise Steele, both of
high schools. A 3.0 GPA is
or and Achieve- Murray. He is majoring in
required and preference is given
ment Scholar- agronomy at Murray State
to students who were involved
ship and the
with FFA or FHA.
Jamie Stewart, a 2005 gradThe William E. Wilson Anna F. and Robert D. Rock
Lambda Chi Alpha Scholarship Memorial Scholarship to attend uate of Eastwood Christian
Academy, has been awarded
is awarded to initiated mem- Murray State University.
The Hope, Endeavor and the Joe R. Dyer Scholarship
bers of the Lambda Eta chapter of Lambda Chi Alpha fra- Achievement Scholarship is to attend Murray State University.
ternity. The recipient must be available to all students.
The Joe Dyer Scholarship
The Anna F. and Robert D.
in good standing with the fraternity and must have a record Rock Memorial Scholarship is is available to all students with
t'HN‘li/,'/ Ir./0
of active involvement. Pref- available to students who grad- at least a 3.0 GPA.
Jamie is the daughter of
erence is given to members uated from a high school locatemployed at least part-time who ed in Marshall County, Ky. William and Judy Stewart of
have resided at the fraternity Students must be in good aca- Murray and the late LaRhea
house. Recipients must main- demic standing and show strong Stewart. She is majoring in
business administration at Murleadership qualities.
tain a 2.5 GPA
Caitlin is the daughter of ray State,
Training
Murray
The
School/College High/Universi- Martin and Jennifer Sevems of
Joshua Stewart, a 2008
ty School Scholarship is avail- Almo. She is majoring in psyable to incoming freshmen that chology and English at Mur- graduate of Calloway County
High School, has been awardDine in or Carry Out • Mon.— Sat, II a.m. Midriight
are descendents of former stu- ray State.
ed the Mabel Garrett Pullen
dents of those respective
759-R866.• 1005 Arcadia Circle,Murray (behind Cheri Theater)
Worth Shemwell, a 2008 Freshman Agriculture Scholarschools. A 2.5 GPA is required
and applicants must be recomIT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT RENT IT
mended by their high school - RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT IT • RENT
so
principal or guidance counselor.
Joe is the son of Pam and
Hugh Johnson of Murray and
the late Gene Saddons. He •
is majonng in construction engineering at Murray State.
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Cody Seely, a 2008 graduate of Murray High School,
has been awarded the John W.
Carr Scholarship and the Honor
Scholarship to attend Murray
State University.
The Honor Scholarship recognizes entering freshmen or
transfer students who are outstanding achievers or leaders.
Named for the first president of Murray State University. the John W. Carr Award
is available to entering freshmen that have demonstrated
exceptional ability. This scholarship may be renewed for a
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Sports-related eye injuries
leading cause of blindness
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LOUISVILLE. Ky. - Sports
can be a beneficial pail of growing up. teaching children social
skills as well as providing an
ens ironment for healthy physical activity. Unfortunately, eye
injuries can sideline kids for
more than just one season.
According to the National Eye
Institute (NEI). eye injuries are
the leading cause of blindness in
school-aged children. And,
most of those injuries are sportsrelated.
There are more than 100.000
sports-related eye injuries every
year with 42.000 requiring
emergency care. In fact, a U.S.
emergency room treats a patient
with an eye injury due to sports
every 13 minutes.
Prevent Blindness Kentucky
has dedicated September as
Sports Eye Health and Safety
Awareness Month to educate the
public on how to make sure
their eyes are safe while playing
sports.
The NEI also states that baseball is the sport responsible for
the greatest number of eye
injuries in children aged 14 and
younger. In fact, The Coalition
to Prevent Sports Eye Injuries
reports that approximately I in
50 Little League players will
sustain an eye injury that
requires attention. However,
basketball is the leading cause
of eye injuries in those aged 15
to 24.
"We already know that 72
percent of all sports-related eye
injuries are to those aged 25 and
younger. Yet, only 15 percent of
children wear eye protection,"
said LuAnn Epperson. CEO.
Prevent Blindness Kentucky.
"We strongly support all efforts
to ensure that children use
appropriate safety eyewear for
every sport in which they panic-

wira.sportseyeirauies.com
The financial impact of
sports-related eye injuries
can cost up to $200 million
each year, according to
Prevent Blindness Kentucky.
ipate."
Common injuries among athletes who do not wear approved
protection include painful
scratches on the cornea,
inflamed iris, fracture of the eye
socket, swollen or detached retinas, traumatic cataract and
blood spilling into the eye's
anterior chamber. Injuries can
range from temporary to permanent vision loss.
The financial impact of
sports-related eye injuries is
costing
significant.
also
between an estimated $175 to
annually.
million
$200
Additionally. one in eight victims of severe eye injury due to
sports initiates legal proceedings against parties that are
assumed to be responsible.
Fortunately. 90 percent of all
sports-related eye injuries can
be prevented just by wearing the
proper eye protection. Lenses
should be made of polycarbonate and have an American

Society of Testing Materials
(ASTM) label, indicating they
meet the standards of the ASTM
for the specific spon. There is
no evidence that wearing eye
protection hampers athletic performance.
"Through educating coaches.
parents and children we hope to
put an end to unnecessary blindness and vision loss from sportsadded
injuries,"
related
Epperson. "By encouraging our
kids, leading by example, and
demanding their safety, we hope
to help ensure a lifetime of
healthy vision."
For more information on
sports eye health and safety,
including a listing of recommended eye protection by sport,
please call Prevent Blindness
Kentucky at (502) 254-4973 or
visit www.preventblindness.org
Founded in 1954, Prevent
Blindness Kentucky is the
state's leading volunteer eye
health and safety organization
dedicated to fighting blindness
and saving sight. Focused on
promoting a continuum of
vision care. Prevent Blindness
Kentucky touches the lives of
thousands of people each year
through public and professional
education, advocacy, certified
vision screening and training.
community and patient service
programs and research. These
services are made possible
through the generous support of
the commonwealth. Together
with a network of volunteers,
eyecare professionals, and educators, it's committed to eliminating preventable blindness in
Kentucky.
For more information, or to
make a contribution to the sightsaving fund, call 1-800-8281179 or visit us on the Web at
www.preventblindness.org.
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MATERNITY RECOGNMON: Pictured, from left, are Dr Jack Rose, MCCH Board of
Trustees Chair, Steve Owens, MCCH Board of Trustees Vice Chair, and Keith Bailey. CEO of
MCCH,in front of a plaque that recognizes the Board of Trustees of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital who were in office during the renovation ot the Obstetncs and Newborn Nursery area.

Morgan joins MCCH medical staff
Murray-Calloway County fellowship in adult hip and knee
Hospital welcomed Derck reconstruction at Stanford
California.
in
Morgan, M.D., Orthopaedic University
Surgeon, as a member of the Morgan is board eligible with
Board of
the American
medical staff at the hospital.
Dr. Morgan graduated from Orthopaedic Surgeons.
Morgan, his wife, Chris,
Harding University in Searcy.
Ark., and completed his medical Jacob (6). Justin (4), Joseph
degree at the University of (11/2) have relocated to the
Arkansas for Medical Sciences. Murray area.
He will be joining Dr. John
He finished his residency proOrthopaedic
at
gram in orthopaedics at the Yezerski
University of Kansas School of Associates of Murray located in
Medicine in Wichita where he the MCCH Medical Arts
was awarded the Resident Building at 300 S. 8th St., Suite
Teacher of the Year Award. He 178 West. Morgan will begin
completed a pediatric rotation at seeing patients Sept. 2.
His office hours will be
Shriners Hospital for Children
Monday through Thursday from
in St. Louis.
Morgan furthered his med- 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Friday 8
ical training by completing a a.m. - 12 p.m. Por more infor-
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Marcum

Dr. Derek Nowa
mation or to schedule an
appointment. call 759-1444.

How to clear confusion
from food allergy warnings

Murray Calloway County Hospital
would like to welcome Dr Steven Bumb
as the newest member of our medical
staff
Or. Bumb received his undergraduate
degree from Ohio State University

He

then completed his medical degree and
residency program at The Medical
College of Ohio in Toledo
1)r Steven Bumb and his wife. Kim,
along with their three children, have
relocated to the Muriay area.
Murvay Hospital is excited to welcome ,
Dr. Steven Bumb and his family to our
community.

DR BUMS HAS JOINED MURRAY•MEDICAL ASSOCIATEL,
OFFICE HOURS

SCHOOL OF MEDICINE6.RESIDENCY
THE MEDICAL COLLEGE OF OHIO
TOLEDO.OHIO

MONDAY - FRIDAY
8.00 AM - 5:00 PM
MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
300 S. 8TH STREET
SUITE 480 WEST

r't MURRAY MEDICAL ASSOCIATES
vuisalwassm•asoftw

42071
753-0704
(270)

MURRAY, KY

MURRAY-CALLOWAY COUNTY HOSPITAL
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By LAURAN NEERGAARD
AP Medical Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — It's one of the biggest frustrations of
life with food allergies: That hodgepodge of warnings that a food
might accidentally contain the wrong ingredient.
The warnings are voluntary — meaning there's no way to know
if foods that don't bear them really should. And they're vague: Is
"may contain traces of peanuts" more reliable than "made in the
same factory as peanuts?"
Now health officials in the U.S. and Canada are debating setting ,.
standards, amid increasing concern that consumers are so confused
they're starting to ignore the warnings.
"Really, the safest thing you can do is make all your food at home'
from scratch, period," says Margaret Soya McCabe of Sanbornton.
N.H., whose son Tommie, almost 8, is allergic to peanuts, dairy,
wheat and five other ingredients. But she doesn't find that practical '
and repeatedly has spotted longtime favorite "safe" foods sud- •
denly bearing new warnings that accidental contamination is possible after all.
"Sometimes we buy the product anyway, and sometimes we
don't," says McCabe, who is a law professor and questions how.
often the warnings signal liability protection rather than true risk.
"What does this really mean? Can I count on it, as a consumer, to.,,
really have any meaning?" she asks.
The Food and Drug Administration will ask those same questions
at a public hearing on Sept. 16, a first step toward developing what
it calls "a long-term strategy" to clear the confusion.
"Advisory labeling may not be protecting the health of allergic'
consumers," the FDA acknowledged.
Canadian authorities have gone a step further, saying accidentalallergy warnings are "misleading consumers" and advising food',
makers to begin clarifying them even as Health Canada researches a •
formal policy.
The food industry recognizes there's confusion. The Grocery
Manufacturers of America has been working to set new guidelines.,
on the w•mings for more than a year. but declined comment before ,
next month's meeting.
About 12 million Americans have food allergies. Severe ones
trigger 30,000 annual emergency-room visits, and 150 to 200 deaths ,
a year.
Starting in 2006, a U.S. law required that foods disclose in plain
language when they intentionally contain highly allergenic ingredients such as peanuts or dairy.
Left out of the law are accidental-allergy warnings — for foods
that might become contaminated because they were made in the
same factory. or on the same machines, as allergen-containing prod-. '
ucts. The FDA has said that a quarter of inspected food factories.
have the potential for such a mix-up.
More and more foods bear precautionary labels, but there's a disconnect. The Food Allergy & Anaphylaxis Network, an influential -,
consumer group, counts at least 30 different ways that the warnings
are worded -- and consumers too often falsely assume that one food
is riskier than another because its label sounds scarier.
Three-quarters of parents of food-allergic children surveyed by
the group in 2006 said they would never buy a food with an accidental-allergy warning, down from 85 percent in 2003, when such labels
were novel.
The FDA's own surveys found the allergic pay more attention to
warnings that a food "may contain" an allergen than those "made in
the same factory" labels. Yet when University of Nebraska
researchers tested nearly 200 products with various accidentalpeanut warnings, they found that peanuts were more likely to have
sneaked into products labeled "made in the same facility."
Contributing to consumer mistrust are puzzling warnings, like
canned or frozen vegetables with nut precautions. Just last week,
allergy network founder Anne Munoz-Furlong was stunned to
receive a basket of fresh fruit with a warning that it might contain,
•
nuts or milk.
•
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1Ds, students make ethical compromises that erodes respect for
the law. By becoming signers.
Dunn and other college presidents say they support public
debate about the best ways to
prepare young adults to make
responsible decisions about
Alcohol.
Although also not opposed
to debate on the issue, Calloway
County Alliance for Substance
Abuse Prevention and local law
enforcement
officials
are
opposed to any change in the
law. Dottie Kraemer. project
director for CC-ASAP, said she
hopes the discussion will
include consideration of all the
facts before any move is made
that might affect the legal age.
"Recent scientific research
has revealed the brain is not
fully matured until the age of
25, thus the ingestion of alcohol
of any amount by anyone under
this age can and will incur brain
damage." Kraemer said. "CCASAP stands with Community
Anti-Drug
Coalitions
of
America and National Institute
of Drug Abuse encouraging
stakeholders to carefully consider an appropriate age to purchase and use alcohol that is the
least damaging to the developing brain."
While well-aware of the
problem of underage drinking
in Calloway
County,
Sheriff
Bill
Marcum
is
also opposed
to
changing
the law.
"You can go
to a debate or a
forum or whatever you want
Marcum
to do, but I'm
very much against making it
I 8," Marcum said. "A lot of
people say you can go into the
(military) service at 18 and do
all of that, but thafs a more controlled environment than a college campus or the surrounding
area of a college campus."
Marcum said he did not have
readily-available statistics concerning the number of DUI,
public intoxication and other
crimes related to underage
drinking, but said you don't
have to look far to see evidence
that it's happening.
"Of course you really can't
base that on how many arrests
you've made," Marcum said.
"On any given afternoon around
5:30 or so, but especially when
It starts getting into the later
•..vening, you can drive around
some of the (college student)
residential areas other than the
L:ampus and you can get your
own opinion about how much
drinking is going on."
Other critics of the debate
Include Mothers Against Drunk
Driving (MADD) who have
reportedly accused supporting
ollege presidents of seeking to
Avoid the unpleasant work of
L-racking down on lawbreakers.
"We welcome an honest dis,:ussion that begins with a clear
discussion of the science," said
AIADD CEO Chuck Hurley.
We are hopeful that that will be
he focus going forward."
International
The
Association of Chiefs of Police
issued a statement late last week
opposing a lower drinking age.
According to the AP report,
opinion polls indicate most
Americans support enforcing
L- urrent drinking laws. Efforts to
lower the drinking age to 18 in
states including Minnesota.
Wisconsin and Vermont have
heen rebuffed and a 1984 federal law limits a state's access to
f ederal highway funds if it sets
a drinking age lower than 21.
However the law is up for
next year.
leauthorization
Drafters of the Amethyst
Initiative want states to decide
or themselves the best drinking
age without fear of losing federal highway money.
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Universities try to control students off campus
SEATTLE(AP)— Ah, life in
the university district. Cheap
ethnic food. Vibrant street life.
Fresh-faced students whizzing
by on bicycles.
People who choose to live on
the beautiful tree-lined streets
surrounding the nation's institutions of higher learning often get
a more vibrant experience than
they expected -- loud parties.
rundown student boarding houses and trash generated by weekend melees.
A growing number of universities are starting to take a more
proactive approach to monitoring off-campus behavior and
neighbors say the efforts are
working.
The
University
of
Washington now enforces its
campus behavior code off campus as well. A student doesn't
need to be charged with a violent crime to activate the campus code at this Seattle university. Being cited for breaking the
city's noise regulations is
enough to score an invite to the
student conduct office.
Architecture professor Earl
Bell. who bought a house in the
University Park neighborhood
40 years ago, says he has discovered that there's a fine line
between convenient and too
close.
"We've all got a kind of lovehate relationship with the
University of Washington," said

Bell, acknowledging that he and
his neighbors have noticed a
slight improvement lately.
The University of ColoradoBoulder and Penn State also are
taking a broader view of offenses that can activate the campus
discipline system. In Colorado,
the code regulates any conduct
that "affects the health, safety or
security of any member of the
university community or the
mission of the university."
Since most college students
live off campus, colleges that
want to be on top of discipline
need to extend their reach
beyond their own real estate.
To some, this may sound like
an overreaching of university
authority; to others, it's a teachable moment.
-We have a responsibility to
educate our students about being
responsible citizens," said
Elizabeth
A.
Higgins,
Washington's director of community standards and student
conduct, whose office has "educated- 19 students since the
extended code of conduct took
effect in January.
The legal ramifications of
these policies are not entirely
known, said Sheldon Steinbach,
a lawyer with the American
Council on Education, representing the president's office at
1.800 colleges and universities.
"I fully anticipate a judicial
challenges over time," said

AP

University of Washington Police officers Russell Ellis Jr., left, and Kevin Jackson, right, leave
the Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity house near the University of Washington campus in Seattle
after giving the president of the house a citation for violating noise ordinances due to loud
music playing at a late-night party.
Steinbach.
Penn State's rules are similar
to those at the University of
Washington, but as university
spokesman Bill Mahon points
out, he has to first hear about a
student behaving badly. Some
local police departments work
closely with campus authorities,
passing along arrest informa-

tion; others do not.
For example, if a Penn State
student breaks the rules over the
weekend in State College
Borough. the university would
probably hear about it on
Monday morning, but the same
violation in another town would
go unnoticed.
"It's an imperfect system,"

Mahon said.
University of Washington
police work with Seattle officers ,
to patrol the area north of campus thick with off-campus housing including fraternities and ,
sororities. Boston College goes
further by sending a college
official off campus to look for
parties.
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GREG TRAVISA_edger & Times

Numerous volunteers were recognized by each of the United Way agencies dunng Tuesday evening's Volunteer Recognition
Banquet at Murray State University's Curds Center. The Agency "Volunteers of the Year' recognized included American Red
Cross - Chadetter Ellis; Big Brothers/Big Sisters Dottie Kraemer; Calloway County Adult and Family Education Eamie Royal;
Calloway County 4-H Michele and Bill Sanders; Gentry House Dianne Reagan; Humane Society Bunny Lanning; Main Street
Youth Center Wayne Simpson: Merryman House Domestic Cnsis Center Joyce Olsen; Need Line Joann Auer; Purchase Area
Sexual Assault Center Anita Ford. and Murray Calloway Senior Citizens Center - Gene and Dorothy Allen.

at8A

GREG TRAVIS/Ledger & Times
Jeannette Williams, top photo at right. and Bobby Martin, bottom photo at right, were presented with the United Way's
Presidential Award during Tuesday evening's Volunteer
Recognition Banquet at Murray State University's Curris
Center. Making the presentation was Peggy Billington, executive director of the organization. Willliams and Martin were
presented with the awards for their work on the United Way's
recent Grand Home Giveaway.

III United Way ...
From Front
In making the presentation, Mark Kennedy, the 2007 recipient of
the award, said, "You don't win the Kathie GentTy Award, you
receive it for your efforts above and beyond the call of duty."
Kennedy said Hudspeth has shown a devotion and hope for those
less fortunate and in need. "He has displayed a lifetime of humanitarian service to our community through selflessness, caring, compassion and respect for others."
This man "walks the walk and talks the talk,- Kennedy
remarked.
In receiving the award, Hudspeth thanked God and quoted
President Franklin D. Roosevelt, by saying, "We cannot always
build the future for our youth, but we can build our yotith for the
future"
Hudspeth was described as an advocate for the youth of the community regardless of "race, family background or financial status"
and "never giving up and always reaching out to the youth of the
community."
According to his daughter, Carrie Groves, who submitted
Hudspeth's name for consideration of the Kathie Gentry Lifetime
Achievement Award, her father's efforts have been "in the quiet
shadows without the knowledge of many, but always seeking to be
used by God."
He was described as always being available for the Main Street
Youth Center. whether it be "renovating the building, seeking funding, working with juveniles fulfilling community service through
the court system, maintaining the facility in some capacity or establishing new programs."
Hudspeth was further described as a "man of integrity, discipline
and innovation and a man of great heart- who was always "looking
for ways to "reach out to the youth of the community."
Marian Posey, board president, recognized Jeannetta Williams
and Bobby Martin with Presidential Awards for their outstanding
work on the United Way's recent Grand Home Giveway project.
"Their efforts are responsible for the quality of the home,- she
said.
The United Way also recognized its annual volunteers from each
of the United Way agencies. The Agency Volunteers of the Year are:
— American Red Cross: Charletter Ellis;
— Big Brothers/Big Sisters: Dottie Kraemer;
— Calloway County Adult and Family Education: Earnie Royal;
— Calloway County 4-H: Michele and Bill Sanders,
— Gentry House: Dianne Reagan;
-- Humane Society. Bunny Lanning.
— Main Street Youth Center: Wayne Simpson;
— Merryman House Domestic Crisis Center: Joyce Olsen;
— Need Line: Joann Auer;
-- Purchase Area Sexual Assault Center: Anita Ford;
— Murray Calloway Senior Citizens Center: Gene and Dorothy
Allen.
Making the Volunteers presentations were Posey, Presidentelect Lance Allison, Billington and Samantha Haneline, administrative assistant.
Billington said this year's goal would be announced at a later
date.
"It's going to be a tough year to raise money, but we need it more
than ever. All of the money raised stays here to help our community. With food, utilities and other items that everyone needs, it's
going to be tough. We also have lots of agencies that take care of
youth,- she said.
Billington noted that many of the people who have given in the
past to the United Way are asking for help.
"We need those who can give to dig a little deeper this year,'' she
commented.
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MURRAY'S JAMIE KING
BRINGS THE SPEED.
CALLOWAY COUNTY'S
TYRRELL WILLIS
BRINGS THE PAIN.
TOGETHLRe THEY'RE

TWO OF THE TOP
RETURNING RUSHERS
IN KENTUCKY HIGH
SCHOOL FOOTBALL,
BUT THEIR STYLES ARE
AS DIFFERENT AS THE
SCHOOLS THEY
REPRESENT.
STORY ON PAGE 10B
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TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
The 2008 Calloway County High School Football Team

Senior-laden takers
embark upon 'the year'
AFTER 3 YEARS OF BUILDING, CALLOWAY SENIORS READY FOR THEIR CLOSE-UP
Levi Scarbrough and Grant Barrow, Bill Cornett is
missing from the defensive tackle position.
Going into the offseason, McKeel was admittedly worried about his team in the trenches, but he
said he's been pleasantly surprised with the play of
the lines this summer.
The coach moved seldom-used running back
Logan Burka to guard and also expects senior John
Garland to step in at the position, filling the gaps
in the offensive tine. Grant Williams and Kyle Crittendon return at the tackles while Nick Calhoon is
back as center.
Still, the Laker. won't have as much size on the
line as they did last season. Barrow and Scarbrough
both straddled the 200-pound mark and their replacements are a good 20 pounds lighter.
On defense. Gamer and Willis will both play
two ways and head up the daps of linebackers. Williams
returns at defensive end and will serve as an anchor
of sorts for the line. The Lakers return three starters
in the defensive backfield in Hunter Seay, Clay
Choate and Austin Hargrove.
"Our defense is definitely getting there,- McKee!
said. "Everybody talks about our offense, but I think
defensively we're going to be able to get after people and play with a great amount of enthusiasm."
On special teams. Calloway will turn to freshman soccer player Garrett Sdiwettman for field goals
and extra points. Willis and Dobbins will primarily
handle punts and kickoffs.
For the 2008 Lakers, the goal is nothing less
than a district championship and a No. 1 seed heading into the revamped Class 4A playoffs. McKee!,
who's been around the Calloway program since his
days as a player in the mid-1990s. doesn't pull any
punches when talking about the squad's potential.
The rest remains to be seen.
"Comparing them to teams in the past. I'd have
to say this would be one of the most talented teams
I've been associated with," he said. "Maybe not the
most, that's yet to be determined. But they have a
lot of potential. We'll see where we take it front

Thne
7 30
8p m
730 p m
7 30 p m
7 30 p m
730 p m
730 p m
7 30 p m
7 30 pm
7 30 p m

'at Roy Stewart Stadium
at Wildcat Chevrolet Sowt
-• District game
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By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
Throughout his high school career. Casey Brockman has had the 2008 season in the back of his
mind.
Only natural for a high school quarterback to
anticipate his senior year. right?
True, but spend some time around the Calloway
County football compound and you'll quickly discover there isn't anyone associated with the Lakers
who views this year as just another season.
"From my freshman year, going 1-9, two years
ago being 4-7 and last year going 7-5, this is kind
of the year." Brockman said. "If we can't put it
together this year, it's just not destined for us. This
is the year that everybody around here's been kind
of hyped about for the last few years."
Indeed, the records tell the story of growth in
the Laker football team since head coach Josh McKeel took over pnor to the 2005 season. Steady
improvement has been the name of the game, and
with a bevy of senior skill players poised for one
last hurrah, the future is now for Calloway County.
Brockman is coming off a retold-breaking junior season in which he set school marks for singleseason yards and touchdowns and led the Lakers to
the second round of the Class 4A playoffs. Favorite
targets George Gamer and Chris Dobbins are back
at the receiver slots.
Junior running back/linebacker combo Tyrrell
Willis is one of the most talented players in the
area and gives the Lakers a big play threat on both
offense and defense.
And while McKeel acknowledges the pieces are
in place for a special season at Jack D. Rose Stadium. he knows no games are won on paper.
-One of the things we talked about in camp was
entitlement," McKee' said. 'This team is entitled to
nothing, just because everybody thinks we've got
some talent. We have some talented players, but
when it comes down to it, we've got a lot of work
to do to get where we want to be."
The problem facing Calloway is that, while this
Laker team is one of the most talented the school
has seen, the competition they'll face is also some
of the stiffest.
District foe Hopkins County Central lost just four
players off last year's team and might be just as
talented as Calloway at the skill positions. State runner-up Lone Oak hasn't exactly fallen off the football map.
Add to the grueling district slate two matchups
with Class 6A programs. and there aren't going to
he many dull Friday nights for the Lakers.
"We will be better than we were last season,"
McKeel said. "But will our win/loss record reflect
that improvement? Who knows. We've got to go
one week at a time."
On offense, the key for Calloway will be achieving a balance between the running game and passing game. In several losses last season. the Lakers
struggled to establish the run.
'That's going to be huge." McKeel said. "EvenWally a defense is going to find a way to take
atvay one or the other. If you're not good at the
other, you're kind of stuck.
; "We're fortunate enough and blessed enough this
year that now when teams take something away,
they're going to be giving us something else. But
We've got to take advantage of that."
• With a budding passing game last season leading to less reliance on the run. McKeel settled on
a. spread offensive scheme that allowed Brockman
to blossom as a quarterback. He plans to rely on
that same offense this season, with varying one-andtwo-back looks.
The running game will be a two-headed monster
with Willis providing size and power and senior
Jordan Bumpus offering speed and stainability. Junior
Austin Hargrove should also see some carries out
of the backfield.
While Calloway returns nearly everyone at the
skill positions, they did suffer graduation losses on
the line. Gone from the offensive tine are guards

Data
Aug 29
Sept 5
Sept 12
Sept 19
Sept 26
Oct 3
Ocrt 17
Oct 24
Ocl 31
Nov 7

LAKERS AT A GLANCE
Coach: Josh McKee!(4th year, 12-21)
Last year: 7-5
Key Losses: Levi Scarbrough ((3AB), Shawn
Jenkins (DBNVR), Grant Barrow (G/DE), Bill
Comett(DT), Jordan Gillum (WR), Eric McClure
(TE), Jordan Roberts (LB).
Returning offense: Casey Brockman (08),
Jordan Burnous (RB), Chris Dobbins (WR),
George Gamer (WR), C.J. Dial (WR), Tyrrell
Willis (RB), Grant Williams (0T), Nick Calhoon
(C), Kyle Crittendon (0T).
Returning defense: George Garner (LB).
Tyrrell Willis (LB), Grant Williams (DE). C.J. Dial
(DB), Hunter Seay (DB). Clay Choate (DB),
Austin Hargrove (DB).
Other returning lettermen: John Garland
(G/DE), Logan Bunts (G/LB), Ashley Heppe
(WR/LB), Keaton Starks (WR/DB), Michael
Treadway (ABIDE), Wesley Potts (OL/DL).
Key newcomers: Josh Humphreys (OUDE),
Carlos Aizpurua (DT).
Outlook: With nine returning starters on offense
and seven on defense, the Lakers are locked
and loaded with experience. Galloway's skill
players are all back and are some of the best to
ever don the Laker uniform. Where the takers'
season wit be won or lost, however, will be in
the trenches. Calloway loses size on the offensive line and the two holes at the guard positions
are big shoes to fill. The Lakers could be primed
for a deep postseason run, but then again so
could district foes Lone Oak and Hopkins
County Central. An ultra-competitive non-district
slate should prepare Calloway for those looming
matetups with their district foes.
Where they stack up: Many preseason prognosticators have penciled the takers in as No. 1
in the distnct. Lone Oak lost significant portions
of last year's state runner-up squad to graduation and Hopkins Co. Central is in the same boat
as Calloway — talented skill players with question marks elsewhere The takers could realistically fall anywhere between first and third in the
district. Muhlenberg North is still a rebuilding
Protect

Name
No
1
Auston Ha rg oove
Gabriel Martin
2
5 Garrett Schwettman
6
Clay Choate
7
Joseph Lottand
8
Casey Brockman
10
Keaton Starks
Ii
Ashley Heppe
12
Dakota Potter
15
Jordan Burkeen
16
Garrett Cowen
Jordan Bumpus
20
21
Chns Dobbins
Hunter Seay
25
26 Michael Treadway
28
C J Dial
29
Corey Newsome
31
Tyrrell Willis
Hunter Arnold
32
33
George Garner
34
Jared Paschall
35
Josh Fnednch
41
Tyler Polo
44
Jake Wrye
45
Austin Williams
Tyler Evans
50
52
Nick Calboon
53
Carlos Aozpurua
54
Kyle Crrtlendon
Travis Manning
55
Corey Dwyer
56
57
Julius Brueck
Clint Harns
58
59
Zech Jones
60
Justin Downs
61
Micah Billington
62
Logan Bur*s
63
A.J Mercado
Tyler Proctor
65
69
John Garland
70
Jesse Pntchett
73
Caleb Young
74
Jason Keyes
75
Cullen Crouch
76
Josh Humphreys
77
Grant Woikams
78
Wesley Potts
Luke Braden
80
Cole Troupe
82
Senn Invin
83
85
Robbie Fnedrich

Ht.
5-11
6-0
5-11
6-4
5-7
6-2
5-6
5-8
5-4
5-9
5-10
5-11
5-8
5-11
5-10
6-1
5-9
6-3
6-1
6-1
5-7
5-8
6-0
6-1
5-10
5-7
5-10
6-0
6-0
5-10
5-8
6-0
5-10
5-8
6-1
5-8
5-9
5-9
5-6
6-0
6-1
5-8
5-9
6-0
6-4
6.5
5-11
5- 1 1
511
5-10
5-8

WI. Class Position
WF1/D6
148 Jr
160 Soph TEDE
140 Fr
K
172 Sr
TEDB
106 Fr
OEt/DB
185 Sr
OB/DB
130 So
WR/043
154 Jr
WR/LB
119 Soph WR/D9
172 Jr
OBIDB
150 Fr
WFVDB
185 Sr
REVDEI
147 Sr
WRD8
151 Jr
WR/DB
180 Soph ABIDE
173 Sr
WROB
155 Fr
TELB
235 Jr
RB/LB
170 Fr
OS/LB
WA/LB
190 Sr
175 Fr
TEotB
121 Fr
RB/DB
143 Sr
WR/DB
TE/DE
140 Fr
126 Fr
WROB
138 Soph GoLB
215 Jr
C.213
283 Sr
TOL
200 Jr
IDt.
160 Soph GOL
170 Sr
OUOL
220 Jr
DUCK
225 Sr
OUDL
170 Fr
01./LB
270 Soph TOL
170 Fr
OULB
182 Jr
G/LB
228 Ft
OL/DL
180 Fr
OLOL
G/DE
180 Sr
242 Jr
OUDL
285 Fr
OLD1.
235 Soph C/DL
173 Fr
OLOL
194 Jr
DUDE
258 Jr
TOE
TOT
288 Jr
135 Fr
WRDB
151 Fr
WR/LB
140 Fr
WP,/DB
120 Soph WR.OF

SCOUTING REPORT
Player with something to prove
Though he's already one of the top
players in west Kentucky, this season
could be a make or break year for
Tyrrell Willis. The running back/linebacker combo can go a long way in
solidifying his status as a top-tier
Division I recruit with a solid season
on the field — and off. Willis has been
plagued by off the field troubles
throughout his high school career and
needs to prove that he won't be a liability to any college programs that
might come calling.
Biggest shoes to fill
The Lakers return everyone on
offense except for their two graduated guards, Levi Scarbrough and
Grant Barrow. Stepping into starting
roles on the line in their place will be
senior John Garland and junior Logan
Burks, both of whom weigh in at
around 180 pounds, a bit small for a
Class 4A offensive lineman. Whether
Garland and Burks and the rest of the
Laker front can keep opposing
defenses from getting to quarterback
Casey Brockman will determine
whether the Lakers are still playing in
late November.
Stat that needs to improve
The Laker secondary managed to
intercept just four passes through 12
games last season and also allowed
opposing quarterbacks to complete
their passes at a 63 percent clip.
Those stats are inflated a bit due to
two matchups with Kentucky Mr.
Football
Corey
quarterback
Robinson Robinson or no Robinson,
however, Calloway must do a better
job of containing opponents' passing
games.
Stet opponents should tear
Calloway gained more than 200
yards per game last season through
the air, most of which came from the
arm of Casey Brockman, who also
completed his passes at a rate of 60
percent. Those figures should only
improve this season as the Lakers
return Brockman and a full corps of
receivers. Running back Tyrrell Willis
can also step into the quarterback
role at times if need be. Willis completed three passes for 60 yards last
season.

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Calloway County quarterback Casey Brockman returns to the Laker told after a breakthrough junior season in which he threw for 2,499 yards and 31 touchdowns, both school
records.

Must-win game
This one IS a no-brainer. Galloway's
Sept. 26 visit to Lone Oak figures to
be one of the biggest games in west
Kentucky all season. District title
implications aside, the Lakers and
Flash will tangle in what is quickly
becoming one of the region's best
rivalries. The Lakers let a 21-0 lead
slip away during last year's regular
season matchup, then were blown
out by the Flash in the playoff
rematch. Anyone who thinks there's
a Laker senior who doesn't have this
game circled is fooling themselves.
— Tommy Dr/lard
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Last season: 5-6; lost in first round of Class 2A playoffs

THE
SCHEDULE
Opponent
tat Calloway Co
at McLean Co
'at Caldwell Co
'TRIGG CO
•HEATH
BALLARD MEN
FULTON CIT.
FULTON CO
'at Reidland
at Owensboro Cam

Date
Aug 29
Sept 5
Sept 12
Sept 19
Sept 26
Oct 3
Oct 10
Oct 17
Oct 24
Oct 31

Time
7 30 pm
7 30 pm
'30 pm
7 30 pm
730 p rn
7 30 p m
7 30 p m
7 30 p m
7 30 pm
7 30 p m

Dtstoct Game
•0 at Roy Stewart Stadium
-AS Home Games in Caps

RosrER
No
2
5
6
7
9
10
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
28
29
31
32
33
74
35
40
41
12
44
50
51
52
53
56
57
58
59

so
61
63
64
67
70
72
73
74
75
T7
79
80
62
85
90

Name
Mikkol Alston
Kendall Deese
Jordan Benton
Ian Hesken
Nick Vilardo
Adam Peebles
Bob Fields
Jordan Kendley
Jordan Garland
Alex Stephens
Demoree Fields
Carson Greifenkamp
Jeremy Curd
David Vinson
Chnstran Duncan
ferret! Buck
Roman Kelly
Jarvae Langford
Tanner Riche,son
Cedric Cherry
Matt Van Amenngen
Jacob Hamm
Devon Smith
Jamie King
Matt Deese
Brandon Wicks
Shickill Davis
Jose Lemus
Jonathan Hammonds
Francisco Vazquez
Sergio Perry
Zach Buck
Anthony Banderas
Aaron Tuck
Jamar Harris
Tint Trother
Mar Villatoro
Rodney Skinner
Randall Payne
Robbie Jones
Chance Robinson
Josh Owens
Charlton Clayweil
Derek Francis
Travis Garland
Bray Thorn
Garrett Wright
Harley Dienes
Duncan Thurman
Scott 501*
Robert Olive
Lonnie Martin
Delon Garland
Torrence Williams
Stephen Forrest
Andreas V!Ilatoro

Ht. Wt Class
6-3 160 Sr
5.7 125 Fr
5-8 150 Jr
6-0 185 Fr
6-0 175 So
6-0 170 Sr
5-6 135 Fr
5-10160 So
6-3 180 Si
5-11175 So
5-8 175
5-8 145 F
5-10160 Jr
5-9 155 So
5-9 155 So
5-9 220 Jr
6-3 180 Sr
6-0 165 Jr
6-0 195 Jr
5-9 150 So
5-9 145 Fr
5-11 185 So
6-3 210 Jr
5-9 175 Sr
6-0 230 So
6-0 175 Jr
5-8 175 So
5-6 135 Fr
6-0 200 Sr
5-8 180 Sr
5-7 150 Fr
6-4 225 Sr
6-2 215 So
5-9 220 So
6-0 230 Fr
5-6 230 Ft
6-0 215 Sr
6-0 175 Fr
5-9 250 Jr
5-9 225 So
5-9 225 So
5-9 240 Sr
5-10 250 Sr
5-10185 So
6-0 230 So
6-1 230 Fr
6-2 250 So
5-8 195 So
6-4 330 Sr
6-3 250 Sr
6-3 250 So
6-1 330 Jr
5-9 165 SO
6-1 185 F r
6-3 '65 Jr
5-7 145 F r

Pas.
WRDE

oe,oa
RB/LB
TE/DL
WFVDB

Rape
TEDE
01310f3
oa DE
RI1DB

OBOE
REVDB
RBiLB
WFVDB
TB/DO
RB/LB
TEX*
TE/D8
RB/1.8
OSTE
WOE
RB/LB
RIIDB
RELDE
RELDB
00 DL
RBA.°
RB.113
TE DL
OL DL
OLDL
OL DL
OL
OLDL
DUX
°La..
OLDL
0009.
OLDL
OL DL
OLDL
OL--Di.
OLD[
OL DI
OL
OL DL
OL DL
OL DL
OL DL
TE DE
TE DL
TE 08
TE DE

SCOUTING REPORT
Player with something to prove
As a junior last season, it took wide
receiver Mikkol Alston some time to find
his game Alston was pegged as one of
the top 10 players in the First District
prior to the 2007 season, but finished
the year with less than 100 yards
through the air. His contributions could
be crucial to the success of the Tigers'
passing game this year, especially with
the departure of leading receiver John
Therrell, who moved to Nevada with his
family. On a bigger scale, the entire
Murray receiving corps warrants mention in this category. Dropped passes
plagued the Tigers in several early losses last season
Biggest shoes to NI
A new crop of offensive linemen will be
called on to replace program staples
Austin Wells, Adam Heskett, Justin
Doyle and Devin Graves. That task will
fall to some combination of Lonnie
Martin, Robert Olive, Randall Payne,
Garrett Wright and Robbie Jones.
Those names are going to be required
to lend some protection to the Tigers'
host of talented skill players. Duncan
has been impressed with the progress
of the line during the summer, and it
could be what makes or breaks the
Tigers' season this fall.
Stat that needs to improve
How about the win-loss record? The
2007 year marked the Tigers' third consecutive losing season. The natives
were restless during an 0-4 start to the
year but a 5-2 finish took the edge off
any displeasure in the community. Still,
the Tiger program isn't used to prolonged stretches of losing. It appears
Murray has the talent to challenge for a
district title, but then again, Tiger
squads haven't exactly overacheived in
recent years
Stst that opponents should tear
If the Tigers can get the passing game
going, opponents should be very afraid.
When Murray gained more than 150
yards through the air last season, they
went 5-1. The results were much less
flattenng when the Tigers threw for less
than 150 — they were a dreadful 0-4.
Illest-wist game
It isn't a must-win by any stretch, but
the Tigers' Sept. 12 aate at Caldwell
County might be their most important
game of the season. While most pigskin
prognosticators still point to Caldwell
and Trigg County as favorites to win the
151 District, Murray feels as if it has the
horses to run with their eastern neighbors. Sneaking into Princeton and
stealing a win from those other Tigers
would immediately establish the black
and gold as district contenders not only
in the minds of the experts. but more
importantly, in their own minds.
-Tommy Dillard

TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times ,

The 2008 Murray High School Football Team

Old and new mix at MHS
as Duncan takes helm
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
If first-year head coach Steve Duncan was
attempting to create a balance between old and
new with his Murray football program, he's managed well.
Despite the December departure of three-year
head man Lee Edwards, the scene around the
Tiger football complex is still familiar.
Murray returns nearly everyone at the skill
positions. including 1,800-yard rusher Jamie King.
retains several assistant coaches and still figures
to rely heavily on the spread offense.
But there are winds of change blowing around
Tigertown. Duncan has installed several new
defensive formations. The offensive and defensive lines, depleted by graduation, have new
looks. And there's a new sherriff in town, one
who brings his own enthusiastic coaching style
to the table.
-Coach Duncan is very goal-oriented," King
said of the former Lone Oak assistant. "He knows
what he's talking about. He's going to tell you
what he wants and he's going to get it. We're
going to get it."
What Duncan wants is an improvement on
last season's middle-of-the-pack 5-5 finish and
first-round playoff exit. The Tigers started the
year 0-4 before adjusting to Edwards' new spread
offense and rattling off five wins in their last
six contests.
The bright point in the season was the play
of King, who approached the 2.000-yard mark
and averaged more than seven per carry. Now,
entering his senior season, King is one of the
top backs in western Kentucky, and he's the
starting point for Murray's hopes of success.
"He's just a super back." Duncan said. "He's
got good hands, good feet. A lot of people don't
know he was the leading tackler on the team as
a sophomore. so he's going to play some defense
for us too."
Accompanying King in the backfield will be
third-year starting quarterback Jordan Garland.
Garland and his receivers struggled to get on
the same page early last season, but gelled in
October.
Duncan says his quarterback has also made
strides over the summer in 7-on-7 passing tournaments.
"He's shown a lot of senior leadership,- he
said. "He's one of the big reasons that we look
better. His arm's gotten stronger and he's throwing the ball deeper."
Fellow senior Roman Kelly and Heath transfer Devon Smith may also see time at quarterback, but both will likely primarily be used at
wide receiver, where they'll help patch the hole
left by John Then-ell. who moved with his family to Nevada over the summer. Therrell was
Murray's leading receiver last season, gaining
more than 500 yards.
Also returning at wide receiver is senior Mikkol
Alston, whom King names as one of the team's
leaders.
The Tigers' greatest losses came in the trenches. Gone are mainstays Justin Doyle, Austin
Wells, Adam Heskett and Devin Graves, replaced
by the next generation of Tiger linemen.
Duncan can't speak to the contributions of
the previous corps. but he has enough faith in
their replacements to dub the line a strength of
his first Tiger squad.
"I think our line is going to he one of our
strengths.- he said. "They've really been working hard and we've got good numbers. We've
got some good subs and a good rotation, defensively and offensively."
Seniors Charlton Claywell and Scott York are
returning starters on the offensive line and are
accompanied by a host of others vying for starting spots. The defensive line will be anchored
by seniors Jonathan Hammonds and Alex Villatorn as well as sophomore Anthony Banderas.

Senior Francisco Vazquez returns to anchor
the linebacker corps, while the defensive backfield is full of returning experience. Soccer players Jordan Benton and Jeremy Curd will once
again handle kicking duties.
Much like last season. the Tigers will be tested early on. The meat of Murray's schedule
comes in the first five weeks where they face
Class 4A Calloway County, travel to McLean
County, then face their three toughest district
opponents — Caldwell County, Trigg County and
Heath — in back-to-back-to-back weeks.
It's not a schedule that favors a fast start.
and Duncan knows that come Aug. 29, it's nose
to the grindstone.
"Our first five games are going to be tough."
he said. -We've got to do something. We've got
to come out and be ready from the start. Calloway is stacked, they've got great skill players.
and then we play the toughest part of our district."
But King believes the Tigers can avoid some
of the growing pains that plagued the team early
on last season, much of which was due to unfamiliarity with a new offense.
It does seem, however, that the spread is here
to stay at Murray.
"We work on the spread every day." Duncan
said. "That's how we start our offensive practice. There'll probably be some similarities (to
Edwards') but there'll be some differences too.
No two coaches are exactly alike."
Though his offense should be spread heavy.
Duncan claims he is open to adjustments.
"I've worked with a lot of great coaches that
have experience in a lot of different things —
Wing T. wishbone, even the I.- he said. "We're
just trying to put it all together. Hopefully we'll
put out the best offense for our team, an offense
that will win games."

Coach: Steve Duncan (1st year. former Lone
Oak defensive coordinator)
Last Year: 5-6
Key Losses: CJ Darcus (WR/DB). Devin
Graves (OLJLB), Justin Doyle (OL), Austin Wells
(DUOURB), Adam Heskett (DUOURB), Tyler
Holzschuh (LB), Shawn McClure (LB), Mike
Mason (LB), John Therrell(06, RB, WR).
Returning offense: Jordan Garland (08).
Jamie King (RB). Shickill Davis (RB), Roman
Kelly (WR), Mikkol Alston (WR). Scott York (OL),
Chartton Claywell(Op
Returning defense: Jonathan Hammonds(DL).
Anthony Banderas (DL). Alex Villatoro (DL).
Jarvae Langford (DB), Demoree Fields (DB).
Brandon Wicks (DB). Roman Kelly (DB)
Returning special teams: Jordan Benton
(K,P), Jeremy Curd (K/P)
Outlook: The Tigers aren't young anymore. and
they have the talent as well as the experience to
contend for a district title this season. There are
still many question marks surrounding this
bunch. however. On offense, Murray can pretty
much bank on a solid performance from King
night in and night out, but the level of success
the Tiger offense enjoys will hinge on the offensive line and the passing game. Both have the
potential to be strong, but both suffered losses
to graduation and transfers. On defense, the
linebacking corps suffered the greatest losses
and will rely on several fresh faces
Murray's program culture has also undergone
some changes this summer thanks to the fiery
Duncan. Laid-back former head coach Lee
Edwards couldn't quite get the Tigers over the
hump, but the team he helped mold is finally
mature.
Where they stack up: In preseason prognostications. Murray has come in as high as No. 2 in
the district and as low as No. 4. Tngg County is
the consensus No. 1. but the Tigers. Caldwell
County and Heath appear to be in a dead heat
for the 2-4 spots.

MiCHALL DANN Ledger & Times
Murray quarterback Jordan Garland embarks upon his second year of running the spread
offense, this time under new head coach Steve Duncan. G3rland is one of a slew of
returning Tiger skill players.
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'COMPETITION Last year's District 1, Class 2A winner: !RIM COUNTY
TIGERS

CALLO WAY CO.
CALLOWAY COUNTY
Head coach: Josh McKeel
Classification: Class 4A District I
2007 record: 7-5 i3-2)
Last 101180i1: Calloway County defeated Murray 36-30 on Aug 24 in Murray
Players to watch: Tynell Willis ,),
OBi
RFT LI31 Casey Brockman (Sr
WP LI31 Grant
George Garner (Sr
Williams JrI
OLDLI
Outlook: With nine returning starters
on offense and seven on defense the
t.akers are locked and loaded with experience Calloway s skill players are all back
and are some of the best to ever don the
Laker uniform
Where the Lakers season *111 be won
or lost however will be in the trenches
Calloway loses size on the offensive tine
and the two holes at the guard positions
are big shoes to fill
The Lakers could be pumed tor a deep
postseason run but then again so could
district toes Lone Oak and Hopkins
County Central An ultra-competitive nondistrict slate should prepare Calloway for
those looming matchups with their distnct
toes
Other important dates: at Lone Oak
Sept 261. at Hopkins Co Central (Oct
24:

• ine ..tout playoffs
f,,wei ,seece,
as well
starting
quarterback Will
Third -year
Barnes is back lor his senior season and
will attempt to alter his postSeason legacy
for the better Barnes has been running
the Tony Franklin spread offense since
the seventh grade and has set nearly
every passing record at Caldwell over the
past hvo years
With Barnes top receivers returning as
well Caldwell should be able to throw the
ball around with the best of them But the
Tigers come up short in the size category
David Barnes says his offensive line will
likely be smaller than every team on the
Tigers schedule this year
Other important dates: at Heath
(Sept 191. at Trigg Co ..Oct 24,

REATH

CALD WELL CO.
Head coach: David Barnes
Classification: Class 2A Distnct 1
2007 record: 7-4 0-1 District 1 Class
2A
Last season: Caldwell County defeated Murray 27-14 on Sept 7 in Murray
Players to watch: Will Barnes Si
OBI Jonathan Beavers Sr WR-LBI Eric
Faughn (Sr WRDEll Brandon Sigler
,So R13.'RXR1
Outlook: Though the Tigers have won
their district for the past two seasons
Caldwell has been an underachiever in
the playoffs The Tigers a one-seed tett
to fourth-seeded Heath in tne first round
of the playoffs last season and lost to a

cow
=
Mica
2007 reco
Lost meet
Murray 36

Head coach: Cory Toltord
Classification: Class 24 District 1
2007 record: 5-7 12-4)
Last season, Murray beat Heath 27-25 on Sept 21 in West Paducah
Players to watch: Tra Tharp (Jr . 013MR.061. Jacob Lynn i
AB LI3i William
WalCIP,, kJ, TE,DE) Tyler Bowland Sr GI
Outlook Change is the buzzword at Heath this fall Gone is the state's leading rusher Chad Wright along with roost of the rest of the Pirate squad from last season and its
head coach Corey Tiltord takes the reins of the program where he II trade Heath s
patented veer offense tor the spread
Heath returns lust three starters on offense and will move Tra Tharp from receiver to
quarterback Tifford is also revamping the defense and going to a 4-4 alignment
Tillord believes his squad will be competitive in its district but it may lake Heath several games to find a groove
Important dates: at Reidtand (Sept 12). vs Caldwell Co ISept 19)
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MCLEAN CO.
Head coach: Marshall Enoch
Classification: Class 3A District 1
2007 record: 5-6 (2-31
Last season: McLean County defeated
Murray 19-13 on Aug 31 in Murray
Players to watch: Miles Puckett (Sr
GB DB) Spencer Phillips rJr REL1_131
Troy Woodburn (Jr RliLLB) McKinley
tieffin (Sr OLDL)
Outlook: McLean County loses rust five
players off last seasons squad which
took Union County to double overtime
before losing in the first round of the Class
3A playoffs
Running back Spencer Phillips is the
anchor of the Cougars I-formation
offense Small but speedy, the 5-toot-8
iunior ran tor more than 1 200 yards last
season
Quarterback Miles Puckett
returns for his third season as starter after
throwing for 900 yards and running for
500 in 2007
McLean is expected to challenge Union
County for the No 2 seed in Class 3A s
District 1
Other important dates: at Paducah
TrIgnman (Oct 101 vs Union Co rOct
24

9-4, 5-1

MONTY STAGNER / The Cadiz Record
Defending district champion Trigg County returns a talented senior class that give the Wildcats hopes of a
deep playoff run in Class 2A. Pictured are quarterback
Donald Bush (10) and tight end Will Stagner (TE), both
of whom return to lead the Wildcat offense.

Head coach: Chris Cooper
Classification: Class 1A. District 1
2007 record: 2-8 (0-4)
Last season: Murray defeated Ballard
Memorial 54-6 on Sept 28 on La Center
Players to watch: Nathan Bledsoe rJr
irEEDBJ Josh Bourft (Sr Cif31 Steven
Pullen (Sr WRI Mason Denton Sr
OLDL
Outlook: Viewed as one of the worst
--,ams in the state over the past several
.ears things are looking up at Ballard
^,iemorial Alter going through three head
..oaches in five seasons Chris Cooper
takes the helm on 2008 and has breathed
an air of excitement into the program
At Coopers disposal is plenty of experience at the skill positrons and a pair of
seniors to anchor the offensive lone On
defense. the Bombers lack size and will
likely go with a 3-4 package to compensate Ballard does have plenty of speed.
however
Under Cooper's leadership Ballard will
attempt to escape the cellar of its district
and they may be able to slide past Fulton
County into a playoff spot
Other important dates: vs Fulton
County (Sept 191 at Fulton City (Sept
261

FULTON CITY
TRIGG CO.
Head coach: Shannon Burcham
Classification: Class 2A Distnct 1
2007 record: 9-4 15-1j
Last season: Trgg County defeated Munay 42-15 on Nov 9 in the first round of the
Class 24 playoffs in Cadiz
Players to watch: Donald Bush (Sr OB LI3i Brandon Bridges Sr 1313,13131 Dustin
Calhoun Sr RB LBI Antonio Grubbs iSr RELOB
Outlook: Trigg County returns a senior class that has been anticipated around the
Cadiz proper for several years now The Wildcats have legitimate state championship
hopes but they'll have to be able to exorcise last year s demons
Plagued by 'mores and a leaky defense Tngg dropped three consecutrve games abler
winning their first six The Wildcats are loaded offensively wrth the retum 01 tailback
Brandon Bridges quarterback Donald Bush and a slew of other talented athletes
gave up more than 40 points in four of its
Defense it the question mark here
last seven games last year
Other important dates: at Heath rOct 10) vs Caldwell Co (Oct 241

- Trig

Head coach: Wayne Lohaus
Classification: Class 1A District 1
2007 record: 9-2 (5-11
Last season: Fulton City defeated
Murray 48.20 on Oct 5 in Murray
Players to watch: Aaron Wilson (Sr
RB'Ll31
OBD131 Jacquise Lockett
Cedric Bransford (Sr OL'OL)
Outlook: The Bulldogs are coming off a
magical season which saw the team beat
rival Mayfield for the first lime in eons as
well as receive recognition in the state
polls
While Fulton City- returns plenty of athletes the Bulldogs probably wont play to
the level of last years team All-everything back Dae ron Williams has graduated but Fulton Gay returns tour-year starting quarterback Aaron Wilson and has
standout linebacker Jacquise Lockett
primed to take over for Williams in the
backfield
The Bulldogs have the bite to once
again contend for a district title but
expect Mayfield to reclaim district
supremacy this season
Other important dates: at Crittenden
Co !Sept 191 vs Mayfield lOct 24:

Other inv
1Sept 121
TOMMY DILLARD

Ledger & Times

Tyler Vowell (junior wide receiver) and Fulton County play
a brutal schedule once again this season. The Class 1A
Pilots move up a class to face Murray and Trigg County and then take on Class 4A powers Calloway County
and Hopkins County Central.

FULTON CO.
Head coach: James Bridges
Classification: Class IA District I
2007 record: 2-9 (1-41
Last season: Murray defeated Fulton
County 5'-20 on Oct 12 in Hickman
Players to watch: Shun Udley hr
OBI Tyler Vowel' (Si WA) Victor King
i Jr WR1 Jacob Goodman (Sr OL DLt
Outlook: Fulton County has some athletes but the PI1015 are short on depth
They also play a brutal non-distnct schedule facing off against 44 powers
Calloway County and Hopkins County
Central and 24 standout Trigg County
Shun Udley is more than capable of
leading at quarterback but most of his
supporting cast from a team that snuck
into the playoffs as a four-seed last year is
gone The defense is the biggest question
mark for the Pilots They gave up an average of 45 points per game last season
Fulton County should contend with
Ballard Memorial tor the fourth playoff
spot WI the district
Other important dates: vs Fulton City
i Sept 121 at Ballard Memorial t Sept 19)

REIDLAND
Head coach: Jeff Sturm
Classification: Class 2A. District 1
2007 record: 1-9 ;0-41
defeated
Murray
Last season:
Reidtano 62-7 or, Oct 19 in Murray
Players to watch: Ryan Heinrich (Sr
GB LB Peyton Gouneux (Sr LB) Josh
Foreman IST OLi Steven Watwood IJi
OL1
Outlook: The Greyhounds brought new
meaning to the term - undermanned' last

tall Reidland hobbled through the season finishing the year with tust 16 players
dressing out due to a combination of
'Nunes and defections
Numbers had nowhere to go but up for
this season and the Greyhounds can
focus on attempting to be competitive
within their district Heaths 34 points
against them was the least Redland
allowed a district opponent
Look for Regland to bring up the rear in
the district again
Other important dates: vs Heath
(Sept 121 at Caldwell Co lOct 101

OWENSBORO
CATHOLIC
Head coach John Edge
Classification: Class 24 Distnct 2
2007 record: 6-6 (3-2i
Last season: did not play
Players to watch: Bryan McGraw (Sr
WA) Aaron
WR) Alex Marks (Sr
Wathen (Sr LB) Evan Walker (Sr GB)
Outlook: Last year was a down season
by Owensboro Catholics standards but
the Aces should be better this year and
will challenge Fort Campbell for district
superernacy
Catholic returns a duo of talented
receivers as well as a senior quarterback
to throw to them Evan Walker never fully
recovered from a shoulder nary last sea.
son but should be back in form this year
to conduct the Aces offense
While Catholic is strong at the sluti post
tions their lines lack experience and
depth
dates:
vs
Other
important
Owensboro iSept 5) at Fort Campbell
Oct 24,
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Call NewWave today and get cable television,
high-speed Internet Of phone service for

more,Bundle and save'
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LAKERS' COMPETMON Last year's District 1, Class 4A winner: LONE OAK 14-1, 5-0
MURRAY
rz
ir
olcZ:leve Duncan
Class 2A Distnct 1
aka Word: 5-6 (2-31
Wilt meeting: Calloway County defeated
Murray 36-10 on Aug 24 at Ty Holland
reld
Meyers to watch: Jan-tie rainy (Sr
kekkol Alston (Sr WRIBl
JercIan Garland (Sr 06:06) Roman
Kelly (Sr OELWROBI
Outlook: The Tigers aren t young any lore and they have the talent as well as
the experience to contend tor a district
le Mrs Season There are still many
question marks surrounding this bunch.
athvever
On offense Murray can pretty much
bank on a solid pertormance from King
night in and night out but the level of
success the Tiger offense enioys will
hinge on the offensive lone and the pass
wig game Both have the potential to be
strong. but both suffered tosses to gradu31VOn and transfers
On defense the lonebaaking corps suffered the greatest losses and will rely on
several fresh laces
Other important dates: at Caldwell Co
(Sept 121 vs Tngg Co (Sept 191

TRIGG CO.
Heed coach: Shannon Burcham
Classification: Class 2A District I
2007 record: 9-4 15-1)
Last season: Tngg County defeated
Calloway Counh 48-34 on Aug 31 in
Cadiz
Players to watch: Donald Bush (Sr
OBILB) Brandon Bridges (Sr RaDBI
Dustin Calhoun (Sr Rat13). Antonio
Grubbs (Sr RB,DB1
Outlook: Ingg County returns a senior
class Mat has been anticipated around
the Cadiz proper tor several years now
The Wildcats nave legitimate stale championship hopes hut they II have to be
able to exorcise last year s demons
Plagued by ;Nunes and a leaky
defense Trog dropped three consecutive
games ate: winning their first six The
Wildcats are loaded offensively with the
return of tailback Brandon Bridges quarterback Donald Bush and a slew of other
talented athletes Defense is the question
mark here — Trigg gave up more than 40
pools rn four of its last seven games last
year
Other Important dates: at Heath (Oct
101 vs Caldwell Co lOct 24;

CRITTENDEN CO.

I

Head coach: Ai Starnes
Classification: Class 1A District 1
2007 record: 4-7 (2-31
Last season: Calloway County defeated
Cratendeo County 49-7 on Sept 7 in
Marron
Players to watch: Jerarrae Sonna (Sr
RE11313) Garge Courtney (Sr TEr1L131
Rodney Robertson (Sr REVIDB). Zeke
Sonna (Sr OLDL)
Outlook: Cnttenden County s record
doesn't tell the whole story ot the
Rackets 2007 season After a slow start
Crittenden peaked at the end of the season and nearly upset Martverd in old
Class IA playoffs
With that finish fresh in mind optimism
abounds in Marron this fall Cnitenden
returns all but six players oft as 2007 ros-

ler including quarterback J D Gray and
running backs Jeramse Soma and
Rodney Robertson All three will be Cmcoal in the Rockets run-first offense that
could feature one 01 the better backfields
in the district
The Rockets should compete with
favorite Mayfield tor the district tale
Other important dates. vs Fulton City
ISept 191 at Mayfield 'Sept 261

MARSHALL CO.
Heed coach, Scott Shelton
Classification: Class 6A District 1
2007 record: 9-4 16:1)
Last season: Marshall County defeated
Calloway County 26-20 on Sept 14 in
Murray
Players to watch: Josh Madding (Sr
WR'OBI. Denver Seay (Sr CHIDE r
Scott Williams (Sr WR1
Outlook. The cupboard isn't bare at
Marshall but it s pretty close The orange
and blue will attempt to rebuild on 2008
afer losing all but one offensive starter
from a team that advanced to the state
quarterfinals last year
Seay and Madding will be crucial play
ers on both ends of the ball Seay will
start at quarterback for the first time and
Madding returns at receiver Not Only will
they anchor the Marshals spread
offense. they II also lead the defense as
well
Marshall will likely fall in the bottom
third of as district this season
Other important dates: at Graves Co
(Sept 12) at Apollo (Sept 26;

MUHLENBERG
NORTH

FULTON CO.

HOPKINS CO.
CENTRAL

Head coach `-"hane. San,
Classification, Class 48 Distrii t 1
2007 record 2,9 10 4;
Last season: Calloway County defeated
Muhlenberg North 48 14 on Sept 28 Cr
Greenville
Players to watch: Dalton Oliver ISo
081 David Mocker ISO RB) Chris
Dunning iSi FBI Lason Leonard iSr
OLB1
Outlook: Muhleriberg North ended the
state s longest losing streak at 34 games
when they took a torten victory over
Evangel Christian on Oct 17 The Stars
got a real win the next week when they
beat Ballard Memorial 11, La Center
Coach Shane Sams still has a massive
rebuilding proiect on his hands North is
still very young but has a large talented
class of sophomores The Stars won t
come close to challenging the other three
district schools but they could pick up
several octones outside ot Class 4A
Other important dates: vs Muhlenberg
South lAug 291 vs Ballard Memorial
(Nov 81

Head coach lames Bridges
District I
Classification: Class
Head coach: iika. Snoograss
2007 record 2911-41
Classincation: Class 4A District 1
Last season Calloway County defeated Fulton Cr:only 55-0 on Oct 26 in Hickman
2007 recOrd: 6-Sit 31
0131 Tyler Vowel'(Sr WFIli Victor King (Jr
Players to watch: Shun Udley
Last season, Calloway County defeated
WIT:
't. 3-,ocknan (Sr OLDLI
Hopkins County Central 21-0 on Nov 9 on the
Outlook l ,aton County has some athletes but the Pilots are short on depth They
first round of the Class 4A playoffs in Murray
also play a brutal non-district schedule facing off against 4A powers Calloway and
Players to watch: Troydale Rorer IS.
Hopkins County Central and 2A standout Trigg County
REaLB) Keith Couch (Sr R131343r Kevin
Shan Udley is more than capable of leading at quarterback but most ot his supCouch iSr WR DI31 Kelsey Bowman 1St
porting cast from a team that snuck into the playoffs as a tour-seed last year is gone
WR.Der
The defense rs the biggest question mar* fre the Pilots They gave rip an average of
Outlook: Hopkins Central is loaded with tal45 points per game last season
ent at the skill positrons after returning all but
Fulton County should contend with Ballard Memorial for the fourth playoff spot In
three players oft last year s6-5 squad The
the district
Storm could have the best skill players of any
Other Important datess Fulton Cay Sept 121 at Ballard Memorial (Sept 191
school in the district which is saying quite a
lot when you consider Calloway and Lone
Oak s contingent
The Storm could struggle on the defensive
tront however after losing their top two
defensive linemen Hopkins Central may not
have the depth that Calloway and Lone Oak
do at the iron-skill positions which could hurt
them
It should be a tight three-way race between
the Storm LakerS and Purple Flash this tall
Important dates: at Lone Oak (Oct 101 vs
Calloway Co lOct 241

LONE OAK
Head coach: Jack Haskins
Classification: Class 4A District I
2007 record: 14-115-0i
Last season: Lone Oak defeated
Calloway County 56-22 on Nov 16 in the
second round of the Class 4/1 playoffs in
Lone Oak
Players to watch: Jamanelle Brown (Sr
OBWR DB; Jell Prescott (Sr OLOL)
WRIDBI Nick
Justin Jackson SiI
Ta.rerna (Sr GI
Outlook: Lone Oaks run to the Class
4A title game in 2007 was one ot the
more remarkable stones prep football in
west Kentucky has seen in a while
Sportators will see remnants of that
Flash team this season but many ot the
integral parts are missing
Former receiver Jamanelle Brown will
transition to quarterback where he a
have to fill the shoes of Mr Football
Corey Robinson as well as run Hasions
pass-happy spread The coach insists his
team will reload rather than rebuild but
there are holes on the defense
The Purple Flash will contend with
Calloway and Hopkins County Central for
a district tale
Other important dates: vs Hopkins
County Central lOct 101 vs Heath iNov
71

Alf
TOMMY DILLARD .1 Ledger & Times

Hopkins County Central running back Keith Couch is
of many talented skill players returning to the Storm
season. Hopkins Central lost just four players off
year's team that went 6-5 and finished third in the
trict.
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MAYFIELD
Head coach. Joe Morris
Classification: Class IA Castro! 1
2007 record: 9-4 15-11
Last season: Calloway County defeated Mayfield 40-7 on Oct 12,n Mayfield
Players to watch: Tyrese Murrell iJr Ra0Br Jonathan Lawson (Jr DE) DeCole
Noonan rSu R13,DB; Xavier Shelton iJr WRDB)
Outlook: As always Maytteld is the prohibitive district favorite in Class 'As First
District and should be primed to make a deep playoff run once again The Cardinals
return 11 starters from last year s state quarterfinal squad but lose quarterback Logan
Armstrong Filling in will be Luke Guhy who saw limited time last season when
Armstrong was owed
Mayfield is building tor the future with a roster tall at young speeC The Cordnais will
be challenged tor supremacy in the district by Crittenden County and Fulton City
Other important dates: vs Crittenden Co (Sept 261 at Fulton City (Ott 24)

--rwf
KEVIN WEAK S

Mayfield Messenger

Graves County tight end/defensive back Dillon Pirtle is
one of just a handful of players returning to the Eagles
this season. The senior gained 143 yards on 18 rushing attempts last season and made 47 tackles on
defense.

GRAVES CO.
Head coach Mike Rogers
Classificatton: Class 6A District I
2007 record: 7-4 (3-31
Last season: Graves County defeated Calloway County 51-27 on Nov 2 in Murray
Players to watch: Cass McAlpniSr TE LB: Dillon Pirtle (Sr RBIS) Colby Riley
rJr v3 FBI Dustin COIhnS
WR-S
Outlook: Graves County finds amid in the same predicament as district rival
started
18 seniors last season and now face a moor
County
The
Eagles
Marshall
rebuilding protect Just about every position at Graves is up tor grabs including
Quarterback which will be either alnico Jake Clapp or sophomore Larry Brown
Graves will turn to lAcAlpin and Pirtle for senior leadership The Eagles will likely
battle Marshall for fifth place in Class 6A s 1st district and lace an uphill battle a they
hope to secure a playoff Spat
Other important dates: vs Marshall Co (Sept 121 vs Apollo (Oct 241

Your Tailgating Experience Will Never Be The Same!
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A party not worth
the celebration
10n1 ANNIVERSARY OF BCS WON'T BE
CELEBRATED BY MOST FANS, COACHES OR PLAYERS
By RALPH D. RUSSO
AP College Football Writer
The Bowl Championship Series turns
10 this season. Boy. time sure flies when
you're exasperating everyone involved with
college football.
No. the 10th anniversary of the BCS
will not be celebrated by most fans, or
coaches ... or players. The system hasn't
consistently produced an undisputed national champ. and now the conference commissioners have all but guaranteed there
will be no major changes to the postseason for at least the next six seasons. So
put the playoff talk on hold, please.
Still, there's plenty to discuss heading
into the 2008 season, such as Tim Tebow's
Heisman follow-up. Georgia's best team
in decades. Ohio State at USC, a new
Michigan man and all those quarterbacks
making the Big 12 look like the old WAC.
In the end, two teams will play for the
BCS title in Miami on Jan. 8. even if
they wouldn't be everyone's top choices.
It's almost hard to believe the system
survived this long. For 10 years it has
been ridiculed, reviled and revamped. But
instead of crumbling under the weight of
all the criticism, it's grown stronger.
"We feel like it's never been healthier." Atlantic Coast Conference commissioner John Swofford said back in March.
when the BCS rejected a proposal to
change to a plus-one format that would
have created a four-team playoff.
The BCS has spent most of its existence as a work in progress, with officials responding to each of the many controversial matchups by tweaking one element or another. Rarely has a national
champion been crowned in the past nine
seasons without some doubt over whether
the right team received the crystal football.
Last year was more of the same. In
one of the strangest seasons ever. LSU
became the first team with two losses to
play in the national title game. The Tigers
beat Ohio State. which came in with one
loss.
Georgia fans felt jobbed. The Bulldogs
were jumped by LSU in the final BCS
standings and bumped from the title game.
The Tigers' title followed Florida's in
2006. Maybe 2008 will be the Bulldogs'
season and the Southeastern Conference
can pull of a first in major college football. Three different teams from the same

Murray
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,onterense has e nee: been cross ned national champion by The Associated Press in
consecutive seasons.
Coach Mark Richt has built one of the
country's best programs in his seven seasons with Georgia. but without a national title. Florida and LSU have overshadowed the Bulldogs.
With quarterback Matthew Stafford and
tailback Knowshon Moreno providing the
offense to go with a swarming defense
that smothered high-scoring Hawaii in a
41-10 Sugar Bowl victory. Richt has never
had a better team.
The problem is a brutal schedule that
includes LSU and Florida, along with Arizona State. Tennessee and Auburn. That
will make it awfully difficult for Georgia
to win its first national title since Herschel Walker carried the Bulldogs to a
championship in 1980.
'Our goal was to try to focus on the
moment, not on way down the road,' Richt
said recently. 'I mean, people started talking national championship after the Sugar
Bowl last year. That's too long to be chewing on that bone, so to speak."
Tebow helped the Gators win a national championship as a freshman in 2006
and became the first sophomore to win
the Heisman Trophy last year with a combination of bullish running and pinpoint
passing.
This season he'll try to join Ohio State's
Archie Griffin as the only two-time Heisman winner (1974-75). The last two returning Heisman Trophy winners. Oklahoma's
Jason White in 2004 and USC's Matt
Leinart in 2005. finished third in the Heisman balloting.
"A lot of people ask me about the pressure, don't buy into it." said Tebow, the
first college player to pass for 20 touchdowns and run for 20 touchdowns in the
same season. "At the University of Florida. every year there's going to be pressure. No matter what happened the previous year, what trophies you won, it's the
University of Florida. The quarterback's
always going to have pressure."
Tebow's competition? Start with his teammate. Percy Harvin. a combo receiver/running back with highlight-reel moves.
Ohio State running back Chris "Beanie"
Wells and West Virginia quartetback Pat
White are getting plenty of preseason Heisman hype. too.
•See COLLEGE,7B
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Game Of The Week
LOCAL NIGH SCHOOL FOMALL
MB CAMS - Channel 15
dilD3
August 29
CCH5 vs. MH5
Replay:
Aug. 30, 31 &
Sept. 3

A1111111.
Sept. 26
/7 MH5 vs. Heath
Replay:
Sept. 27, 28 &
Oct. 1

Oct. 10
MH5 vs. Fulton City
Replay:
Oct. 11, 12 & 15

Oct. 31
Fulton County
vs. CCHS
Replay:
Nov. 1. 2 & 5

Sept. 19
MH5 vs. Trigg County
Replay:
Sept. 20, 21
& 24

Ell

BUCK'S
BODY SHOP
753-5142
UM=

1113NN
Oct. 3
MH5 vs. Ballard
Memorial
Replay:
Oct. 4, 5 & b

Oct. 17
MH5 vs. Fulton CountyN
Replay:
Oct. 18, 19 & 22

Replay Times:
2 p.m. 6- 9
Sat., Sun. & Wed.
After Each
Game Covered

g
:. o Good Luck%
Lakers;'Tigers
ierRacers!

Call the Video Services Department at 762-1711 for store istormatroo

900 SYCAMORE ST.• MURRAY

753-514-2:: .- -'-
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•College

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times
Tamar Butler led the Racers' defense last season with 79 tackles. 10.5 tackles-for-loss
and five sacks. Butler will return to outside linebacker this season after moving to
inside last year to help fill the void left by Nathan Williams. Williams returns to the
Racers this year after being granted a sixth year by the NCAA after tearing his ACL
in the season opener at Louisville last season.

From Page 513
Missouri al so has a quarterback-receiver
combo with Heisman abilities. Chase Daniel
finished fourth in the voting after passing for
more than 4.0181 yards last year and Jeremy
Maclin was an All-Amencan all-purpose player as a redshirt freshman.
For Daniel, simply making first-team allBig 12 will be a huge accomplishment considering the competition.
Six of the 25 highest-rated passers in the
country last season played in the Big 12.
including Texas Tech's Graham Harrell. who
led the nation with 5.705 yards and 48 touchdowns. and Oklahoma's Sam Bradford. tops
in the nation with a 176.5 rating.
Throw in Colt McCoy of Texas. Todd Reesing
of Kansas and Zac Robinson of Oklahoma
State. and the fact that only Iowa State is
breaking in an inexperienced QB. and it could
be another year when more than half the
teams in the Big 12 score upward of 30
points a game.
"It's just amazing and it's really challenging for defenses to be in position and to play
well and limit them." said Oklahoma coach
Bob Stoops, whose Sooners again have national title aspirations.
Speaking of perennial contenders. Wells
and the Buckeyes again are coming into a
season trying to rebound from a lopsided loss
in the national championship game.
Coach Jim Tressel brings back almost every
significant player from last year's Big Ten cham-

pions, including two-time All-American linebacker James Laurinaitis.
These really should be high times in Columbus. Tressel's program is a big favorite to
become the first team in the I13-year history of the Big Ten to win three consecutive
outright conference titles.
But despite all the success, two straight
championship washouts have tarnished the
Buckeyes' reputation.
•People are going to have an opinion and
some people might think. They've got a lot
of people back, they're going to be good.'
Some people might think. 'They run in the
mud and they're slow,— Laurinaitis said.
The Buckeyes can change that perception
on Sept. 13. when they face Southern California at the Coliseum in what will likely be
a matchup of top-five teams. It could end up
being an elimination game in the national
title race.
Up the road from Ohio State, the Buckeyes' biggest rivals are entering a new era.
Rich Rodriguez brings his spread offense to
Michigan. where the Wolverines are in extreme
makeover mode. Not only are they learning
new systems on both sides of the ball, but
they're doing it with only 10 returning starters.
"We have so many guys being first-year
starters in key positions," Rodriguez said. •I
think they're going to be OK, but until we
get them in there, get the nerves out and get
some experience, there'll be some nervous
moments."

•Racers
From Page 12B
season.
The line will be anchored by senior center
Quinton Hankins. who started every game last
year and 18 in his career.
Hankins will be flanked by junior Eric Ornella. Andrew Fogg and Vincent Rivers as well
as junior Stephen Huff.
DeAngelo Nelson. Marcus Harris. Derrick
Townsel. Daniel Ant. Patrick Robinson and JaVonta Trotter will give Ehrhardt a plethora of
options as wideouts.
Defensively, all five defensive line starters
return last year, including preseason OVC firstteam defensive player Austen Lane. who led
the line with 49 tackles, 8.5 tackles-for-loss
and 3.5 sacks.
Lane will have help from Blake Booth, Tyler
Sinclair. Will Roach and Danny Blakemore.
The most important piece returning to the
Racers' defense this season will be getting
Nathan Williams back in the mix.
The former Murray High standout and now
sixth-year senior after being redshined after
tearing his ACL in the season opener against
Louisville returns to his position at linebacker
and will pose problems in the middle along
with Tamar Butler. who posted a team-best 79
tackles. 10.5 tackles-for-loss and five sacks.
The Racers expect to be just as strong in
the secondary with Darrell Davis Jr.. Harry
McCall. Will Werner and Taylor Lanigan back

DON

in the fold after missing the final five games
of the year with a broken wrist.
The biggest question mark for the Racers
in 2008 will be on special teams. MSU will
need to shore up their cover teams on both
kickoffs and punts. as well as replace their
punter and place kicker.
The Racers gave up 1.392 yards in the kicking game last season, at a clip of 26.8 yardsper-kickoff. usually giving the offense good
field position to work with. MSU also gave
up 414 yards in the punting game. adding to
15.3 yards-per-punt. Griffin assured that appropriate measures would be taken this year to
solidify that, even if it meant using defensive
starters.
The bottom line for Griffin is even it it's
not a Mona Lisa, he's not asking for a Picasso, a Bob Ross would look nice, but he just
wants to portray a better image then what the
Racers have been the last two years.
He knows they're better, even if their record
is no indication, but even Griffin realizes that
in the end, records matter.
"They know the expectations and have their
goals." Griffin said of the team. "They came
back in the right mindset and they understand
that. I'm not a stats guy. other than that main
one and when you're losing a game 35-17 and
people are patting you on the back for 300
yards this and 200 yards that — that doesn't
mean squat. if we're not winning."
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LOUISVILLE CARDINALS Last season: 6-6, 34 Big East

After a rocky season, Uoft. ready to reboot
NEW LOOK
*T7
REDBIRDS TRY
TO TAKE FLIGHT
IN BIG EAST
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (API —
There are no pictures on the
t ront of Louisville's media
guide this year. There is no
online Heisman Trophy campaign for its rocket-armed quarterback. There are no national
championship expectations or
talk of an undefeated season.
Instead, the cover of this
year's guide is a solitary blackclad fist gripping a Cardinal
helmet with the phrase "win
as one" on it.
Welcome to the reboot.
Following a rocky 6-6 season in which the Cardinals
tumbled embarrassingly from
the top 10 to the middle of
the crowded Big East under

CARDINALS
AT A GLANCE
2907 Record — 6-6. 3-4 Big East
Conference
Offense — Multiple
Defense — 4-3
Starters returning/lost — 1517
Lettermen returning/lost — 49 21
Key players — Quarterback Hunter
Cantweii center Eric Wood. fullback
Brock Bolen aide receiver Scott Long.
defensive tackle Adrian Grady defensive
end Earl Heyman cornerback Woodny
furenne
Coach — Steve Kragthorpe (6-6 second
season at Louisville. 35-28 sixth season
overall)

Schedule
Aug. 31 — Kentucky. 2 30 p m
Sept 6 — Tennessee Tech. 2 30 p m.
Sept 17 — Kansas State 7 p m
Sept 26 — Connecticut 7 p m
Oct 10— at Memphis 7 pm
Oct 18— Middle Tennessee, TBA
Oct 25 — South Florida TBA
Nov 1 — at Syracuse TBA
Nov 8 — at Pittsburgh. TBA
Nov 14 — Cincinnati 7 p m
Nov 22 — West Virginia TBA
Dec 4 — at Rutgers. TBA
.(ia time Central)

first-year coach Mese Ktagthorpe. Louisville is anxious to
prove the 2007 meltdown was
a fluke.
"We'1,4: started all o‘cr."
said safety Latarrius Thomas.
"Last year was last year. There's
nothing we can do about it.
We've got to move on."
Kragthorpe fired defensive
coordinator Mike Cassity and
replaced hint with former
Michigan assistant Ron English while Jeff Brohni was promoted from quarterbacks coach
to offensive coordinator after
Charlie Stubbs stepped down.
The Cardinals hope the
makeover on the sidelines leads
to a makeover on the field,
particularly on defense, a unit
that ranked among the worst
in the country last season. English hardly sees himself as a
miracle worker, but his new
charges have welcomed English's fiery intensity, a decided departure from the more
demure Cassity.
"He's one of those in your
face. energetic coaches," said
defensive tackle Earl Heyman.
"When you see how intense
your coach can be, it makes
the players like that. It's like
a disease. One person brings
it and then it's like it spreads."
A little intensity and accountability could go a long way
for a unit that is trying to plug
holes at linebacker and in the
secondary.
"He's brought that 'Don't
be satisfied attitude.— Thomas
said. "He coaches hard and we
play hard. We can't rest on
our success. The only play that
matters to him is the next
play."
eyes-forward
English's
approach should work well for
a team that doesn't want to
spend time looking back at last
fall, when the Cardinals collapsed under the weight of
great expectations as early losses to Kentucky and Syracuse
snowballed into the team's first
non-winning season in eight
years.

GARRETT

WALL / University of Louisville

Brock Bolen has been a solid two-year performer at running back after transferring from Illinois. Bolen is a versatile back who runs with power and can catch the ball out of the backfield. He finished second last year on
the team in rushing and has two 100-yard rushing games at UofL.
"It was unexpected. because brother Brian spent four years and speed (Powell) that should from the outside, Cantwell has
little doubt about Louisville's
we had talent. I can't pinpoint rewriting the record books keep defenses off-balance.
"1 think we have three guys firepower.
anything." Thomas said. "We before heading to the NFL.
"Most of these guys, when
have talented players. We just The elder Brohm kept the ter- that can definitely carry the
minology Stubbs brought to load." Brohm said. "You've got I was a backup. they were
didn't make enough plays."
Kragthorpe doesn't need his the program the same but plans fresher legs, you don't need backups," Cantwell said. "We'd
team to make more plays than to run a more balanced attack. to absorb many hits and I think run (the second team) in pracSure, Louisville put up spec- we feel very comfortable with tice and they were my guys.
it did a year ago, just better
ones. He sets aside 25 min- tacular numbers at times last those guys carrying the ball." We know each other and we
Now if the Cardinals can know the opportunity we have."
utes at the beginning of each season. Too often those numCantwell and company won't
practice for fundamentals as bers came while the Cardinals only find someone to catch it.
the Cardinals simply try to get tried to scramble out of a hole. The top three receivers from have to travel far to get one.
Louisville has a deep if some- last season are gone, in their The Cardinals have eight home
back to basics.
"When you think, you slow what inexperienced group of place is a cast of role players games this season, including
down, when you react, you running backs that Jeff Brohm and youngsters even Brohm dates with Big East favorites
play much, much faster," hopes will take some of the admits are an "unknown quan- West Virginia and South Florida. Louisville had one of the
Kragthorpe said. "What we're pressure off quarterback Hunter tity."
Not that Cantwell is wor- nation's longest home winning
trying to do is get our guys Cantwell, who finally inherits
in a position where we're prac- the starting job after spending ried. Coveted by NFL scouts streaks two years ago, and if
ticing with great tempo, great three years as Brian Brohm's for his powerful right arm. the team is able to restore
Cantwell has assumed the lead- some of the luster to Papa John's
intensity so that when we get understudy.
Brock Bolen, Bilal Powell ership void left by Brian Cardinal Stadium. it could help
in the game, we don't have to
and Victor Anderson give the Brohm's departure. While the restore some of the momenthink."
Enter Brohm, whose little Cardinals a mix of size (Bolen) depth chart looks anonymous tum the program lost last fall.

DOCT ,**

GOOD LUCK TEAMS!
(when it comes to
"d" your injuries

Office Technology Specialists

'Mari, my knees are killing me!"
'Hey, don't loan on my sore shoulder."
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4

COPY. FAX - PRINT

'The dot put me on some new
painkillers."

•FREE DELIVERY.

Contact Our Murray Area Representative:

"Did you see number 29 pulverize my
head?"

L

Jeremy C. Bell
1393 State Route 45 North • Mayfield, KY 42066
www.hdhappy.corn

800-858-0492 • 270-247-5912
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200-206 E. Main • Murray, KY • 270-753-3381
www.murraysupply.net

Come See Dr. Jon Wyest at
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Family Chiropractic sxuaitmat.c.,
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Vi KENTUCKY WILDCATS um....8-5,4-3 SEC

Wildcats trying to take the UK out of fluke
KENTUCKY TRYING TO SILENCE CRMCS WHO
SAY THEY'RE HEADED BACK TO SEC Borrom
By WILL GRAVES
AP Sports Writer
LEXINGTON. Ky. (AP) — Braxton Kelley has heard it more than
once over the last eight months.
Sometimes it comes from friends.
Other times he sees it in a newspaper. magazine or Internet message
board.
When the Kentucky linebacker hears
talk about the Wildcats' recent rise
out of the Southeastern Conference
cellar, too often Kelley doesn't hear
reasons, but excuses, as if posting
consecutive 8-5 seasons and Music City
Bowl wins was a fluke.
"People think it was just a certain
group of players like (quarterback)
Andre Woodson or (wide receiver)
Keenan Burton," Kelley said. "But I
feel we've got the same amount of
talent out here now. When those guys
went down, we had guys that came
in behind them and still made the
plays."
It's time for those guys to step
up for the Wildcats if they don't
want to slip back into the mediocrity that defined the program for
decades.
"I believe we have become a better team over the last three years and
I don't see us going back downhill
to where we were." Kelley said.
"We're not going to go back to the
bottom."
From here, it would be a pretty
steep drop, but not an unprecedented one for the Wildcats. Kentucky
hasn't made it to three straight bowl
games since Bear Bryant was the
head coach nearly 60 years ago. The
last time the Wildcats were coming
off consecutive bowl appearances,
they plummeted to 2-9 in 20(X).
Yet the players say that was all
long ago. well before coach Rich
Brooks arrived on campus and changed
the way the Wildcats practiced, prepared and played. There are billboards of the soon-to-be 67-year-old

WILDCATS AT A
LAN('I
2007 Record — 8-5 4 3 Southeastern
Conie,nce
Offense — Multiple
Defense —43
Starters returning/lost — 15 7
Lettermen returning/lost — 55 18
Key players — Guarlernack Mike Hartline elide
receiver Dicky Lyons Jr running back Derrick
Locke running back Tony Dixon linebacker
Braxton Kelley defensive tineman Jeremy
Jarmon cornerback Trevard Lindley
Coach — Rich Brooks 125-35 sixth season at
Kentucky 116-144-4 23 years overall)

Schedule
Aug. 31 — at Louisville. 2 30 p m
Sept. 6 — Norfolk State TBA
Sept 13— Middle Tennessee TBA
Sept. 27 — Western Kentucky, 5 p m
Oct. 4 — at Alabama TBA
Oct. 11 — South Carolina TBA
Oct. 18 — Arkansas TBA
Oct. 25— at Florida TBA
Nov. 1 — at Mississippi State TBA
Nov. 6 — Georgia TBA
Nov. 15 — Vanderbilt TBA
Nov. 22 — at Tennessee TBA
(All times Central)

ads show Brooks bundled up in a
blue parka with the phrase "experience matters" splashed across it.
The Wildcats think the experience
of last year, of beating eventual national champion LSU, rival Louisville
and perennial power Florida State
will pay off this fall.
"We know what it's like to win
now," said wide receiver Dicky Lyons
Jr. "It's like, when you get a taste
of it, all you think about is wanting
more."
Winning this year might look a
little different for the Wildcats than
it did the last two. The high-powered attack led by Woodson will likely be replaced by a slightly more
conservative gameplan that will rely
heavily on a talented stable of running backs and a steady offensive
line.
Mike Hartline will begin the season as the starting quarterback, the
de facto winner in a duel with Curtis Pulley that ended before it began
coach sprinkled across the state. The
when Brooks dismissed Pulley on

MICHAEL DANN ,' Ledger &

TIME

High Schoc
Tim Masthay (44) has been a four-year starter for Kentucky as a punter. Masthay, a Murray
graudate, was named UK Special Teams Player of the Year by UK coaches last season.
thing." Hartline said. "It makes everyAug. 5 for a violation of team rules. up duty last season.
"Mike's ready.- said offensive coor- body very, very comfortable."
Hartline. a redshirt sophomore, lacks
Hartline might be most comfortWoodson's accuracy and experience. dinator Joker Phillips. who agreed in
though he's nimble afoot and has January to become Brooks' eventual able handing off to a quartet of runshown flashes in practice of making successor. "He's trying to do the right ning backs that Brooks called the
the right play if not the spectacular things and he's made significant "deepest" he's had in his coaching
career. Tony Dixon, Derrick Locke.
progress."
one.
Some of Hartline's biggest strides Alfonso Smith and Moncell Allen
"He's a tough guy. he's mobile."
backfield, and
Brooks said. "For the most part he have come off the field. Hartline's will split time in the
the passmakes really good decisions. That teammates have praised his leader- they'll likely be active in
try to take
hopefully will continue to improve with ship during offseason workout pro- ing game as the Wildcats
grams, and he's become the team's the pressure off an inexperienced wide
more reps."
social coordinator, often meeting with receiving corps.
a
have
really
don't
The Wildcats
It's a challenge Dixon said the
choice. The top three quarterbacks new players in an effort to create a
backs are up to, no matter who is
on the depth chart — Hartline. Will family like atmosphere.
"I just want to connect with them, on the field. After two years of standFidler and freshman Randall Cobb
to
— have a grand total of six career let them know that I'm there for ing in the shadow, they're eager
pass attempts. all by Hartline in mop- them, that they can call me for any- step into the spotlight.
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other side of the ball.
attacks, Jamie King (left) and Tyrrell Willis also excel on the
In addition to providing their teams with explosive rushing
in 2006.
sophomore
a
as
tackler
leading
Tigers'
the
was
King
and
Willis is arguably the top linebacker in western Kentucky

LOCAL DEFENSES WILL TRY TO WEATHER STORM OF AREA'S T14,0 BEST BACKS
STORY f511 TOMMY Dll_LARD
PHOTOS if)Nir MIC_HAE-A_ DANN
Jamie King has a knack for fincling holes in opposing defenses.
Tyrrell Willis creates his own.
On paper, the similarities between

the two running backs are striking.
both are the most talented athletes
on their respective teams. both have
found success at their position
despite their coaches' switch to the
usually pass-friendly spreacl offense.
Both wear the number 51. Both are
poised to embark upon make-orbreak seasons.

But those who have seen Murray's King and Calloway County's Willis in action know they'd be hard-pressed to find two
more opposite running backs around.
Just listen to their football idols.
King cites Ladainian Tomlinson. the undersized San Diego
Chargers back who has made his living off a hard-nosed running style and open-field speed.
Willis, on the other hand, is more excited by Jerome Bethis
tis. the former Pittsburgh Steelcr nicknamed "The Bus" for
bruising style of power running.
Coaches laud King's vision. Willis earns praise for his noholds barred, run-you-over mentality.
Despite their differing styles. King, a senior. and Willis. a
junior, share at least one thing in common — expectations.
Both were named the top returning player in their respective
districts in the preseason edition of the Cats' Pause publication.
King enjoyed a breakout junior year at Murray last season.
carrying for 1.893 yards. including a 348-yard effort against
Fulton County. His 172.1 yards per game ranked him sixth
among all running backs in the state and second in Class 2A.
Three of those have graduated, making King the No. 3 returning tailback in the state and tops in Class 2A.
Former Tiger head coach Lee Edwards transitioned his team
to Tony Franklin's spread offense prior to the 2007 season,
only to lean heavily on King when the passing game struggled to develop early on.
Despite his staggering numbers. King's Achilles heel last
season was his inability to hold on to the football. He coughed

up the ball three times in Murray's October loss to Fulton
City.
First-year head coach Steve Duncan says it hasn't been a
problem in practices or scrimmages thus far this season and
said he believes his running back has made strides.
With Murray fielding its most talented team in several years
this season, the pressure to lead the Tigers to new heights fails
squarely on the back of King. In addition to the pressure of
winning in the present. King also may be playing for a chance
at a college scholarship this season.
The pressure doesn't sit well with the 5-foot-9, I75-pound
senior, who is doing his best to keep the focus on the team
and away from his numbers, which could break school records
by season's end.
"It's my senior year and I don't want to have any pressure," he said. "I just want to play like my junior year. I
played and I didn't worry about the numbers or anything. I
just want to win this year. That's our goal."
King, a first-generation football player in his family, credits much of his development to his grandfather, a former basketball letterman at Eastern Kentucky.
"My grandpa, I told him one day I wanted to play football
and he's always been there for me ever since." King said. "I
told him my goal is to get a scholarship and he's done everything he can to get me there. He sits me down and we watch
film together. We look at other players. see what they do. We.
do everything together."
A half-century after his granddad surveyed the floor as a
•See BACKS. 11B
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Backs
Horn Page 10B
guard for the Colonels in the 1960s.
Jamie translates that vision to the football field. Lee Edwards raved about it,
and Duncan agrees Ws his awareness
and field vision that make King a great
hack.
"He hits the hole real quick." Duncan said. "He sees the field and he doesn't like to go down. I think those are
the three big things for him"
King isn't just a phenom on the offensive side of the ball. Ile plays linebacker
on Murray's defense and led the team
in tackles as a sophomore. He's also
taken to leading by example as he and
his classmates transition into being leaders for this year's edition of the Tigers.
"He's not an outspoken leader, hut
he's usually one of the first people there."
Duncan said. "He works hard in the
weight room and he takes a part in
everything. He leads more by doing. and
he's real comfortable in that role."
Willis' 2007 season was a stark contrast to King's. Thought to be the centerpiece of Calloway's offense in the preseason, he was upstaged by an emerging passing attack.
The 6-foot-3, 235-pound back still
managed to rush for 961 yards last season, even while starting at linebacker.
perhaps his better position, and competing for carries with then-junior Jordan
Bumpus and fellow sophomore Austin Hargrove.
Willis' 95.3 yards per game was eighth
among backs in Class 4A and he's the
second highest-gaining running hack
returning in the Purchase area — behind
King.
While it may have cost him some
time in the spotlight, no one was happier than Willis when the Laker passing
game began clicking last season. It meant
a lighter load on his shoulders, and he's
learned to be happy in a supporting role.
"It does take pressure off me and
Bumpus because we get a chance to
rest," he said. "We have no problems
throwing the ball. There might be some
games where we don't ever run, but as
long as we win, we win.
"I'm not worried about running the
hall because we're going to get it on
defense. I might just get the ball on
defense."
While most of the attention granted
Calloway's offense during the preseason
has been fixed on senior quarterback
Casey Brockman and speedy receivers
George Garner and Chris Dobbins, the
success of the Laker offense may actually hinge on Willis.
If he's successful, the rushing attack
will open up the passing game even more
for Brockman and Co. If he's not, opposing defenses could key on the passing
game and shut Calloway down.
Just a sophomore. Willis was inconsistent despite putting up solid overall numbers last season. He had his good games
— 126 yards on 14 carries in a milestone win at Mayfield — and his had
games — seven yards on seven carries
in a playoff loss at Lone Oak.
"Any time he touches it. you never
know," Calloway head coach Josh McKee! said. -It could end up in a 90-yard
touchdown or it may not go anywhere."
As a two-way player who suffers from
asthma, Willis' first priority is defense,
where Calloway needs him most. If he's
winded, it's often the running game that
suffers. But Willis refuses to use his condition as an excuse, instead taking the
blame himself for sitting out.
"Honestly, last year 1 was lazy." he
said. "My first two years of high school
I was lazy. The asthma really wasn't a
big factor. It was all laziness. This year,
there won't be any laziness. Our team
needs me and I need my team. There's
no time to let down."
This season will also be a proving
ground for Willis on another front —
off the field. His high school football
and basketball careers have been littered
with games missed due to tvarious personal troubles.
If he can show college recruiters he
won't be a liability for their program.
he could solidify his status as a major
Division I recruit. McKeel says there are
several "very big" schools that have
shown interest in him.
. What sets Willis apart from other running backs of his size and stature. McKeel says, is his ability to run with speed
as well as power.
"He'll cut all the way back, go against
the grain," the fourth-year Laker head
coach said. -Whet] he gets his mind set
on running the football. I haven't seen
tdo many backs like him. He's big enough
and strong enough to run the ball physically, but he's also fast enough to run
away from people."
Rumpus was the Lakers' second-leading rusher last season, carrying for more
than 400 yards and providing the agility and shiftiness that Willis lacked. Though
the two compete for carries. Willis said
he likes the balance and draws inspiration from his teammate.
"When I see Jordan run the ball, it
kind of makes me mad because the fact
of the matter is I•m not as fast," Willis
said. "He makes me work. When he
busts out a 65-yard run, I want to bust
out a 75-yard run. He's a good running
back, he's a real good running hack. I
look up to him. All he does is make me
work harder.-
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MURRAY
STATE

RACERS

REPORT

Last season: 2-9, 1-7 OVC

Stocked, Locked &
Ready to Rock in '08
GRIFFIN READY TO REAP
BENEFITS OF FIRST TWO
YEARS AT MSU
By MICHAEL DANN
Sports Editor
It's funny sometimes how art
imitates life.
What's not funny is when what
you're imitating has had the artistic quality of a stick figure.
But what Matt Griffin did in
three years at Tennessee Martin —
turning an abstract into a Mona
Lisa — and all the while turning
a lot of heads along the way, has
the Skyhawks currently sitting pretty.
Griffin is entering his third season now at Murray State and suffice to say, there has been turnover,
and plenty of turn-downs, but the
Racers are finally ready to turn things
around and welcome in a new era
that is sure to take shape in 2008.
And then again, maybe it won't.
It's not like MSU has a cakewalk in their non-conference slate
before they open up their Ohio Valley Conference schedule with none
other than UT Martin.
After opening up the season at
home against Lambudi on Aug. 28,
the Racers spend the next three
Saturdays playing at Indiana, back
home against Illinois State and
renewing a rivalry on the road at
Western Kentucky.
"I'd rather start the season fast
than start with cupcakes," Griffin
said.
Adding injury to insult, threeof-four of MSU's conference opponents on the road this year are currently ranked in the Football Championship Subdivision preseason poll.
Eastern Illinois(Nov. 1)is ranked
18th, Eastern Kentucky (Nov. 15)
is ranked 20th and Jacksonville
State (Oct. 18) is ranked 29th.
Murray State had one of the
nation's youngest programs last season, which if you look at the Racers' 2-9 season, it wasn't hard to
figure out that most of that was
due to the fact that Griffin's ros-

ter consisted of just 13 upperclas,
men (seven juniors. six seniors) and
a mind-boggling 72 underclassmen
(48 of which were true and redshin freshmen and 24 sophomores).
So one would only expect the
Racers to be bigger, stronger, faster.
smarter.
Griffin agrees. But the biggest
attribute given to this year's Racer
club may be maturity.
"We feel good about the kids
we have coming back this year as
starters. We have a lot of guys
with experience as true freshmen
so they are going to be marvelous
as sophomores and that's not always
the case," Griffin said. "The tough
part is you back them up with true
freshmen and you use those true
freshmen and there are a couple
of plays that will remain ingrained
in my noggin, where we are right
there to make a tackle and we just
don't make it. It's an 18-year-old
kid against a 22-year-old who has
some experience and that's that.
"Now, we've matured a little bit,
we're faster. The guys on teams are
primarily starters, but the backups
are guys that are in the mix, playing both offensively and defensively, if not playing spot reps in situations."
The offense will be engineered
by returning OVC Freshman of the
Year Jeff Ehrhardt.
Last season. Ehrhardt led the OVC
in passing yards (2,567), completions (236), touchdown passes (21),
passing yards per game (233.4) and
total offense (267.5). His 21 touchdown passes set a new freshman
record that was previously held by
Stewart Childress.
In the backfield. Ehrhardt will
have a trio of options which include
Charlie Jordan (601 yards on 118
carries, including four touchdowns
on the ground), Paul McKinnis and
redshirted freshman Price Nwagbara.
Ehrhardt's success, as well as
the backfield's, will rest solely on
an offensive line that has showed
improvements in the offseason and
brings a wealth of experience this

RACERS AT A GLANCE
-or- ri rear 3-19 13-43 sixth
Coach Man 7,I0
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sea so
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2007 Conference Record/Standing: 1.71-990
Ofhinsive Starters Returninga.ost: 813
Offensive Formation Spreat
Defensive Starters Returning/Lost: 1451
Defensive Formation, 4-3
Top Returnees (16): Jeff Ehrhardt 108) Charlie
Jordan 'FRB) Marcus Harris MR) Demo..
Townset WRi DeAngeto Nelson ITE) Eon
Ornelia OL 1 Stephen Hull IOU Ouinton
Hankins 101_1
AuSten Lane (DO
Danny
Blakernore (DLi Blake Booth (Dl) Nathan
Wams (LB] Tamar Butler (LB) Zack Kutch
(1.8). Taylor Lanigan (S), WiN Werner (Si
Key Losses (7): Rod Harper MR) Antoinfle
Lightfoot (WRI, Lee McGinnis (WR) Cody
Morehead (0L) Sean 0 Brien it') Derrick
Parrott (CBI Tyler Weiss IK
Players Who liedsharted Lasl Season (14):
Kenny Beniamin IWR Austen Berry S1 Bobby
Brown 101) Darrell Davis IC131 Joe Galena
(LB) Raymond Hopson 015I
Mall Johnson
(DE), Paul Lewis (SE) Man McWhorter (01)
Price Nwagbara RBI Dan Thacker (WR)
Nathan Williams LBS
Strengths S Weaknesses: Offensively the
Racers return OVC Freshman of the Year Jett
Ehrhardt under center at quarterback arid depth
in the backfield will not be an issue for MSU as
they return two running backs /Charlie Jordan
and Paul McKinnis) that carried the ball over 70
times last season Defensrvely iuniors are a
Plenty 00 the D-line as all hoe starters from last
year return as does Nether Williams a sixthyear senior who was out all of last year with a
torn ACL But the biggest question mark for the
Racers will be on special learns MSU will need
to sure up their cover teams on both kickoffs and
punts as well as replace trier punter and place
kicker One of the biggest holes to fill on the
offensive side will be at wide receiver as they try
to replace Rod Harper who led the ream with 57
catches for 779 yards and a league-leading 10
toucridowns
Outlook: It ease Gnffin s third season at the
Unrversity of Tennessee Martin that the program
finally took shape and MOS, took oft Griffin is
hoping for much of the same out of the Racers
season With hearty everyone returning on
defense and a handful of playmakers on the
ssrvein
cA
MStU
he.,
s(
h,4>a
ulmaes
be Th
irieth:ac
te
hic
r:do
ir of
things
most
have a not-so-favorable non conference schedule with dates at Indiana and Western Kentuck,
before opening Lip OVC play against conference
noel Martin The key to having a successful season will tie extracting some revenge on the
Skyhavhs who handed MSU its we-st loss in the
85 years of the program's existence
Bottom line: "We made rt real swnple wrth this
learn Accountability IS absolute There is no
excuse and no explanations it you live by that
you re going to have success There is no doubt
Vt lOy mind we have the bodies in which we
want to do here It lust comes back to accountability and guys doing it the right way all the time
— Matt Griffin

•See RACERS,7B

ESSENTIALS

FAN

PLAYER SURVEY
We asked some of the
Racers which
sports figure are they
are dying to see in
action?
Austen
Lane IX
6-6, 250
Jr., Iola,
Wisc.
re

F

Charlie Jordan RS 5-8,
192 • Jr., Memphis, Tenn.
lisain 11,,li & I

GAN

Jeff Ehrhardt QB 6-4,
210 So., St. Louis Mo.
photo courtesy

of Lance Allison

SCHEDULE
Opponent
Lambuth
at lncliana
Illinois State
at Western Kentucky
•UT Martin
'at Austin Peay
'Tennessee Tech
"at Jacksonville State
at Eastern Illinois
*Southeast Missouri State
at Eastern Kentucky
*Tennessee State

Date
Aug. 28
Sept 6
Sept. 13
Sept. 20
Sept. 27
Oct. 4
Oct. 11
Oct. 18
Nov. 1
Nov. 8
Nov. 15
Nov. 22

Time
7 p.m.
6 p.m.
6 p.m.
TBA
6 p.m.
6 p.m
3 p.m.
4 p.m.
1:30 p.m.
1 p.m.
Noon
1 p.m.

'07
3-8
7-6
4-7
7-5
4-7
7-4
4-7
6-5
8-4
3-8
9-3
5-6

Last Meeting
'07, MSU 48-13
'N/A
'07, ISU 43-17
'02, WKU 59-20
'07, UTM 76-34
'07, APSU 23-17
'07, TTU 48-24
'07, JSU 40-24
'07, EIU 27-24
'07, MSU 31-17
'07, EKU 46-35
'07, TSU 42-28

All times Central and subject to change -- Denotes Ohio Valley Conference game

Series
MSU 12-0
0-0
ISU 4-1
WKU 35-24-7
MSU 34-12-1
MSU 28-13
TTU 40-32-1
JSU 4-1
EIU 12-11
MSU 35-6-1
EKU 38-24-4
TSU 11-8

Mawr welt sowireliwg to prow
Austen Lane. Lane has emerged
as a leader on the
kne
defensive
Last season Lane
led the D-line with
49 tackles, 8 5
tackles-for-loss
and 3 5 sacks
Because of his
efforts. Lane was
Lane
named to the
Ohio Valley Conference preseason defense first team Lane
bulked up from 228 pounds last
season to a solid 260 this season.
With his size, matunty and expenence. Lane should pose plenty of
problems for an offensive line trying to protect their quarterback.

Peyton \tanning

Stephen Huff. 01. 6-5,
311 Jr.. West Chester
Ohio
Nt lc hart Jrrrdan

VAN Weever- S • 5-9, 183 •
Sr., Granbery, Texas
Tiger Woods

Mathes
WINIairts•
LB • 6-1,
225 •

Sc,,
Murray,
Ky.
Dick
Butkus

Mips!ohms to

II

BY TC
Sports
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a
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Harris
Townsel
Marcus Harris/Derrick Townsei:
One of the biggest losses the
Racers endured in the offseason
was the graduation of Rod
Harper. Harper led all wideouts
with 779 receiving yards, while
catching 10 touchdowns en route
to being picked up by the Green
Bay Packers as a free agent.
Harris needs to step up and help
fill the void, not only with his
speed (4.21/40) but the same
always reliable hands Harper had.
Townsel showed moments of
greatness last year, i e. the game
at Louisville where one of his onehanded grab made the Top-10
Plays
of
the
Week
on
SportsCenter. Townsel will be
used in various positions this
year, not just as a wideout and will
be the Racers main kick and punt
returner.

Stet that needs to improve
Special Teams Defense: The
Racers gave up 1,392 yards in
the kicking game last season, at a
dip of 26.8 yards-per-kickoff, usually giving the offense good field
position to work with. MSU also
gave up 414 yards in the punting
game, adding to 15.3 yards-perpunt. Griffin assured that appropriate measures would be taken

this year to solidify that, even if it
meant using defensive starters
Ste opponents ittouid fear
Passing Game:
The Racers will
have an experisignal
enced
caller under center
as
Jeff
Ehrhardt returns
as the
Ohio
Valley
Conference
Ehrhardt
Freshman of the
Year. He becomes the first MSU
08 to start back-to-back seasons
since Stewart Childress (200003). Ehrhardt led the OVC in
passing yards (2.567), completion's (236), touchdown passes
(21). passing yards a game
(233.4) and total offense (267.5)
Couple that with a new offensive
coordinator Keeth Matheny and
his trademark spread offense and
MSU could be a potent offensive
ballclub. The flip side is that of all
the passing success the team had
last year, they were unable to
score when they were in the red
zone
Must-win game
UT Martin: This story may never
change, at least as long as Griffin
is the head coach. The Skyhawks
are the team that Griffin left for
Murray State three years ago.
Last year, UT Martin put a slight
tail kicking by a tune of 76-34. It
surpassed the 73-10 loss at
Louisville last year and holds as
the most points scored against in
the history of the Racers' progam,
dating back to the Houston Nutt
era of 1994 when MSU lost to
Western Illinois 73-17 More so,
the Sept. 27 date with the
Skyhawks is the OVC opener for
the Racers and they come off a
treacherous stretch where they
play back-back-to-back weeks
against Indiana, Illinois State and
Western Kentucky. Still, there
shouldn't be any reason why the
Racers wouldn't be pumped and
primed for this showdown
Rar..12re, `,/

T.r:nr,rr,<,pr t.1:atin

When: Saturday
September 27
Where: Roy Stewart
Stadium
Coaches: MSU.
Man Gnftin third
year (3-19), UTM.
Jason Simpson.
Mird year (13-10)
Last Year:
Skyhawks 76
Racers 34
Alt-Time Series:
The Racers lead 34
12 1 but have lost
the last three
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ALL 'A' CLASSIC

Itlercy
MURRAY SQUADS FLEX MUSCLES IN SHUTOUTS OVER Si. MARY
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
It isn't often that the 10-goal mercy
rule is employed in high school soccer.
Ii
But that was exactly what fans witnessed at Mallary France Soccer
Complex Tuesday night in Murray's
10-0 All 'A' Classic victory over St.
Mary.
And if you listen to Lady Tiger head
coach Mickey McCuiston, it could
have been worse.
"At first, my thought was to run the
score and score as many goals as we
could by halftime," McCuiston said.
"But you never want to embarrass your
opponent. We had some younger players we could get some experience and
we worked on some things by moving
some people around in different positions."
With the win, Murray disposed of
the First Region portion of its slate in
the statewide small-school tournament. They'll face the winner of the
Second Region on Sept. 6 at Mallary
France.
Freshman Megg Hudson scored a
hat trick in the first half, getting goals
at the seven-minute mark from 18
yards out, at the 14-minute mark on an
assist from Sydney Smith and at the
20-minute mark on an assist from
Sarah Wooten.
Hudson has been a pleasant addition to McCuiston's varsity squad this
season, so much so that she's leading
the team in goals scored through five
games played.
Sydney Smith. w
First
Region in goals score
n, got
TOMMY DILLARD I Ledger R Times
on the board in the second
f, scor- St. Mary goalkeeper Alana Miller ooes up over Murray forward St4lby Crouch in an attempt to punch away a Lady
ing the Lady Tigers' final three goals
Tiger corner kick. Murray led 6-0 at halftime and finished off St. Mary with four more goals in the second half.
for a hat trick of her own. She was
assisted by Hayley Wright at the 50- Ali Adams. Carly Mathis scored at the a small school."
you come away from it with nobody
minute mark and Hudson with 56 min- 42-minute mark of the second half on
With the win, the Lady Tigers hurt and you don't pick up any bad
utes on the clock. For the final goal of an assist from Hudson.
improved to 4-1 on the season and put habits." he said. "Even the girls, they
the game. Smith dribbled the length of
"I kind of expected (a blowout) on a show in front of the home fans for get bored. They want to play a faster
the field and scored.
pace and they get sloppy."
would happen because we've been the first time this season.
The Lady Tigers also got two goals playing very well and playing some
Murray will likely face either
For McCuiston, his two chief goals
from Shelby Crouch, both of which tough competition," McCuiston said. for the game were accomplished.
University Heights Academy or Lyon
came in the first half. Wright added a "Not to say St. Mary isn't a good team,
—The only thing I hope for, as most County in the second round of the All
header goal at the three-minute mark they just don't have the players, being coaches do in a game like this is that 'A' Classic on Sept. 6.
of the first half off a corner kick from

5:

QUICK-STRIKE TIGERS
TAKE OUT VIKINGS
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
After barely escaping St. Mary with a win in last
year's All 'A' Classic, Jim Baurer wanted to make
sure his team didn't give a repeat performance of
that uninspired effort on Tuesday night.
The Murray head coach must have done something right as his Tigers jumped on St. Mary early
and often at the Mallary France Soccer Complex,
taking a 6-0 victory and advancing to the second
round of the statewide small-school tournament.
"Last year we went up to St. Mary and really
struggled, so I just reminded them of that and told
them they couldn't play the next match if they didn't take care of business tonight," Baurer said.
Take care of business is exactly what the Tigers
did, starting with a Matt Hines goal three minutes
into the game off an assist from Michael Mangold.
St. Mary managed to keep Murray at bay for the
next 15 minutes before the Tigers opened up a flurry of scoring before the half.
Theo Qualls scored at the 23-minute mark off an
assist from Jordan Benton. Five minutes later.
Hines scored his second goal of the evening on an
assist from Dillon Ward.
At the 12-minute mark, Alex Bokeno fired a
penalty kick past the keeper to give Murray a 4-0
TOMMY DILLARD / Ledger & Times
lead at the break, doubling the Tigers' total score
Murray midfielder Bobby Puckett attempts to control this ball against a St. Mary defender during the
from last season's All 'A' match with the Vikings.
In all of its games so far this season, Murray has first half of the Tigers' 6-0 All 'A' Classic victory over the Vikings Tuesday night at MaIlary France
put opponents at an early disadvantage, taking a 3- Soccer Complex.
1 lead in an eventual loss against MadisonvilleTigers to earn praise coming off the bench.
where they'll face a Second Region squad on Sept.
North Hopkins and scoring early in a 7-0 slaughter
"Games like this are good in that everybody gets 6, a game that will also be held at Mallary France.
of Mayfield.
touches on the ball," he said. "It's good in terms of
Baurer anticipates a likely matchup with
"So far this year, we really haven't had a situabuilding depth, allowing lots of players to get University Heights Academy, the same team that
scrimmage
or
match
where
tion in any preseason
touches on the ball. We had several players come ousted the Tigers from the tournament with a 3-1
we've come out flat, so it wasn't as much of a conoff the bench who really gave us a lift, really played victory last season.
cern last night as it has been in some years," Baurer
well."
In two games so far this season. UHA has not
said. "We were pleased with how hard they worked
Goalkeeper Nolan Jackson tended the Tiger net been scored against, winning 4-0 over Christian
out on the field."
for the first half and didn't take a St. Mary shot. County and 9-0 in an All 'A' contest against Lyon
The Tigers outshot St. Mary 15-2 and got second Will Hudson relieved him in the second and
saved County.
half goals from Bokeno and Qualls to round out the two Viking shots.
"We went up there last year and they put it to us
scoring. Qualls, a sophomore midfielder, scored
With the win, Murray improves to 2-1 and pretty good so I think all our kids are kind of looktwo goals on the evening and was one of several advances to the second round
of the All 'A' Classic, ing for a rematch," Baurer said.

PREP SOCCER
ROUNDUP

Calloway
shuts out
Cardinals
• LAICERS BLANK
MAYFIELD; SET TO
HOST TILGHMAN
TUESDAY
Staff Report
It took just one game for
Calloway County to improve on
last season's district record.
The Lakers traveled to
Mayfield and beat the Cardinals
5-0 on Tuesday evening, assuring them at least one win in a
district in which Calloway went
winless during the 2007 season.
The win was also the Lakers'
first of the 2008 year, as they
improved to 1-2 and put two
close, one-goal losses in the rear
view mirror.
For the third consecutive
game, Calloway got on the
board in the first 10 minutes, but
this time the Lakers didn't let
up. Luke Anderson opened the
scoring with an unassisted goal
five minutes into the game.
Blake Manness put Calloway
up 2-0 at the 35-minute mark on
an assist from Zach Fortenbery.
The Lakers went up 3-0 early in
the second half when Shaun
Spann found Seth Fortenbery
for a goal.
Manness scored his second
goal of the evening at the 55minute mark on an assist from
Nick Holt. Holt got on the board
himself at the 70-minute mark to
cap off the Laker win.
Calloway outshot Mayfield
16-7 and Laker goalkeeper Reid
McDaniel pitched a shutoyikaa(4;1
seven saves.
According to head seh
Martin Son, the Lakers did a
good job of possessing the ball
and creating goal-scoring opportunities.
Calloway takes the field at
Jim Nix Soccer Complex for the
first time next Tuesday, hosting
Paducah Tilghman. The Lakers
will put their 1-0 district mark
on the line on Sept. 8 when they
host Murray.

PREP GOLF
ROUNDUP

Smith
goes low
for MHS
LADY TIGERS.
LED BY
OLSON'S 57
Staff Report
Jordan Smith fired a 35 to
lead Murray past Reidland on
Tuesday afternoon at Murray
Country Club.
Smith took medalist honors
and shot five strokes better than
the
next-lowest
shooter,
Reidland's Carson Ward, who
shot 40.
As a team, the Tigers shot
163, besting Reidland's 190 by
27 strokes. Blake Graham (42),
Zack Newsome (43). Keaton
Tate (43) and Ian Holmes (43)
rounded out the Murray competitors.
The Lady Tigers squared off
against Rcidland also, but faced
just one Lady Greyhound golfer,
Mesh Lindsey, who shot 64.
Murray came away with a
team total of 249, led by Katrina
Olson's 57. Samantha Tinsley
(61), Beth Graham (64) and
Jordan Nagy (67) also played
for the lady Tigers.
Both Murray clubs will take
the rest of the week off from
match play before hosting
Carlisle County next Tuesday at
Murray Country Club.
Calloway's boys match at
Community Christian Academy
was canceled and rescheduled
for Sept. IS.
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Hoof'BEATS
Williams ready to lay lumber & thunder

MURRAY
SIATF

that s about whcie the jokes cod for
Williams. His play on the field is no
laughing matter and Matt Gnffin knows
it. The third -year head coach has been
SCHEDULE
TIME
adamant about calling Williams his most DATE OPPONENT
LAMBUTH
7p
8-28
important recruit in the offseason.
at trkkana
9-6
6p
Williams enters his final season in a 9-13
ILLINOIS STATE
6p
By MICHAEL. DANN
II Western Kentucky TBA
Racer uniform with 217 career tackles in 9-20
Sports Editor
6p m
UT MARTIN
9-27
just 26 games.
10-4
6 p rr
at Austin Peay
Its two-fold tor Nathan Williams.
And while the senior, who played his 10-11 TENNESSEE TECH 3 p rr
He's tired of watching but he's also prep ball at Murray' High School, knows 10-18 at Jacksonville Stale 4 p
tired of losing.
1 30 p m
at Eastern lanais
that injunes are just part of the game, 11-I
SEMO
1 30 p m'
The line on Williams reads something he's not set on making it any pan of his ti-e
at Eastern Kentucky 12 p m •
11-15
like this: Three injunes and a five-year game this year_
TE NNESSEE STATE 1 p m
11-22
stint with a combined record of 7-27.
"Some people are injury-prone, some
Williams missed the entire 2004 cam- people
aren't,- Williams said. "In this
paign with a hip injury, which by and sport,
it's just a matter of time. I think the
FOSTIMI
large was the Racers' best season (7-4) harder
you play and the way I play the
since he was recruited by Murray State more
injury risk you have.
$111111111111$
back in 2003.
"I'm probably looking forward to this School
OVC(Overall)
Williams missed all of last season (2- season as I have for
any. We have a group Austin Peay
0-0 (OM)
9) after tearing his ACL in the season of guys that
know more about the Eastern Illinois
0-0 (0-0)
opener against Louisville, but was grant- defense. It's older
feeling, the guys we Eastern Kentucky 0-0 (0-0)
ed a sixth year of eligibility by the have out there know
what to do."
Jacksonville State 0-0 00-01
NCAA.
For Williams. there's been too much Murray State
0-0 (0-0)
But when Williams has been on the practice and not enough
games.
SE Missouri State 0-0 (0-0)
field, he's been the best at his position in
After healing from last season's ACL Tennessee Martin 0-0 (04P)
a blue and gold uniform.
surgery, he took part in MSU's spring Tennessee State
0-0 (0-0)
After his hip injury' in '04. Williams camp, but didn't have
any contact. Now Tennessee Tech
0-0 (GM)
returned to lead the defense with 103 Williams is back
to doing what he does
Thursday, Aug 24
tackles from the linebacker position. best.
Eastern Illinois al Central Pactican 6 p m
That same year. he ranked third in the
Missouri Suite on Southwest Sweet 6 p
"I'm just flying around trying to get SE
Eastern Kentucky at Cincinnati 6 30 pm
Ohio Valley Conference in total tackles better every day."
Jacksonville Stale at Georges Tech 6 30 pm
Austin
and ranked 14th in the FCS with an averat North Dakota Slake 7 p
Williams wasn't the only one that was MoneyPeay
State on Larnbudi 7 p to
age of eight tackles per game.
bit by the injury: bug last year. The snow- Tennessee Tenn vs Gardner-Webb 7 p en
Satunery, Aug. 30
He returned in '06 and this time led ball effect
hit the Racers one by one. Tennessee Slane at Alabama AMA 6 p m
the OVC in tackles per game with 11.1 Taylor
Lanigan started the first five Tennessee Marin at South Flonda It p or
Saturday. Sept. 6
and finished seventh in the nation. games
before a wrist injury sidelined him Eastern lames at Xenon 11 a m
However, he started the first nine games for
Toon at LOu.Svile 2 30 p rn
the rest of the year. Tamar Butler Tennessee
UT Mann vs Baker Unrverstty a 30 p m
of the season before an injury that side- missed a
game due to an injury. Blake &AM Peay at Georg.. Southern 5 p to
lined him for the final two. He finished Booth
Eastern Kentucky vs Western. Kentucky 5 pro
missed two games and Austen Jacksonville
Stale vs Alabama A&M 6 p m
'
with 100 tackles, including 51 stops and Lane
didn't miss any games, but wore a Murray State at inckena 6 p in
had 5.5 tackles for loss and three sacks.
SE Masan Stale al Messoun 5 pro
cast on his arm for the latter half of the Tartness., State se Southern 6 p
Entering his final season. Williams is season.
finally ready to supply some lumber and
"We all talked a lot on the sidelines,"
thunder.
Williams added. "We talked a lot about
"It just wasn't right," Williams said of what we wanted to
do this season and the
having to watch from the sidelines last kind of statement
we wanted to make."
season, a season in which he wasn't realThe statement is simple: Win.
ly sure if he was going to be granted his
"I'm not into making predictions, but
sixth year of eligibility.
Murray State is looking for its
we really feel good about this year."
-This is it though, no matter what!"
first opening-day victory
since 2004 when the Racers
handled Glenville State 56-3
GOT YOUR DIGITS
back on August 28, The
Racers have won 10 of their
last 11 home openers inside
TectOespergeme
,NUMirE,
20100,
iota! ounsUei
oitst,
Stewart Stadium and overall
Weems
902506vrtect led
hoenber
devedm
IttekleS Ithlearns
has Sad
the OVC also
,vorrby
eve, hVe
has over tote
are 46-33-4 in season openover 5
ranked 7th Wi
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years
two
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RACER LINEBACKER
PREPARES TO TACKLE
SENIOR SEASON

RACERS

OUT OF THE BARN
10/11

NATHAN %Lows LB • 6-1 • 225 • SR. •

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger & Times

Nathan Williams has done plenty of watching on the sidelines for Murray State
in his five years. The sixth-year senior is now ready to start winning. all the
while going back to putting up big numbers on defense for the Racers.
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BREWERS 12, CARDINALS 0

Sheets throws St.
I Louis to the wind
ST. LOUIS (AP) — Finally, to determine who plays in
Ben Sheets had the upper hand October,- 14 Russa said. "But
against the St. Louis Cardinals. we need the series more than
Wild Card Glonce
AM limes CDT
He picked a perfect time to best they do."
Amedcan
League
a team that has given him fits,
Sheets (12-7) beat the
W
L Pci CIO
beating them in a game with Cardinals for only the sixth time
76 55 580
Boston
74 56 561 212
kAirInmate
postseason implications.
in 20 career decisions, allowing
70 61 534
New You,
6
Sheets worked six scoreless five hits and retiring his final
innings in a 12-0 victory eight hitters. He beat them for
Tuesday's Games
Tuesday night that provided the first time overall since May
110600,1 7 N 'I Yankees 3
some breathing room for the 1, 2007, anti first time on the
Seattle 3, Minnesota 2
Milwaukee Brewers in the NI road since Oct. 2. 2004,
Negonal League
wild card race.
although he's 1-0 with a 2.25
W
L Pet Oa
- "They've been tough on me.- ERA against St. Louis in three
Milweukee
-.7 55 583
—
New Yon,
73 60 549 4 1,2
Sheets said. "For a lot of year. starts this season.
St Lows
73 60 549 41/2
they were the better team, espeSheets' only trouble all night
cially early in my career. We're was missing a squeeze bunt sign
Tuesday's Games
as good as them, if not better.in the sixth, and fouling off a
Phowelphie 8 NY Mets 7 13 innings
(11 Ryan Braun was 3-for-5 with pitch with Counsel' running
Milwaukee 12 SI Louts 0
a two-run homer and Prince hard from third. He's batting
Fielder had three hits and two .083 (5-for-60) with 22 strike- the house.
The Cardinals stranded two
RBIs for the Brewers, who have outs, so manager Ned Yost prewon seven straight over the fereed to concentrate on the pos- runners in the first, third and
fourth. They squandered their
Cardinals and are 10-4 overall itives from that at-bat.
heading into the season series
-Benny's capabilities have best chance in the third with runfinale on Wednesday. Craig quadrupled over this year," he ners on first and third and one
Counsel' doubled twice and had said. "In years past he wouldn't ou, when Pujols popped out to
three hits as the Brewers(77-55) have sniffed that ball, so yeah, shallow left and Rick Ankiel hit
moved 22 games above .500 for he's making real progress foul- a broken-bat infield pop.
Three of the first four hitters
the first time since they were 92- ing them off."
70 at the end of the 1992 season.
Braun is batting .491 with singled against Wellemeyer,
"I think playing in this envi- seven homers and 13 RBIs including Fielder's oppositeronment, this atmosphere. against the Cardinals this season field flare that put the Brewers
against these guys and the Cubs. and is a .434 career hitter against ahead. kJ. Hardy tripled to lead
we enjoy these games," Braun St. Louis. He is 6-for-8 against off the third and scored on
Fielder's one-out groundout to
said. "It's what you play the Wellemeyer 11-5).
game for."
"You look at his numbers, make it 2-0.
Pujols' two-out throwing
The Brewers moved 4 1/2 they're astronomical for a kid
games ahead of the Cardinals who's been in the league a year- error at first base allowed anothfor the wild card berth and and-a-half," Yost said. "He's a er run to score in the fifth.
Wellemeyer came out for the
remained five games behind the superstar type of player."
first-place Chicago Cubs in the
Albert Pujols of the Cardinals seventh despite throwing 101
Pill Central. Their margin of vic- was 0-for-3 with a walk, his pitches and departed after a sintory was the franchise's best average dipping to .356, to end gle by Hardy and Braun's 33rd
ajainst the Cardinals,and it was an eight-game hitting streak in homer made it 5-0. La Russa
the Cardinals' most lopsided which he batted .563(18-for-32) pointed out that Wellemeyer got
since a 13-0 pasting by the with three homers. He was one an extra day of rest and the
Astms on May 5. 2007.
point behind Chipper Jones, weather was cooler, but the
Losing
pitcher
Todd who went 1 -for-5 for Atlanta, in pitcher admitted to some
fatigue.
Wellemeyer
believes the race for the batting title.
"It you•re trying to throw it
ednesday's garne is a must totDespite the wild card implithe Cardinals, saying "We don't cations, the announced atten- on the right side of the plate, it
Want to be 5 1/2 out going into dance of 41.121 WAS about MCAlls my elbow dropped a little
September."
3.000 shy of capacity. This after bit," he said. "So. I was proba• Manager Tony La Russa had the Cardinals had offered half- bly a little tired."
The first six Brewers reached
x.more measured response.
price tickets to stIcardinals.com
"They're in better shape they subscribers and free tickets to in a seven-run ninth highlighted
we are, but I've also said that season ticket-holders with $I by Jason Kendall's three-run
this series in August isn't going face value in an attempt to paper double and a two-run homer by
pinch-hitter Bill Hall.

LET'S GET WILD
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Fioranelli named
Pepsi Athlete of
the Week
By MSU Sports Information
Murray State freshman soccer player Jenna Fioranelli is the
Pepsi Student-Athlete of the
Week
Fioranelli notched her first
collegiate goal in last Frida's
season opener when the Racers
hosted Belmont at Cutchin
Field.
She scored the goal in the
41st minute of the match when
she deflected a comer kick by
fellow freshman Rachel Wright
into the net.
Fioranelli comes to MSU
after playing at ('ollierville.
Tenn. High School where her
team won the 2005 Tennessee
State Championship.
She was named to the
National
Soccer
Coaches
Association of America Prep
All-America team and was the
NSCA A Tennessee Player of the
Year.
Fioranelli was also named as
the winner of the Tennessee
"Best of Preps- award.
Her sister Jessica played for
MSU soccer from 2002-05.

INDIANA
FOOTBALL

Lewis back
as IU QB
after 4-month
suspension
BLOOMINGTON. Ind. (AP)
-- Kellen Lewis is Indiana's starting quarterback again, winning a
chance to lead the Hoosiers to a
second straight howl game despite
being suspended for spring practice.
Hoosiers coach Bill Lynch said
Tuesday that Lewis will start
Saturday's opener against Western
Kentucky.
Lewis won back the starring job
after a monthlong battle with sophomore Ben Chappell.
Chappell has thrown only two
college passes but inherited the
starting role in Mandi when Lewis
was euspeocied for violating team
rules. Lewis was reinstated last
month, but returned to a new nohuddle offense.

RE BOAR
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Paying too much for
Home Insurance?

Call me today tor a FR EE quote.
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NATIONAL SPORTS SCOREBOARD
American League Standings
All Times CDT
East D1,011100
W
L Pct 0E1
Tampa Fsm,
79 51 608
Boston
76 55 580 3 1/2
New Yr,.
70 61 534 9 1,2
68 63 51911 12
&stem°,
62 70 470
18
Central Division
W
L Pct GB
Chicag,,
76 56 576
-Minnesota
74 58 561
2
Cleveland
64 67 48911 112
Detroit
64 68 485
12
Kansas City
* '6 424
20
West Diviston
W
L Pet GB
I.os Angeles
—
80 51 611
Texas
16
65 68 489
Oakland
60 72 45520 1'2
Seattle
50 82 37930 1.2

Tuesday's Gemes
Boston 7 N V Yankees 3
Cleveland 10 Detroit 4
Chicago While Sox 8 Baltimore 3
Toronto 6 Tampa Bay 2
Texas 2 Kansas City 1
L A Angels 5 Oakland 1
Seattle 3 Minnesota 2
Wednesday's Games
Minnesota ,Pedorts 11-31 at Seattle
(Feierabencl 0 1) 3 40 p m
Boston (Byrd 8-11) at NY Yankees
Monson 7-41 6 05 p m
Cleveland (Carrnona 6-51 at Detroit
k Veriandef 10-131 6 05 p m
Chicago White Sox iDanks 10-6) at
Baltimore (Liz 4-3), 6 05 p in
Toronto (Putney 2-4) at Tampa Bay
(Garza 10-7) 6 10 p m
Texas (Hamson 5-3) at Kansas Crty
(Bannister 7-13) 7 10 p m
Oakland (Gonzalez 1-2) at I. A Angels
(Saunders 14-6) 9 05 p m
Thursday's Games
Boston (Lester 12-51 at NV Yankees
(Mussina 16-7) 12 05 p m
Toronto (Lesch 9-71 at Tampa Bay
(Jackson 10-8) 6 10 p m
Minnesota (Blackburn 9-81 at Oakland
(Eveland 8-8) 905 p m
Texas (McCarthy 0-01 at L A ,noels
(Garland 11-8) 9 05 p m

National League Standings
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct GB
Phew:100Na
73 59 553
New York
73 60 549
1.2
Florida
6
67 65 508
Atlanta
15
58 74 439
47 85 356
Washtngton
26
C.entrel Division
W
L Pcl 08
Chicago
—
82 50 621
77 55 583
Milwaukee
5
St Louts
73 60 549 9 12
Houston
16
66 66 500
Cincinnati
58 74 439
24
57 75 432
Pittsburgh
25
West Divon
W
L Pct Ge
Anzona
—
68 64 515
Los Angeles
3
65 67 492
63 71 470
Colorado
6
San Francisco
58 74 439
10
San Dego
18
50 82 379

Tuesday's Games
Chicago Cubs 14 Pittsburgh 9
Phtlackelphw 8 N V Mites 7 13 innings
Atlanta 10 Ftonda 9
Washington 2 L A Dodgers 1
Cincirinati 2 Houston 1
Mikyaukee 12 St Louis 0
San Diego 9 Arizona 2
Colorado 7 San Fran( ,,r0 2
Wednesday's Games
Chicago Cubs (Marquis 8-7, at
Pittsburgh (Duke 4-12) 11 35 air
Anzona (R Johnson 10-9) at San New
(Beek 4-9.1 2 35 p m
NY /Nets (J Santana 12-7) at
Philadelphia (Kendnck 11-71 605 p in
Ronda (JO Johnson 3-0) at Atlanta
(Hampton 2-1) 6 10 p m
LA Dodgers(Maddox 6-101 at
Washington Redding 6-81 6 10 p m
Cincinnati (Fogg 2-6) at Houston
(Oswalt 11-9) 7 05 P
kAi(eaukee i Parra 10-6) at St LOUIS
(Wainwright 7-3) 7 is p in
Colorado IL Hernandez 1-2) at San
Francisco (Lincecurn 14-3) 9 15 171
Thursday's Games
Cincinnati (Hwang 4-13) at Houston
(Backe 8.12t. 1 05 p m
Florida (A Sanchez 2-2) at Atlanta
(Morton 3-81 6 10 p m
LA Dodgers (Kershaw 2-4) at
Washington itarinan 7-12) 6 10 p m,
Philadelproa I Harnels 11-8, at Chicago
Cubs iDempster 15-5, 7135 p

SportsBriefs
•Fans may purchase tickets for Fnday's Murray Bank Crosstown
Classic Murray High. vs. Calloway County football game on Thursday
and Friday from 8 a m.-1 p.m. in the front office of Calloway County High
School All tickets are 85. Contact Coach McKee' at 762-7374 extension
114 for more information
•The Murray High Quarterback Club Will be selling Mew 08 'In the
Hunt' T shirts at the school Thursday and Friday before and after school
as well as during lunch Cost is $10

MIDDLE SCHOOL FOOTBALL

Calloway Middle earns
sweep over Fulton County
30-6; 8TH GRADE
TEAM PULLS OFF 18-0 'VICTORY

7TH GRADE WINS

el Report
The seventh and eighth grade
ker football teams enjoyed
tileir first wins of the season
uesday against Fulton County.
The seventh grade was led
ensively by Robert Pruitt who
ored two touchdowns and two
tpoint conversions. Daniel
cGee and Collin Kirkland
h scored a touchdown with
rkland also adding a 2-point
nversion. The seventh grade
fence was led by the defensive

l
l

If

line which consisted of Marcus
Manning. Donovan Barnard,
Thomas Canning and Aaron
Marsala. In the fourth quarter.
Justin Carney iced the game
with an interception. The final
score in seventh grade action
was 30-6.
The eighth grade ream was
led by an outstanding offensive
performance from Dillon Starks.
Starks recorded over 100 yards
receiving and caught two touchdown passes from quarterback
Andrew
Fraher.
Steven

Treadway also added a touchdown on the ground thanks to an
outstanding performance by the
offensive line. Jesse Redden and
Chris Powell led the Laker
defense. Redden racked up two
quarterback sacks. Powell did
his part by creating an interception. The final score of the
eighth grade game was 18-0.
The CCMS teams will be in
action again this Thursday night
when they go on the road to play
at Reidland.

urray Middle splits with Mayfield
8TH GRADE
!TIGERS FALL TO
0-2 ON SEASON
Staff Report
The Murray Middle School
lirothall teams took a split in
4ction against Mayfield Tuesday
; The seventh-grade Tigers
*ored. a dramatic 30-24 victory
dyer the Cardinals on a last-secilind touchdown pass while
Curia)'s eighth-grade squad
tll to a talented Mayfield bunch
TODAY I UMW. SPONSORED BY
_

Terry Beier

40-0.
reclaimed the lead on an 18-yard
Quarterback Dylan Boone score from Boone to Humphnes
connected with receiver Preston again. Boone found Merriss on
Merriss for a 26-yard touch- the
two-point
conversion
down pass with two seconds left attempt. The touchdown was set
on the clock, catapulting up by a 45-yard punt return by
Murray's seventh graders to vic- Boone.
tory.
A Mayfield touchdown run
Earlier in the fourth quarter, early in the fourth quarter
Bootie threw his only intercep- evened the game at 24.
tion of the game, but got the ball
With the win, the seventhback on a pick of his own with graders improved to 1-1 on the
26 seconds remaining, setting up season and will play again next
the touchdown to Merriss.
Theaday.
The Tigers got on the board
eighth-grade
In
action.
first in the first quarter on a 48- Mayfield jumped on the Tigers
yard score from Boone to for three touchdowns in the first
Merriss and two-point conver- Ipellief, two of which came on
sion
run
by
Raekwon runs and another on a punt
Stubblefield.
Mayfield return The Cardinals led 24-0 at
answered with a touchdown run the end of the first period and
later in the quarter, making the added two more touchdowns,
score 8-8.
one in the second quarter and
In the second, Mayfield took another in the fourth.
a 16-8 lead on another run
One bright point for the
before Murray answered with a Tigers was the play of quarter23-yard touchdown pass freak
s Melton. who rushed
Boone to Ryan Humphries. A".
10 100 yards.
Zac Grogan two-point conserWith the loss, the eighthsion run tied the game at 16 grade Tigers fall to 0-2 on the
going into halftime
season and will play again next
Inas third DItattet. the Tema, -Smemher-

lie

2008 RACER
(MALL
Racers
vs.
Lambuth
Thurs. Aug. 28
7:00 p.m.
at
Roy Stewart
Stadium
7 ht• first 2.500fans will receive a
hand heldfan courtesy of the
student Government.4isociation.

Ticket Office 270-809-3000 and www.GoRacers.com

RACER TAILGATE PARTY
AT OLD TENT CITY LOCATION
(All

tans enroll'.iiteA

1'

Featuring the
Murr-Vegas Allstars
from 5-6:45 p.m.
FREE Pizza and
Soft Drinks
for MSU Students!
Sponsorrd ht the S.G.t. Residential Colkget. t'ood Service.. and Town anti

-It • %%ednesda. ‘ugusi 2". 200N
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COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

NMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

COURT OF JUSTICE

COURT OF JUSTICE

COURT OF JUSTICE

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

Civil Action No 06-CI-00257
HOWELL R CLARK. CO-TRUSTEE OF
CLARK LIVING TRUST. DATED MARCH 27. 1996
AND REBECCA J CLARK, CO-TRUSTEE OF

Civil Action No 0f4'I-00120
AMERI( AN GENERAL HOME EQUITY. INC

Civil Action No 07-CI-00543
PLAINTIFF,

CITIFINANCIAL MORTGAGE
C< iMPANY. IN(' PLUNTIFF,

$000 Revd
old, neuters
"Sparkygrey/black
Lpst July ;
east area
1701 753-0

VS NOTICE OF SALE
VS NOTICE OF SALE

('LARK LIVING TRUST. DATED MARCH 27. 1996. PLAINTIFFS.
OSCAR SANDOVAL ALEJANDRA RUIZ
VS NOTICE OF SALE

DE SANDOVAL: COUNTY OF('ALLOWAY.

COUNTY OF CALLOWAY. KENTUCKY. DEFENDANTS

KENTUCKY. CITY OF MURRAY. KENTUCKY. AND
COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY.

By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Cintut
Court on July 2es. 2001'. in the shoes cause to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $44 161 45, I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder at public auction on Enday. September 12. 2008. at the
hour of 1060 am local time or thereabout the following descnbed property
located in Calloway County. Kentucky with its addre• being 1095 Locust Grove
Road. Murray. KY 42071 and being more particularly described as follows
- A part of Section 12 Township 1 Range 'S East Beginning at an iron stake
approximatels SSO feet west of the center of the Usenet Grove Road, this point
being the northeast corner of the Pamela IleShielda lot per General Warranty
Deed recorded in Book 256, Page 213 and Quitclaim Deed recorded in Book 298
Page 574. all lodged in the office of the County Court Clerk of Calloway County.
KVA. thence west ISO feet to a point this line bisecting the location of a water
well thence north 133 feet to a point. thence east 150 feet thence south 133
fee to the point of beginning containing 0 46* 0.01 acre
Grantees, their heirs or their assigns shall have certain rights complementary
to the above-described property. namely I Access to the lassuat Grove Rood vas
a cold-surfaced land that was initially built by private funds on Grantors property hut now receives county maintenance. 2 Amer. to the output from and
assumption of proportionate maintenance responsibility for a water well emulated
on ,Fie aouthen, bounders of the alsove-deeenbed lot and 3 Right of entrance to
Grantors. adjoining pnoperts for maintenance and or modification to septic tank
outlet line as presently located
There is attached to the above real property a 1999 Champion Mobile Home
%TN *219910704199AB
Being that property conveyed to David Hall and wife. Donna Hall by deed dated
December 2003, from Howell R Clark and Rebecca J Clark. Trustees of the
Clark Living Trust. dated March 27. 1996 of record in Book 526, Page 579, in
the Calloway County Court Clerk's Office
The aforementioned properts shall he told on terms of cash only A lien shall be
retained on the properts as additional security All delinquent taxes, if any, shall
he ascertained and paid by the Commissioner. but the property shall be subsect
to the 2002 ad valorern taxes
This 11th day of August. 2011-,
Respectfully submitted.
MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner

KELLY R PRESCCYTT. KNOWN HEIR AND
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ESTATE OF
LINDA J PRESCOTT. UNKNOWN SPOUSE OF

DE SANDOVAL A/K/A ALEJANDRA R

DAVID HALL. DONNA HALL.

DEFENDANTS

By virtue of a Judgment and ()rder of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 210 200S. in the shove came, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $162,323 57 I shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. Calloway County. Kentucky,
to the highest bidder. at public auction on Fnday.

Legal description of a tract of land situated in the County of Calloway, State of
Kentucky being a part of the SW Quarters of Section 11. Range 'S Emit and also
being Tract 4 of a Minor Suhdivuoon Plat of record in Plat Book 36 Page 2.4 .
Slide 3440. and being further described as follows
Beginning at a #4 rehar feund at the SW corner of the herein described tract and
NW corner of the Joseph Scott properts. I Deed Book 269, Page 709, Plat Book 12.
Page 29, Slide 1034. and being located 30 00 feet East of the centerline of the
Murray-Pans Road and 1354 73 feet North of the centerline of Dodd Road.

VS NOTICE OF SALE
ROBERT D HASZ. DAWN D HASZ,
MORTGAGE ELECTRONIC REGISTRATION
SYSTEMS. INC . AS NOMINEE FOR COUNTRYWIDE
BANK. A DIVISION. Fift&T FINANCIAL FSB FIKA
BB&T BANKCARD CORPORATION.
CACH, LLC (IF COLORADO. DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered ty.. the Calloway
Court on July 22.. 200iv in the above spoof!, to satisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $10201410 34 I shall proceed to offer for
Pale at the Courthouse door in the City of Murray. l'alloway County. Kentucky.
to the highest bidder at public auction on Friday. September 12, 2001', at the
hour of 1060 am local time or thereabout. the following derenbed property
located an Calloway County. Kentucky with its address being 409 Wireiriong
Circle. Murray. KY 42071 and being more particularly described as follows
Lots No 176 arid 177 of the Ledbetter Shores Subdivision as shown on plat in
the (Wirier of the Callow as County l'ourt Clerk in Plat Rook 4 Page 24
Reference is herein made to said plat for a more complete and accurate derscripi 1011
The ',shove denrrihed pniperty is Fold subject to the restrictions art forth in Plat
Rook 4. Page 24 in the Office of the Clerk of tallow-as County Court, and such
reatnetiona are specifically. referred to in this conveyance and incorporated hereIn as if same were written herein in full
'4object to all the restnctions, reservations eaaements, covenants and conditions
-.hewn on the plat of said subdivision
Beams the same properts contryed to Robert D Has!, et ux . by deed from Larry
, aita Larry Thomas Tidwell single, dated July 17. 2002, of record in
Ileed Book 432.. Page 567 in the office of he Clerk of the Calloway County
Court
Tlw aforementioned properts shall he sold on s cash or credit basis ,if thirty 30,
tays hut if sold on a credit of thirty -30 days the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent ,
- of the purchase Fence and exteute bond with
and sufficient surety for the remainder, same hearing interest at 12% per
Inouns from the date of sale until paid and fully due and payable within thirty
1SyS A hen shall he retained on the property as additional security All delinq uent taxes if ans. shall Ise ascertained and paid bv the Commissioner but the
property shall he sold subyect to the 2001. ad talorem taxes

M

W PARKER

HAMMONDS, KNOWN HEIR OF LINDA J PRESCOTT.
UNKNOWN SPOUSE. IF ANY OF TRACEY HAMMONDS.
KNOWN HEIR OF LINDA J PRESCOTT. DEFENDANTS
By virtue of a Judgment and Order of Sale entered by the Calloway Circuit
Court on July 21'. 20610. in the above cause. to itatisfy the Judgment of the
Plaintiff in the approximate amount of $41,441 24.1 shall proceed to offer for
sale at the Courthouae door in the City. of Murray. Calloway County, Kentucky,
to the highest bidder, at public auction on Friday.

thence, along the South Line of Rogers property. South 89 degrees 19 minutes 24
seconds East for a diatance of 316 28 feet to a point.

Being parts of Lots #3. #4 and I5 an Block 3 of the Fairgrounds Addition to
Murray. Kentucky. Whanell and Grogan Tract as recorded in Deed Bonk 48.

thence continuing with the South line of Rogers property North 07 deirrees 25
minutes 46 eieconds East for • distance of 412 96 feet to a #4 es-bar w.Cap 83175
four,d at the NE corner of the herein descnbed tract and on the West line of the
Frank Hintor. properts ,Deed Book 566. Page 674. Plat Book 36. Page 13. Slide
3249.,

nage 45th. and being further described as f011010.

thence along the West line of the Ilinton pn,perty, South 114 degrees 07 minutes
51 sec-cis-ids East for a distance of 425 2.0 feet to a #4 rebar wrap *3175 found at
the NW corner of the Richard Thomas property , Deed Book 569. Page 565, Tract
3. Plat Book 36. Page 24, Slide 3440).
thence along the West line of the Thomas property. South 06 degrees .12 row.utes 08 !seconds East for a distance of 451
,42 feet too #4 mbar found at the SE
corner of the herein described tract and the NE corner ot the James K Andrus
property Deed Book 404, Page 641.
thence, along the North line of the Andrus property and the North line of the
Scott property. North 83 degrees .54 minutes 20 seconds West for 11 distance of
115651 feet to the point of be

Being the same properts convey-ed to Oscar Sandoval et al . by deed from Dor.
Collins_ et at . dated March 15, 2005. of record in Deed Book 585. Page 6.43. in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway Courty Court
The aforementioned property shall he sold on a cash Or credit basis of thirty t 30,
days. but if wild on a credit f thirty .30, days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the Commissioner ten percent lilT,'of the purchaoe pnce and execute bond with
good and sufficient Fundy for the remainder same hearing interest at 12: per
annum from the date of sele until paid and fulls- due and payable within thirty
days A hen shall be regained on the property as additional secunty All delinquent taxes, if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the Commissioner

address being 1101 Story Avenue, Murray, KY 42071, and being more particular-

Beginning at a point where the South right-of-way line of Story Avenue intersects the WPM right-of-way line of South Ilth Street thence South 2 deg 30 OW
East and following the West right-of-way line of South Ilth Street 106 00 feet.

Consist
is seek
individua
within the
entry to
tions

thence South 1,7 deg 14 40' West 150(10 feet. thence North 2 deg 301 00" West
106 00 feet to the South right-of-way line of Story Avenue. thence North 107 deg

Indus
Applicant

14 40" East and following said right-of-way line 150 00 feet to the point of beginning This tract contains 0 355 acres
Being the same property conveyed to Linda J Prescott. by deed from Audra Bell,
dated January 19. 1990. recorded in Book 178, Card 1446. in the office of the
Clerk of the Calloway Counts. Court
The aforementmned property shall be sold on a cash or credit basis of thirty 1301
days. hut if sold on credit of thirty , 30, days. the purchaser shall deposit with
the,Commissioner ten percent 110'1 I of the purchase price and execute bond with
good and sufficient surety for the remainder same bearing interest at 12% per
annum from the date of sale until paid and fulls due and payable within thirty
days A hen shall he retained ten the property as additional security All delinTient taxes if any, shall be ascertained and paid by the ('ommissioner

MAX W PARKER
Master l'ommuwooner
Calloway Circuit Court

NO11.01
Derter-Almc Heights Water District proposes to make the following revisions to its
schedule of charges The proposed effective date for the change is December I.
200s

(jamas

Prapssmtd 'LL.Issais

$52500

$701) 0(1

Tap-On
SA inch x 34 inch meter

Ans corporation association, body politie or person may. Trs motion within thirty
30! days after publication of this fee change request lease to intervene, and the
motion shall be submitted io the Public Service Commission Post Office Box 615.
Frankfort, KY 40602. and shall pet forth the grounds for the request including the
status and interest of the party
Intertemors mas obtain copies of thc application and related filings hs omtarting
the water district
The Water Ductrirt has available for inspection at ite office the proposed changes
to its Rules and Regulations The office Is located at 351 Alm., Rd Alrno KY
420'20

MAX W PARKER
Master Commissioner

An E(

Calloway Circuit Court

Logi
Notice

LOGI and Found

Need

to advertise

Si CDL • A • Drivers Si
tionipasu l)ruics&
()wrier Ciperwor,
I WI.areal k11.11/1
Kciiinil #....o.lem 1 yw,
• Conwween Nork
'Onset 1-nendb Treigne
• Past Oriental...el
'Immediate lIios
Vi lung i. I lemon 11.ssns.si
10014155-3469

753-1916
•
1
1
1

FEMALE Fawn Pug
named Chloe lost in
the Irvin Cobb Road
area Reward Please
call 293-6091

Read
All About
It!
ritihaven
housekeep
Clays. after
son at Brit
Denton, K

subsoil,* to the

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable but
inaccuracies
do
occur Readers using
If-its information do so
at their own risk
Although persons and
companies
mentioned
herein
are
believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for
their activities

laFTUR &TIMES
Local Mail
P

3m...--$35.11111

6 at0.._...$61•11
yr.--SIMS
Rest of KY/1'N
Cars,a' S. 11114.4.101.101

Check

Al Other Mail
Subseriptiess
'
3 ths.
6m..
I yr.-3145A1

Money Order

Name

Dexter-Almo Heights Water thstnct

St. Address

Visa

MK'

1 7
City
State

)3I 7.--

‘Il
1111.4111r SS

)1(1

die 11112-it'll
i
101'[FCC

Wanted Male or
female roommate No
pets $300 and half
utilities 2 :at garage
and pool included
Furnished or unfurnished bedroom Call
27n-2,11,64n,-.

Britthaycn c
toms Our th
shill We o
benefit pa,.1
Kentusky
2607 Main

us

This notice is published pursuant to 1107 KAR 5611-Tanffs

11.11'r' a ('1,1••••-•ilit'll

nt
We offer

Respectfully submitted.

3.1 b.

The charges-rates contained in this notice are the charges rates proposed he the
Dexter-Alm° Heights Water District H OSVeVer the Public Service Commission
may order charges rates to be charged that differ from these proposed
charges rates Such action may result in charges rates for consumers other than
the charges rates in this notice

and Ws
custom
maricstii
require at
with ma
Success);
a strong w
or organi

This 11th day of Auguat, 2008

your yard sale?
This 11th day of August. 200ft
Fbespectfulls submitted

M aater l'ommissioner
1U'... Circuit eimn

KNOWN HEIR OF LINDA J PRESCOTT TRACEY

ly described as follows

If 1 I th day of August 200S
!cespectfully submitted

HANELINE. KNOWN HEIR OF LINDA J PRESC(TFT.
UNKNOWN SPOUSE. IF ANY OF SUSAN HANELINE.

thence, continuing with the East line of the Murray-Pans Road. North 30
degrees 02 minutes 26 seconds East for a distance of 316 2$ feet to• point.

Civil Action No 08-CI-00292
COI:NTRYWIDE HOME LOANS. INC . PLAINTIFFS.

KENTUCKY, INC . D/BiA BENEFICIAL MORTGAGE
l'O OF KENTUCKY: DONNIE PRESCOTT. KNOWN

September 5, 206S. at the hour of 10-00 a m loca: time, or thereabout. the following descnbed property located in Calloway County. Kentucky, with ita

This tract contains 18 007 acres according to. survey by VL Associates on
October 19. 2004

CALLOWAY CIRCUIT COURT

EXECUTIVE. CITY OF MURRAY. BENEFICIAL

thence along the East lint of the Murray-Pans Road. North 20 degrees 49 minutes 51 weconds East for a distance of 3(1934 feet to. point.

lhgetner with and subject to covenants easement:,and restrict ions of re-cord

COURT IF JUSTICE

J PFtESCOTT CALLOWAY COUNTY JUDGE

HEIR AND SPOUSE OF LINDA .1 PRESC(YTT. SUSAN
September 5. 20010. at the hour of 10.00 a m.. local time, or thereabout, the following described property located in Calloway County. Kentucky. with ite
address being 1654 Murray-Pans Road. Murray. Kentucky 42071, and being
more particularly described as follows

Calloway Circuit Court

COMMONWEALTH OF KENTUCKY

KELLY R PRESCOTT, KNOWN HEIR AND
ADMINISTRATOR OF THE ESTATE OF LINDA

interestei
resume OF
qualified

_ Zip

Daytime Ph
Mail this coupon with payment to
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray. KY 42071
Or call 12701 753-1916

The Mur
tng a so
variety o
to Murra
ism degr
and pro(
&sign al
Send re!
work to
42071. IS

frileWed
I.

Infers ieR

CLASSIFIEDS

Murray ledger & limes
Mr/
LUQU

I

Maytag washer 8 dryer set Like new.

Lem"
Malice

I

Wednesday. August 27. 2008 • 5C

!Op line

almond color For

$400

(270) 753-3265

NOTICE OF HEARING

-GRANDPARENTS DAy
SPECIAL SECTION
September 6,2008

(.ALLOWAY COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION

The Calloway County Board of Education will hold a public hearing
in the
Calloway County High School Cafeteria, 2108 College Farm Road, Murray
• Kentucky, on September 11, 2008 at 6 p.m. to hear public comments regarding a proposed general fund tax levy of 37.60 cents on real property and
39.90 cents on personal property.

LARGE
SELECTION
useD APIP18818C45
108941181981140•S

The General fund tax levied in fiscal year 2008 was 37.80 cents on real property and 39.90 cents on personal property and produced revenue of
$4,369,603.16. The proposed General Fund tax rate of 37.60 cents on real
property and 39.90 cents on personal property is expected to produce
$4,712,311.95. Of this amount $602,251.81 is from new and personal property The compensating tax for 2009 is 36.0 cents on real property and 39.6
cents on personal property and is expected to produce $4,528,907.23.
The general areas to which revenue of $342,708.79 above 2008 revenue is t,:
be allocated are as follows: cost of collections, $10,281.26; cost of under fund
ed salary increases, $174,338.45, rising cost of utilities, $138,089.08; and
preparation of new Facilities Plan for the district, $20,000.00.
The General Assembly has required publication of this advertisement and
information contained herein

maim

Lad owl Fame
5100 Reward, 5 year
old. neutered male cat
-Sparky
White with
grey/black splotches
Lint July 30th southeast area
(?70) 753-0273

CINe&thinter

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
'help wanted- ,e,.tion
'in our classifieds
wehpage at
murrayledgei cool
sou will he redirected
to lohnetwAvk corn
By default.
Mena:. and local toh
listings will appear on
this wehsite
However, a. a national
website. not all listings
on the mhnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murial. Ledger

Times Please ,all
us if you have any
questions regard:nit
the Mena!, area
loh listings Thank sou
&

Cal 866-250-3389

111=m
r-11E
4
-PASCHALLTRLICK LINES. INC.

OFFICE, CLERICAL,
AND ADMINISTRAIIVE
OPPORTUNITIES
1

Consistent with its ongoing growth. PTL
is seeking enthusiastic, career minded
individuals to fill positions in several areas
within the Murray corporate headquarters in
entry to intermediate level, full-time positions Past exposure to the transportation
industry is a plus, but, not required
Applicants with computer(Word & Excel)
and telephone skills and experience in
customer service, accounting, and/or
marketing are preferred Most positions
require attention to detail and ability to work
with management and decision makers
Successful employees typically demonstrate
a strong work ethic complemented by supenor organizational. written and verbal communication. and analytical skills.
We offer a competitive compensation and
benefits package

Submit resume to:
Human Resources
Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
P.O. Box 1889
Murray. KY 42071

DO you love working
with Odds?
Wee Care Enterenses
may be lust the place
for yout Full rime and
part time positions

available
Apply at
Wee Care
1095. 15th St.
Murray. KY 42071
(270)753-5227
DRIVERS: A steady
lifestyle, Top pay, great
benefits, No expenence'
, No problem'
Werner Enterprises
800-346-281R
ext 150
DRIVERS CDL-A
Teams 46-82 Split
Solo 351 Specialty
Cargo-Plenty of Miles'
Dan 800-625-6885
x2189 Apply
*env randrtruck.00m
EARN extra income
Seasonal employment
preparing income tax
return Classes available Calf H&R Block in
Murray at 753-9204
FULL time optometnc
assistant
needed
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-C. Murray.
KY 42071.
LABORER & dump
truck dnver COL
required Andrus
Excavating
(270)978-0343
MEDICAL
business
office seeking experireceptionist,
enced
insurance clerk Send
resume to 2957 U.S.
Hwy 641k4, Murray. KY
42071
or fax
to
(270)759-1215.

Britthaven of Benton is currently accepting applications for the lollowing position RN's afternoon
shift We offer competitive wages and an excellent
benefit pas kage Must he licensed in the State 01
Kentucky Apply in person ai Bnnhaven ot Benton
2607 Main Street Hwy 641 S Benton. KY 42025

prittha‘en of Benton now has a full-time
housekeeping position Must he able to work
afternoons and weelend. Apply in person at Bnithaven of Benton 2607 Main Street
hellion, KY No phone call,please
EOFJAAE

We are in search of full
time, day shift employees to NI positions in
these
areas
11
Electronic/circuit
board repair, some
experience required 21
Scoreboard warnbry. using small hand
tools
reading
and
schematics
are
required

An Equal Opportunity Employer

The Murray Ledger & Times is seektng a solid print journalist to cover
variety of topics from city government
to Murray State University. A journalism degree. strong reporting. writing.
and proofreading skills a must. Page
design and photography skills a plus.
Send resume and clips of previous
work to P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY
42071. No phone calls.
Interested applicants must apply by
resume only; interviews will be granted to
qualified applicants AFTER resumes are
reviewed. Absolutely no on-the-spot
interviews will be conducted.
LEDGER 8111IMES

Successful candidates
self-motivated
are
detail oriented and
take pride in the quality
of their work
Salary is commensurate with expenence
S portabl•
Scoreboards offers a
competitive comprehensive benefit package
Apply at
106
Max Hurt Drive Murray
or direct resume to
mfg recrultinglascor
eboardl corn

Housecleaning
270-759-9553

nsin3

160
Hone Funiestrinen
Oral Craftsman sofa
Ind love seat, great
.ondition. $400/set,
ourgundy wingback
:hair $125. computer
-each 525.11 interested, call 753-2059
'OP quality
.onsignment furniture,
iccessones and
.intiques
Reed Interiors
603 Main St
753-6361

Kobe Illegbes
Shirks Slone
Jimmy & wands Morrui
Tracy Gallimore

Single Space - $12.00
(no more than two children per picture(
MAXIMUM 20 WORDS
Double Space - $18.00
MAXIMUM 40 WORDS
DEADIJNE IS SEPT. 2 AT 5PM

iNdean
AMANDA'S
Home
Daycare has openings
in her home Small
daycare in a great
environment
home
Autobond accepted
Low rates Please call
270-293-5212 or
270-753-7031.
LOOKING to clean
houses, apartments,
offices. rentals Call
Gayle 978-6897
References
WILL clean houses
(270)293-5806

Local retail business
for sale
Excellent
income fof husband &
wife team, Includes al:
inventory, f&I and
equipment For more
information call
630-561-0203

MOM COMPUTERS
Service,'Sales
Repairs Upgrades
759.3556
Slant to Buy
ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
CASH paid for
good, used guns
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray

291111m1

Buffett 812 Clarinet
used one year. very
good condition, excellent for band students
$250 753-3190
FENDER Cyberdeluxe
guitar amp. like new
condition great amp.
retail once $900 sell
for $425 753-3190
Trombone, Yamaha
YSL 354 beginner
model, very good con
dreon. 5400 753-7905

L

Homes For Sib I

GOT LAND? Own land
or have family ,and
available, you can
quality for $0 down
Call
for
FREE
APPROVAL.
731-584-9429.

2 BR. $295
753-6012
Huge 3 BR, 2 BA in
Anderson
Shores
Lake around corner.
$800 month includes
gas. electric and water.
Deposit required 270362-2705 or 270-2056525

& 2 bedroom Apts
available Close to
MSi.J. College Farm
Apts. 978-1123
I & 2 BR bedrooms
near MSU Coleman
RE 753-9898

ELECTRIC (
OR
PEDAL) BIKE FOR
SALE
A beautiful
machine reaav to help
save the environment
and eliminate expenses To see pictures and
complete description
Harl@belle-mail
south.net or call Hart
Barnett 270-362-8483
or 270-832-0016

Ca', •

..•ti+rf
.
ami
HiStory Boot‘s
sale. Great for
•
reonions
Call 749-4938
753-2350
SOLID Red Bricks
30cents each
(270)438-2262
SONY Flat Panel
TVs
Full line of all Sony Hat
panel TV's. All the
newest makes and
models including
Sony's Best XBR
series On display for
free delivery & set-up,
custom surround
sound installation also
available Guaranteed
lowest prices. locally
owned and operated
Come in see these
magnikent TV's in
action Murray
Telephone &
Electronics. Inc.. corner 018th and Arcadia
(270)753-7567.
STYLE Line Furniture
Couch & Sofa- navy.
burgundy. &
gold
design with 2 end
tables and coffee table
(cherry) $700! Eddie
Bauer double stroller
S95 Call 767-9273 or
293-0444

The Place to Start....
Murray Ledger 4% Times
(270)753-1916

Send payment, photo, names of grandparents. namelsl ot child( rc11,
and sell-addressed stamped en‘elope for return of photo to

2N Ford Tractor &
Bushog $1,750 B Allis
Chamber 5' Wood's
mower 978-5655

Martrrents For Rant

Now hinng talented,
energebc licensed cosmetologist and massage therapist. We
offer great employee
benefits. For more
information please call
767-0760.
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Drive-In. 217 S. 12th
St., Murray. KY. No
phone calls.
PART time mechanic.
Apply at Murray Rental
& Sates. 200 E Main
St. 753-8201.
S PORTABLE
Scoreboards offers
opportunities for individuals who share our
Positive commitment,
and goals

60S i.SotOr120 St

DUPLEX 2 Br. 1 Ba
new remodel, no pets
wid furnished $575 •
deposit 293-6430
DUPLEX 2 BR 1 BA,
all apliances furnished
$500. deposit
References required
761-4402 or 227-7665
EXCEPTIONALLY
nice large 2 bedroom
with deck and outside
storage All appliances
including
washer.
dryer, and dishwasher
$500rtno. 759-5885 or
293-7065.
Large studio apt
above Bradley Book
Co on campus. newly
remodeled 1303
Chestnut Street
$675/mo Includes
water and sewage
(270)293-3710.

1 BR apt. various lacations, Coleman RE.
Move in free days
753-9898
2 BR. 2 BA duplex.
very nice with intercom
system walking distance from MSU, all
appliances iecluded.
handicap accessible
No pets. 5650 7535344.
duplex
2BR
IBA
Appliances
1304
Peggy Ann Section 8
ok 270-753-0259
2BR duplex. nice.
C/H/A. appliances furnished. Various locations Coleman RE
753-9898
2BR& 38R apartments
available Great location. 1 year lease, 1
month deposit. no
pets. 753-2905
3 BR house, CIIi/A. 1,
2. & 313R Apt.
753-1252. 753-0606.
761-3694.

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040 Murray, KY 42071
NOW LEASING
1, 2 & 3bedroom Apts
We accept Section
8 vouchers
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday.
Wednesday, Filidat,
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity
TOD #1-800-648-6056
NOW Leasing at The
Chase at
MurrayOffenng fully furnished
apartments with new
living room furniture
and pedestal beds
Utilities included with
cap
Log
onto
www.myownapartment.corn or call 270
759-3003 for additional
information
for
TOWNHOUSES
rent. 3 or 4 bedroom.
2.5 bath. 1.400 sq. ft.
washer/dryer refrigerator, oven, stove. dishwasher. 3 BR $630 4
BR $1300 No pets
Security deposit $d00
1217 N 16th SI ,
Murray 270-348-0458
to
Ctose
MSU.
Meadowlark
Townhouses

Rental Property &
Properts Management
Services availabie
Cail 761-7355
Irolunkerrealti con

DUE TO THE LABOR DAY HOLIDAY OUR
CLASSIFIED BEADINESS HAVE CHANGED
&Thursday Aug. 28's Toes Aug. 26 at I •00pm
sfridey Aug. 29 is Wed. Aug. 27 at 11:00 a.m.
rseturclay Aug. 30 Is Wet!. Aug. 27 at 1:00pm
y Sept. 1 Is Thurs. Aug. 28 at I 1:00arn
Sept. 3 is Thurs. Aug. 28 at 11:00am

=

Sever

mildity Sept. 2 is Fnday Aug. 241 at 11:03arn
3:00pert

6WedIkkbdAy Sept. 3 is Friday Aug. 29 at

WANTED FOR LEASE OR
LEASE TO OWN:
Nice home outside of city limits.
on at east 1 acre (preferably more),
with 3+ bedrooms. 2+ baths. minimum 1700 sq. ft. with garage(s)/outbuilding(s).
Excellent references.

Call (270)293-9800
or (270)203-7511

FilEON BEACH
OAININSTORAGI

Hamm For REA
I or 2 bedroom house
in country. Appliances
furnished. Central I-VA
$575.00 a month, one
year lease, one month
depose. no pets Call
753-2905.
2 BR home.
Farmington Separate
workshop and office
Pets require extra
deposit. Call
247-6979
2 BR house, 1 1/2
blocks from Unrversity.
$4425 753-5992
2 or 3 BR houses near
downtown
Murray.
753-4109
3 Br. 2 Ba, in town
1500 Johnson Blvd
5750/month
available Sept 1st
270-210-0663
3 Br. brick or, Melrose
Dnve, 2 Ba, new central aitheat, all electnc
big fenced backyard.
2-car garage, dishwasher. stove. wid
hook-up. STV. tease.
$850. Gail 270-767-

leisseeew
;

Cceiewical Prop. For

All sizes to
fit your needs
[Alcides, by
Frog* radio station
75

59 759-9854

G&C
STORAGE and
PROPANE
119E Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell.(270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES
1850 St. Rt. 121S

Mutrsy .ler 42071

miles from MSU. 2 BR.
1 BA, on 1/2 acre in
town. new fridge, dee
cook top and central
hwac. non-smoking.
small pets vett extra
deposit $650 month.
CaN 753-4247

Jar RENTALS

MURRAY Store and
presently has
units available. 75?
2905 or 753-7536.

Lock

Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1SOS Ditiguid Dnye • Murray. KY 42071
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833- Ext. 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
Central Heat and Air
Accepting Application.

Ofnce Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 4 p.m.
0

At Frdli,
t thi: &berthed here,
...utnht to the Federal fair
Houwng Act. t%rrial Takes a
inegal to ad•rrt,e MIN prefer
ewe laudation or .1....nrrnria
ttOn tsred

por
tus

CAM.1.

sr ram

handwar rarnilsal4a
Milb111114 OrMII1 Or tIrrn-

bOr, /IP make an,
CM, 111.1tddlorr• or
rt.

Fk

State lau•toind dhennunallor
in the salc. rental or al,erhurti
of real estate hhed k la.tor,.•
addOittr, to those rnItecte.;
under redera I la.
V.ve

.1,ert
csta,

that
asallable, re aim equal
nrn bash
For further ...tan., utth Fair
Housing Ad...Thu.1g !INUIT,
Men!, terntati \A.A counse
Rent. r 5111arn Thl • r4.
,
-1.rw

O0▪ .0stwa.

270-753-5562

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

*All Size Unite
Available
•Now Have
i
.
Climate Control

Marra, Leda,. & Times Fast
liolesinig Act !.dolice

753-3853

0615.
NEWLY renovated. 2 5

4 BR. 2 BA. all appliances Move in tree
days Coleman RE
753-9898

Cornerstone
Realty & Rental

NOTICE

OFFICE or retail space
available Pnme location 753-2905.
293-1480
STORAGE building
40x40. gas heat, insulated. located 406 1/2

Sunbury Circle Murray.
$300/month Call
Carlos Black
(270)436-2935
&Supplies
AKC Scottish Terne
Puppies,
wheaten
color. beckyhb 8an ne
270-236-2210.
270-236-2751
Corgi puppies, child
friendly, had shots. registered. $300
270-205-5784

DOG Obedience
436-2858

Shah Tzu puppies
7211S. 4TH ST.
AKOCKC male.
Carver at 121 5 & Glendale.
female 5250-5350
IOW $25 10‘15 $O
270-251-0310

12791436-2524

12711213-6906
PREMIER
MiNtSTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
-Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
eAte sell boxes'
•We rent U-Hauls
'c3-9600.

Hay for sale, round
bails 293-3114 8739517
400
Vora Sine

YARD SALE
1461 BURKEEN
ROAD.
LEFT OFF NEW
HWY 130
THURSDAY,
FRIDAY &
SATURDAY

Communal Prop. For Rent
Clean-up shop, utilities
papa. washer & drye

furnished 293-6430
SHOP for rent
$45000 a month Call
753-2905 or 293-8595

7:00-?
Table saw. batp
items, tots of
other items

BUILDING kit for sate
(270)210-3781
(270)559-2032
Kentucky Lake lot
83.750 obo.
228-626-3430
*ass For Sig
1614 Sunset Dr. 3 or 4
BR. 2 Bath 2 car
garage.
workshopgarage in
back, possible owner
finance Open House
Sunday 2 00-4 00pm
S142.900 293-0263
2BR. 2BA, 500
Chantilly Drive
Appliances included
New flooring installed
throughout Fenced
backyard
270-293-6771
3BOR/2 ba brick borne
on 7 acres in north
Calloway, fenced with
hams Price reduced'
753-2761 293-2819 or
vntrw.owners.com/WT
W7832
313R, 2 BA brick home
in wonderful neighborhood Now kitchen
appliances, new carpet
& new Pella windows
Fenced back yard haS
large deck and storage
building WO etectncity
Located 806 Bagwell
Blvd $124.500 More
into at www,toneeetypoineecorn *27196614
Call 759-0674
38R. 28A. 1,500sg.1.,
hardwood floors, dose
to MSU. $79,900 Day
293-5483. night
293-2987.
4 BR,2 BA brick house
on 3.6 acres Large
family room with fireplace,
basement
Toward New Concoro
$82,000
731-644-0783

Email us at
classified0murrayledgetcom

CLASSIFIEDS
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Murray Ledger el, Times

Murray L

1°7ft-d
‘FilifLA I I
I itc-WO Bro..

I need to sell your housemy listings are low due to all
the sales we have had!
Call Steve Sammons
Cell 227-5818

75A- Mr'

.1.14 NA IS
k1:11.

Loretta Jobs Realtors'
753-1492

(AA) Government Funds available
for 1st time buyers who own and
or have family land!
Zero down. easy financing!
(270) 443-6737

Taylor
Attorney at Law
.'Greg

,Contracts, Deeds
Titles. Closings
761-4558
-gregtaylotiaw.cout
CALL CENTURY 21
regarding a First Time
Home Buyer seminar
You 'could be eligible
for'a $7500.00 tax
&edit. This three
bedroom with acreage
could qualify for the
tax credit.
CENTURY 753 1492

WANT a tax credit of
$7500, call CENTURY
21 regarding details
on this four bedroom
brick. 753 1492
We Buy
Ho usee!
Immediate
Debt Relief!
(270)761-Home
www.ereative
propertyseiverwcoel

11 15 16 inch
Starting at S20
mounted

L

CUSTOM
BUL LDOZINC,

Sport Witty resides

2002 Dodge Durango
4x4 one owner, dual
air $4,250. 436-5508
293-5507
97 Explorer Eddie
Bauer, fully loaded,
power
everything,
leatther, Muttang GT
engine, $6,300 book.
$4,300 obo
417-337-3561

Used Trude
90 Toyota 4-Runner
pick-up with topper, 6
cylinder. 5 speed, runs
great, 166,000 miles.
$3,500. 978-6780.
ilosts& lobs
Wanted: Pontoon style
houseboat
Suntracker? In excellent condition, local.
(270) 252-0852,
Benton
530
Services Offered
L&M
•
LAWN SERVICE
114owung,
landscaping &
leaf Vat1111111111111%
Satelantion guatanieed

Yamaha Kodiak 2x4
ATV. recent full service, like new, very low
miles. 2003 model purchased new 11-04.
with extras $2850
753-3190.
2008 Roketta Tonga,
250 CC, 638 miles.
2,400 or best offer.
Lots of chrome. 7614849
2006 Yamaha Y2450
FV yellow/black. 50th
Anniversary Edition.
condition.
excellent
Must sell. $4,400.
(270) 293-3403
2001 Big Bear 4wheeler, great shape
$1.100 obo. 227-2210
150cc Go-haul
Dunebuggy excellent
condition. 759-1569.

1

YOUR
COULb OrE
141108. FOR
ONLY 075.00
'A MONTH
CALL 753-1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
24 Noun mama
Res .('rim,, & Ind.
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - hag or small

753-9562
436-2867 Lamb's
Professional Tree
Service. Complete tree
removal, gutter
cleaning, hauling, etc
Insured.
436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
junk & tree work
APPLIANCE REPAIR
SERVICE & PARTS
(270) 293-8726 OR
759-5534
Chuck Van Buren
bushhogCUSTOM
gong call Marlon Cox,
270-703-7452
270 437-3006

TROYER'S
Construction
Pole Barns, Garages
Additions Decks
Shingles & Metal
Roofing
Owner Daniel lros,
(270)804-6884

Calloway
WEST
County Development
Track Hoe, Dozer.
Backhoe work, Septic
systems Top soil and
Gravel fur sale. delivered 270-210-3781
270-559-2032
560
Free Cam
MINIATURE
Schnauzer mix seeks
older companion for
T V ana quiet times
Housebroken.
11
years Indoor kept
Pans Landing, TN
731-232-8262
FREE white geebe
753-691 1

Calhoon Construction,tic

Lela

FREE
Licensed
FREE
6semates
Insured
and
Estimates

10 year
Publishe
clu
Csiunty Sch.
a 590,000
County luc
settlemei
school taX C
tbe board at
ty Sheriff's
• Skip Do
ray-Callowi
cussed the
vilitich Wart
liars ago
Siturray/Kei
AARP t
arfAte He is
itberls• Prf
program ct

Asiadvw
Tree Maintenance & Debris Removal.
Trees shaped. trimmed or removed
Stump removal • All modern equipment •
24 hour emergency service • Licensed & Insured

Additions, Drywall. Painting, Windows
Roofing. Decks, Sun Rooms
Screen Porches. Concrete and Repairs

Ron Frame, Jr.

Office: 270-761-6790
Cell Phone: 270-978-1007

Res.: 270-4-1
-No job is

1140
.cdi :70_ 17
-

BTM EXCAVATING, LLC
*Trackhoe •Backhoe -Dozer
*Driveways *Clearing
•Seplic Systems •Demolition

•Ponds

REAL ESTA
AUCTION

We deliver giavel, fill dirt
topS011, white reek and pond clay.

91M COI-MIAMI
MURRAY KY 4

227-3032 Bobby
293-1991 Tripp
753-7646 alter 6 pm

$75.00I
7534916

WKMS, magazine sponsoring essay project

Call 753-5606

753-1116 71:7'
PRICED for quick
sale.
06 Kawasaki KX450F
05 Yamaha YZ 85
Both excellent
condition Will sacrifice
both less than NADA
value of one $4.200.
Call evenings
435-4540
293-6588

CU
II MINIUM

USED TIRES

MUST seei 99 Buick
Perk Avenue Ultra
Leather, all power,
local. Kelley Book
$4,945. Best Offer.
753-8096
CHARMING
house 2005 Honda Shadoq
neat MSU on Miller 750 Aero- Excellent
Ave. 1424 sq. ft. 2-3 condition 9,000 miles
BR, 1 BA, kitchen/ din$5,500 obo (270)527Mai combo, vaulted 69181(270) 703-2249.
ceilings, garage, large
2004 PT Cruiser
fenced yard with deck.
35,600 miles. $6,500
270-293-7133.
OBO. 873-9387
GAYTESBOROUGH. 2 01 Honda Odessey LX,
homes. FSBO.
whee103,000 miles, 1
4/313, 3,000 AC, 4,000 owner, garaged, great
total,
.9
acres. condition. $6,800. Call
$9.000 OBO.
753-3120.
completely
3/2/a
00
Dodge Caravan
New
remodeled.
$2950
everything. $154,900.
00 Explorer Eddie
41-7-337-3561.
Bauer Edition $3,850
MURRAY Estates. 3 01 Kia Sportage 4x4
BA, $2.900
BR,
2.5
Immaculate, tastefully 04 Buick LaSabre
$4,950
decorated. .5 acre lot.
767-2246.
95 Pathfinder 4x4
$2,150
, New 2-4
978-5655
,apiro.,
--zt homes
1996 Volvo 960, runs
but needs work. CaN
hi Riverfield
after 5:30. 435-4011
•
Estates.
1995 Mitsubishi 3000
•'Matt Jennings
GT, 112,000mi $3,800
293-7872
293-5572
REDL.ICED!
LAKE house, Three
bedroom 2 bath with
double garage, waterfront lot, with trees.
storage shed, floating
boat dock, concrete
boat
ramp.
Call
$248,500.00
753-2905 or 293-8595.

2741-753-2279

Aartioou Roz.,fing
Decks dz HOffee Repair
(270)753-1499
(731)247-5464.

Auk Pens
ATTENTION MOVE
UP BUYERS Owner
riling to trade For
3ale 4 Br 2 Eta, 2,534
so ft up scale home.
new construction.
Saratoga It
Subdivision Free
reoDrded message
800-986-2789 ext
2151 or direct
270-804-1655

I 1.14Shilt.:
11)N1

THE Murray Ledge
& Times considers
its sources reliable,
but inaccuracies do
occur
Readers
using this information do so at their
own risk Although
persons and companies
mentioned
herein are believed
to be reputable, The
Murray Ledger &
Times, nor any of its
employees accept
responsibility
any
whatsoever for their
activities.

•

.

DNJ HANDYMAN
for all your handyman
needs 293-5438

Paducah Life Magazine is
part of a joint project with
WKMS, the region's public
radio station located on the campus of Murray State University.
The project titled, "This I
Believe," is linked to the national program aired on WKMS of
the same name.

The program was resurrected several years ago from the
original This I Believe series
hosted in the early 1950s by
renowned broadcast journalist,
Edward R. Murrow. The seg270-293-5624
ment airs each week on 91.3 FM
WKMS during National Public
\I
N1 \\
Radio's
Weekend
Edition
and
All
Things
weekly & special pickups Sunday
•locally owned/operated Considered,

FREE
mumwpm
It

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Cranite
marble 3301 St. Rt 121N.
753-8087
st„.
•

This I Believe features essays
by the famous and the unknown
completing the thought that

293.8en

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic;
4-Positive; 3-Average; 2-So-so:
I -Difficult

ARIES(March 21-Aptll 19)
***** Your initiative makes a
difference, but do not be surprised if you evoke an unusually
Aim idge McCu ston
strong response. How you view
Roofing Co
a changeable situation could
tee years exp.
impress an associate, friend or
licensed cont.*. ceps
loved one. Details are missing at
Free Esti/mass
a meeting. Tonight: Anything is
(270)2e3-4020
possible.
1924
0
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
ROOFING
16yrs. *** Anchor in and deal with a
experience. 1 year frequently flaring situation. Don't
labor guarantee. Tear make anyone right or wrong;
off, nail over, homes simply handle the problem in the
and repairs. Free esti- most effective manner possible.
- rres 227-5286.
Verbalize if you cannot get a
problem cleared. Someone cannot help being vague. Tonight:
Head on home.
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
***** Speak your mind and
be open to different variables. A
Water Damaged Ploor's
child or a new friend could give
Braces & Floor Ants
you powerful feedback if you are
Remodeling & Plombing
receptive.
open
and
David Gatknore. Owne,
flourishes,
Communication
WAs Do Insurance Woo4
especially if you detach from a
vsa S klaste,Cat kccepiec
problem. Your creativity surges
731-247-5422 with your happiness. Tonight:
news.
270-293-2643 Catch up on a pal's
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Is it possible that you are
STEVE'S Handyman
or
possessive
unusually
Services
demanding? Stop and listen to
•Paintng •Hauling
what a family member or room*Yard Work *Carpentry mate shares. Check on an
*Gutter Cleaning
investment that involves proper*Pressure Washing
ty, home and/or your domestic
*Installations such as
life. You could make a mistake
fans and much more.
investing right now. Tonight: Go
*Big & Small Jobs
over your budget before spendWelcome
ing.
'Prompt Reliable
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
Service.
***** You are all smiles and
(270)575-1743
feeling positive. Others could be
Tree touchy or feeling pushed. Your
YEARRY'S
Service, Free esti- personality helps mend broken
mates. Phone
or breaking connections. Do not
436-2562, 227-0267
allow a situation to interfere with
a friendship. Confusion surTRENCHING
rounds a key relationship.
731-782-3951
Tonight: Buy a token of affection
731-336-5288

Davi 's
Home
Improvement

The essays are submitted by
well-known contributors such as
Isabel Allende, Colin Powell,
and Bill Gates as well as teachers, truck drivers and tap
dancers. Topics range from the
belief in being nice to the pizza
delivery dude, to the joys of
international adoption to the
long-held freedoms of American
citizens to the life-changing
memories of growing up black
in the south. The result is a striking and provocative trip inside
the minds and hearts of a diverse
group of people.

"WKMS and Paducah Life
Magazine would tike to see
young people and adults in our
region write about their beliefs,"
said Kate Lochte, WKMS station manager."So we're inviting
readers and listeners to submit
their own 500-word essays
based on the premise, 'This I
Believe.- Essays will be
accepted through November and
all submissions will be eligible
for a drawing for cash prizes.
Some of the essays will be aired
on
WKMS, published
in
Paducah Life Magazine, and
performed at a public reading.
Each is automatically submitted
for consideration to the nationally-broadcast program, This I
Believe.
"We are absolutely thrilled to
be a part of this project," said

Darlene Mazzone, president QI,
Mazzone Communications and
publisher

of

Paducah

Life'

Magazine. "I am a huge fan
this program. Consequently, we
were delighted when WKMS;
decided to initiate a similar project here locally. In addition
the request for essays, we are
also implementing the introdup-,
tion of the This I Believe prof.
gram into local schools for use'.
in English and writing classet:
That is even more gratifying fpi
me personally; to know that we
are aiding in emphasizing thecreativity and writing skills tit:
local students."
For information and to submit your essay for the This 1.
project,
see
Believe
www.wkms.org for details.

'-
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for
HAPPY
BIRTHDAY
Thursday. Aug.28, 2008:
You are unusually dynamic and
strong this year. You seem to
-1.11,11
have a newfound inner strength,
which comes out in your actions
Lawn Service
i,meniev• and words. This poise and
and Mulch tfaii`i
knowledge make a big differyour
dealings.
ence
in
- Ask for Mitch
Financially, you could become a
270-227-0906
big spender and somewhat
JOE'S JOBS prone to wild schemes. Careful!
If you are single, you could meet
someone who is not available,
no matter how alluring he or she
is. Take your time getting to
know this person. You might
-644
feel later that you were
011
7
9 deceived, when really, you did
not do your homework. If you
ee
r Consnucus Gimlets, are attached, the two of you
tinge Door Seotice
flourish when you take off as a
Ranee
couple. Plan special retreats
Claw Grog Mamesiel
away. LEO makes a great healer
(270)
and reads you cold.

ML GARAGE DOOR
NSTALLATION Repair
and Maintenance for
residential and commercial doors and
openers. 293-2357.
NEED a metal roof
installed? Call Damn at
270-752-0414

begins with, "this I believe."
Each piece compels listeners to
rethink not only how they have
arrived at their own personal
beliefs but also the extent to
which they share them with others.

on the way home.
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
** Slow down. Consider your
options, especially involving an
expenditure or your finances
Your instincts prove to be right
on. Do not take action too quickly; evaluate. Cut knee-jerk reactions quickly if you want to prevent a problem, Tonight: Get
extra R and R.
UEIRA (Sept 23-Oct. 22)
***** Zoom in on what you
want. If you do not direct your
unusually high energy, you could
find yourself feisty or prone to
accidents. Communication with
you is very important to your
friends. Network and touch base
with them. Feelings build toward
a special friend. Tonight: Go after
what you want.
SCORPIO(Oct 23-Nov. 21)
****
Take
a
stand.
Responsibilities call. Instincts
are very important and need to
be honored. Use your ability to

understand, but also root out
problems. Deal with frustration
and anger directly rather than
getting angry at the wrong person. Tonight: A must appearance.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Doc.
21)
***** Reach out for someone at a distance. You could be
surprised by what emerges if
you relax more, Much is happening quickly. Friends might push
you hard to achieve certain key
results. Tonight: Look at the big
picture.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
***** Work as a team. and
you'll succeed. You have a way
of directing ethers to back down
Realize that by taking action,
you also are accepting responsibility. A partner or associate
might be willing to play the same
role. Tonight: Dinner for two.
AQUARIUS(Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** Others dominate and

take action. Look toward greater
understanding through observe-'
Lion. A demanding communication could be a problem if. you let
it. Tonight: Jump right in; don't
hold back.
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
**** Accomplishing what you
need to do is your highest priority. You cannot avoid the pressure. Ask a partner or associate
to pitch in. You also discover the
power of cooperation among
associates. Tonight: Put yovre
feet up.
BORN TODAY
Religious leader Saint Elizabeth
Ann Seton (1774), actor Charles
Boyer (1899), psychologist
Bruno Bettelheim (1903)
Jacqueline Blger is on the
Internet at http://www.jacquelinebigar.com.
(c) 2008 by King Feature*
Syndicate Inc.
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Get Greener Cleaners

Tried & True
Recipes
By Mr. Mom Mark Anderson

Many of us base heard
about being GREEN and easier on our earth. But what
about our pockets? My next
set of columns will be on
product we can make at home.
Do you remember your
Grandmother using vinegar
to clean windows? Please send
us your home made cleaner
recipes has you read ours.
E-mail us at mrmommurray@bellsouth.net or write
Mr. MOM in care of Murray
Ledger & Times.
•••

Grandma's Window Wash
By Grandma Anderson
1/4 cup of white distilled vinegar
1/2 teaspoon liquid soap
2 cups water
Put all ingredients in a spray bottle and shake.
Spray on surface and use your old Murray Ledger
& Times or a squeegee.

READ r
ALREei
AND 011eiNi
CAAPGING
ExTRA, •
BAGS,
iAIIJTS
AND
LOWS

PIP YOu

•
•
,

Tidy Toilet Bowl Cleaner
By Grand Mea Mal
1/4 cup of white distilled vinegar
2 cups water
Put in a spray bottle shake up. Spray on rim
and allow to soak for 15 - 20 minutes, then scrub
with toilet bowl brush.

THAT yot
secAuse

*00

Grand's Dish Soap
By Grandma Jane
I ounce liquid castile soap
2 cups water
I teaspoon glycerin
5 to 10 Drops of lavender essential oil
Combine soap in a jar and add glycerin and
lavender I lavender is an antibacterial agent). You
only need to add a few drops of this dish soap.
Remember if you have some recipes for household cleaners e-mail or write us. Some of you
may ask where to get some of the ingredients?,
Most drugs store can order them, some photo sho
carry them and many health food store will have'
them. Less toxic cleaner will make your home

Wed!
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Murray Ledger & Times

LookingBack
10 years ago
Published is a picture of Tim
Stone, chairman of Calloway
Cdunty School Board, presenting
a S90,000 check to Calloway
County Judge J 0 Williams as
a settlement in a dispute over
s6hool Li% collection fees between
the board and the Calloway County Sheriff's office.
-Skip Dobbs, director of Murray-Calloway County Park, disctessed the vision of the park
etfuch was established here 23
liars ago at a meeting of the
Nturray/Kentucky Lake Chapter
AARP held at Sirloin StockHe is pictured with Heloise
Itberts. president, and Al Hough.
program chairman of the chapter.
; 20 years ago
:.Published is a picture of Bob
agrnson, program chairman. and
Cltarles Eldndge. president of
*nay Rotary Club. presenting
a certificate and medal from the
Rotary Foundation to Dr. A.H.
Tnsworth for his services in the
Philippines this summer at the
club meeting
Winning top honors at the
Kentucky State Fair at Louisville
were the Stewart -Lynn Grove
Egg Company for white shell
eggs, and Lee's Country Hams
of Hardin for its ham.
Published is a picture of members of the Murray High School
Class of 1968 at its 20-year reunion
held at Executive Inn, Paducah.
.30 years ago
" Published is a picture of Murray High School Coach Mark
Brady and other Murray High gridders during a workout at Ty Holland field prior to opening game
of the season. The photo was by
Staff Photographer Tony Wilson.
'Births reported include a boy'
to Mr. arid Mrs. Danny Johnson,
Aug. 12, and a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Jewell Puckett, Aug. 18.
Dr. Chad Stewart scored a
hole-in-one while playing golf at
the Murray Country Club. He
was playing with Jack White,

D Rayburn and Wayne Doran.
40 years ago
Enrollment figures for the
enrollment at the both Calloway
County and Murray City Schools
have been released. Calloway figures are 700 at Calloway County High School. 385 at Almo,
287 at Faxon, 218 at Hazel, 324
at Kirksey, 207 at Lynn Grove
and 270 at New Concord Murray figures are 832 at Murray
High School, 154 at Austin, 346
at Carter and 364 at Robertson.
Allen T. Cunningham. son of
Mr and Mrs. Alfred Cunningham, and Jerry W Caldwell, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Caldwell, have enlisted in the Air
Force.
50 years ago
Ky Gov A B. (Happy) Chandler has appointed A.W Simmons
of Murray as a member of the
Kentucky Agnculture Development Board.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. LOMall Rudell Bogard, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Ken
Adams, a girl to Mr. and Mrs_
Dand Lockhart. a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. William Fields, a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Wyatt, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Kirksey and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Tony King.
Barletta Wrather, Calloway
County Home Demonstration
Agent, is studying for a week
relating to her home agent's plan
of work at the University of Kentucky_
60 years ago
Dr. E.W. Montgomens, dentist. of Evansville, Ind., was the
speaker at the meeting of the
Southwestern Kentucky' Dental
Society held Aug. 25 at the Murray Woman's Club house.
Serving as officers of the New
Concord High School are Mrs.
Kerby Jennings, president; Mrs.
Charlie Stubblefield, vice president: Mrs. Edward Curd, secretary: and Mrs. Milburn Evans,
treasurer

In 1883, the island volcano
Krakatoa blew up: the resulting
tidal waves in Indonesia's Sunda
Wait claimed some 36,000 lives
its. Java and Sumatra.

In 1892, fire senously damaged New York's original Metropolitan Opera House.
In 1928, the Kellogg-Bnand
Pact was signed in Pans, outlawing war and providing for the
peaceful settlement of disputes.
In 1948. former U.S. Chief
Justice Charles Evans Hughes died
in Osterville, Mass., at age 86.
In 1962, the United States
launched the Manner 2 space
probe, which flew past Venus in
December 1962.
In 1975, Haile Selassie, the
last emperor of Ethiopia's 3,000year-old monarchy, died in Addis
Ababa at age 83, almost a year
after being overthrown.
In 1979, British war hero Lord
Louis Mounibanen and three other
people, including his 14-year-old
grandson Nicholas, were killed off
the coast of Ireland in a boat
explosion claimed by the Irish

Doctor cautious with
heart patient

Husband's hairdresser is
getting under wife's skin
DEAR ABBY: For the past
25 years, my husband, "Don,"
has had his hair cut by a
woman I'll call "Barber-Ella."
She's slim, attractive and full
of energy. Don has mentioned
that she often pats him on the
leg and kind of flirts with him.
We have
been
mar35
ned
years, and
I've
never
had a reason
to mistrust
him.
Our
life
hasn't
been a bed
of roses. We
have a 30year-old disBy Abigail
abled
Van Buren
daughter
who lives with us. I have
rheumatoid arthritis, which
causes me pain and saps my
energy. The medication has
made me gain weight in my
belly and face, and I feel unattractive.
Barber-Ella seems to have
a lot of influence on Don. She
persuades him to buy certain
products, and once talked him
out of a medical procedure
"because it went wrong for a
friend." Recently he told me
she has been telling him dirty
jokes and using four-letter
words in the telling. Don says,
"She likes to see how red my
ears get." Although she is married, I'm not convinced that's
all she's up to.
I feel this woman's behavior is inappropriate. Does this
have more to do with my own
insecurities than with her? Why
does she do this? Should I
ask him to change stylists?
Should I call her and ask when
she'll be adding lap dances to

Dear Abby

Todaylnilstety
, By fhe Associated Press
Today is Wednesday. Aug. 27,
the 240th day of 2008. There are
126 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
• One hundred years ago, on
Aug. 27, 1908, Lyndon B. Johnson, the 36th president of the
United States, was born near
Stonewall, Texas.
On this date:
In 1858, the second debate
between senatorial candidates
Abraham Lincoln and Stephen A.
Douglas took place in Freeport.
111.
In 1859, Col. Edwin L. Drake
drilled the first successful oil well
in-the United States, near Titusville.
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Republican Army.
In 2006. a Comair CRJ-I00
crashed after trying to take off
from the wrong runway in Lexington, Ky., killing 49 people and
leaving the co-pilot the sole survivor.
Ten years ago: Two suspects
in the bombing of the U.S. Embassy.
in Kenya were brought to the
United States to face charges.
Mohamed Rashed Daoud alOwhali and Mohammed Saddiq
Odeh were convicted in 2001 of
conspiring to cam' out the bombing, both were sentenced to life
in pnson.;
Five years ago: A granite monument of the Ten Commandments
that became a lightning rod in a
legal storm over church and state
was wheeled from the rotunda of
the Alabama Supreme Court building as protesters knelt, prayed and
chanted, "Put it back!"

13 A EVY E3 t_ 13 E..SCi•D

DEAR DR. GOTP IixfT1 a
76-year-old male. I am 6 feet
tall and weigh 175 pounds. My
blood pressure ranges from 109
to 125/56 to 68. with a pulse
between 44 and 53 I take an
81-miligram aspirin, a 10-milligram Brnopril and a
multivitamin
every day. I
exercise
daily
by
walking, biking or lifting
weights,
Becau se
of an irregular heartbeat. I have
By
had
an
Dr. Peter Gott
angiogram,
two echocardiograms, multiple
EKGs and a stress test in the
last five years. My cholesterol
level is 171. LDL is 115, HDL
is 36 and triglycerides are 102.
My doctor wants my LDL below
100 and wants me to start Zor,:or
I don't agree with him, but I
would like your opinion on the
situation,
DEAR READER: You sent
a copy of your lab work, which
I have reviewed. Everything
appears to be within normal limits.
In the cholesterol situation,
I am going to side with you.
Your total cholesterol is below
200. your LDL is 115 and should
be below 130, the tnglycendes
are 102 and should be below
150 and your HDL is 36 and
should be above 40. You may
have some genetic predisposition to high LDL and low HDL
cholesterol, but because you are

her services?
I don't want to put Don on
the defensive or make it seem
like I don't trust him. Please
give me your opinion because
Um losing perspective. -REALLY UPSET IN ST.
PAUL, MINN.
DEAR UPSET: Gladly, and
here it is: Your husband has
been Barber-Ella's client for
25 years. She probably flirts
with him because she thinks
he likes it. (Her other male
clients may also find it flattering.) As to the jokes, she
may tell them because she heard
them from other clients, thinks
they're funny and is trying to
entertain him. If any of this
posed a threat to you, your
husband would not tell you
about it.
I'm a strong believer in patterns of behavior. Unless your
spouse is getting more haircuts than he needs and his
time is unaccounted for, I don't
think you have anything to
worry about.

Dr. Gott

DEAR ABBY: I am the
youngest of four girls. l share
a room with my sister,'Noelle "
who is the next-to-the-youngest.
We fight a lot. Recently, during an argument. Noelle told
me our oldest sister told her
our parents only had me
because Dad wanted to try
"one more time" for a boy.
She said Dad was disappointed that I was a girl and wished
they hadn't had a fourth kid.
I don't know if this is true.
My sister could have said it
to be mean. It makes sense,
though. I mean, what man
wouldn't be hoping for a boy
after three girls? It hurts me
to think that I wasn't really
wanted.
I love my dad, and I think
he loves me, but I always did
have the feeling that he was
somehow disappointed in me
and loved my older sisters
more. I'm afraid to talk to him
about it for fear of finding
out that it's true. What should
I do? -- HURT IN SACRAMENTO
DEAR HURT: If you're
afraid to talk to your father,
then you should tell your mother what Noelle said. It was
nasty, calculated to hurt, and
I'd be very surprised if there
was any truth to it.
Let's look at it logically. If
that were true, then it would
apply to sister No. 2 and Noelle
-- not just you. Not every man
longs for a son. Some are very
happy to be surrounded by
women and the center of mention.

otherwise healthy and exercise
daily, this does not appear to
be an issue,
Your doctor is being especially cautious with you because
you have an abnormal heart rate,
which puts you at an increased
nsk of stroke. I can understand
this position; however, you have
expressed your wishes to not
take any more medication.
Because of your age, general well-being and normal labs,
I believe you can safely coilunue as you have, although there
is still some nsk. I would recommend, if you have not already,
making changes to your diet to
reduce your intake of salt, fat
and cholesterol Continue to exercise. and try alternative therepies, such as niacin, flaxseed
oil or omega-3 oil, to reduce
your LDL and increase your
HDL.
Be sure to keep your physiclan in the loop so he or she
can continue to monitor your
levels and check your heart to
ensure nothing has changed.
Keep in mind that your doctor
is only looking out for you and
that you remain at an increased
nsk for heart attack and stroke
as long as your heart rate is
abnormal.
You do not say whether your
physician is a cardiologist. If
not. I recommend you have a
consultation with a cardiologist.
Guidelines may have changed
since your last checkup; however, you still have the right to
refuse any medical treatment
you believe is unnecessary as
long as you have full knowledge of the risks you are raking.

Csidractilridge
Sylvia Misapplies a Rule
East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•9 5
•8 62
•7 4
4A 9 8 7 4 3
EAST
WEST
•7 6 2
•Q/ 1083
•Q 10 9 5 4
33
•K 10 5
•Q 8 6 2
4Q 106
•5
SOUTH
•A K 4
•A K 7
•Al 9 3
#K I 2
The bidding:
East
South
West
North
Pass
2'.'T
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead
queen of spades.
There were a handful of members
at the club who stoutly maintained
that Sylvia was the worst player they
had ever seen Of course, most of
them realized that this harsh judgment was colored hy: their own hitter
experiences as her partner. Even so,
it was fashionable to refer to Sylvia
in this derogatory manner.
Despite her reputation,Sylvia did
has e her moments of sublime glory.

1.0

Dear Abby is written by
Abigail Nan Buren, also
known as Jeanne Phillips,
and was founded by her motuer, Pauline Phillips.

Consider this deal where she was
West and led the queen of spades
against three notrump. She was playing with a partner who nad
beseeched her on numzrous occasions, as had so many others, to conserve her high cards during the play.
It VIM largely for this reason,
after declarer had won the spade lead
with the king and led the king of
clubs followed by the jack, that
Sylvia obediently played her ten on
the jack! The purpose in doing this
was to conserve her highest card in
clubs, the queen!
Declarer had *tined to follow
low from dummy had Sylvia played
the queen. or had she shown out of
clubs, since he could assure scoring
at least 10 tricks by retaining
dummy's ace.
Bet witem Sylvia produced the ten,
declarer could not conceive that
Sylvia would have the Q-10-x and
fail to cover the jack. Accordingly, he
went up with the ace, expecting to
catch Lases queen.
After East showed out on the ace
ofclubs, declarer, to his utter dismay,
finished down two. and Sylvia added
still another scalp to her extensise
collection.

Tomorrow: Dangerous waters ahead.
i2004 s,
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1 Walks barefoot
5 Day before
8 Slowly vanish
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17 Wrist bone
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Animal friend
Just touch
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test
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42 Apportions
46 Excited
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as a horse
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25 Jog
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28 — of approval
29 lizurpin curve
31 Muslim
honorific
32 Nasty'
33 Less tidy
36 Bummed out
37 Strong soap
40 Truism
41 Horror-film
servant
43 Jungle
swingers
44 Butterbean
45 Truck stop
sight
46 Hat.4.-,y sighs
47 Came down
with
48 Geisha's
accessory
50 Attempt
52 Male parent
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Murra) Ledger & 'Panes

• Peppers "Below" GM,Employee
Discount Sale -;We're Going
Below & Beyond.
Hurry! Sale Ends Sept. 2nd
Employee
Discount for
Everyone

YOU PAY
WHAT
WE PAY.
NOT A CENT MORE ON ALL 2008
CHEVROLET CADILLAC BUICK
PONT IAC AND GMr_ EHlCLES

2008 Pontiac G5 Coupe

MSRP
GM Employee Price
LL..rtral Special
Peppers Disc

so,
I GC8391

• Automahc Transmission • 7 Pioneer • Antilock Brakes
• Sunroof
Speakers

422,

$18,655.00
$16,641.13
-6501)0

Below Employee Pria515/99113*

2008 Chevy Impala"LT" Sedan

411111111

MSRP
GM Employee Price
rEztra Special
Peppers Disc

Stk.

swim)

'eeaarr sFricf:irFold

$24,095.00
$20,433.63
- 500.00

9'
33 3*

•"LT"

Below Employee Price$19

Seat

'4=02008 ChevySilverado

2WD Reg. Cab WT
MSRP
GM Employee Price
Extra]Special
Peppers Disc

Sti
:GTS3-1"7,

• u Conditioning • L.S Package
• Cruise Control
• Power Door Locks w / Keyless Entry
0302008 Chevy Siiverado

$20,770.00
$15,963.50

2008 Toyota Tundras
'3,000 Pepprisesrs Discount
'4,000 Toyota Rebate or '1,000 Toyota
Rebate and 0% for 60 Months
2008 Toyota 4Runners
'3,000 Peppers Discount
'3,000 Toyota Rebate
Ail 4142,2008 Toyota Sequoias
14,000 Peppers Discount
PiLls
40O0 Toyota Reba; or $1.000 Toyota
Rebate & 0% for 60 Months
2008 Toyota Ray 4
Auto.. 4 Cyc , 2W0

- 1,000.00
41•7•841,-

Below Employee Price$1.4/9635'

"4WD" Reg. Cab WT
MSRP
GM Employee Price
Extra]Special
Peppers Disc

Stk.
I GT8154

• Air Conditioning • LS Package
• Cruise Control
• Power Door Locks w /Keyless Entry

MSRP
Peppers Disc
Year End
Clearance Price

-500.00

DIsdaitaw: *Pnce plus my.
& license nd after all manufacturer's rebates and factory to dealer Incentives $14.• doc fee
Included Photos for illustration purposes only

21,504*

2008 Toyota RI Cruiser 4x4s
2,500 Peppers Discount
phis
750 Toyota Rebate

$24,670.00
$19,412.98

Below Employee Prices18,91298*

$22,904
- 1,400

Check All 2009s Clearance Prices Too
Disclaimer, 'All prices plus tay, title and license additional Rebates deducted. $119 doc fee included Photos for illustration
purposes only.
•'With approved Toyota Financial Senices Credit
'Whatever it takes, we want to be your car or truck company.

*

I"

2004 Mateo/es - Benz E320 2007 Jeep Liberty 4x4 Sport
35,060 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD, Leather
Stk. #CP481

s21,870*
2007 Saturn Relay
23,000 Miles, 7
Passenger, Heated
Leather, Alloy Wheels.
Stk #TT8365A

$417,583.

2007 Ford Fusion SEL
32.000 Miles, leather,
Moonroof, Spoiler, Alloy
Wheels
Stk. #P68-47

96,965'
F
, 1111h.

25,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Satellite Radio,
GM Certified Vehicle.
Stk. #P6875

31,000 Miles. V-6,
Moonroof, Alloy Wheels
Spoiler.
Stk. #CP485

28,000 Miles, TIC,
PW, PL, CD
Stk OCP4.68

13,635"
PRIELOMMIND VAIIRCUSE
2007 Chevrolet Equinox LT: 28,000 Mies, Heated
Leather, Polished Wheels, DC,PW,PL. CD.
Stk. #P6873
$17,468
2008 Chevrolet Equinox Sport: 11,000 Miles, All Wheel
Drive, 18" Alloy Wheels. Heated Leather, Moonroof.
Stk.036901
$20,475
2007 Dodge Charger SXT: 28,000 Miles, TIC, F'W, PL,
CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #CP478
$16,985
2007 Dodge Grand Caraven SE: 31,000 Miles, Stow-NGo, TIC, PW, PL, CD. Stk #CP466.. ....... $13,953
2008 Ford F-250 Super Duty FX4: 5,000 Miles, 4x4
Crew Cab, Chrome Wheels, Leather, Satellite Radio,
Power Stroke, Diesel. Stk. #P6723...
$33,985

2006 Pontiac G6
'ill

2007 Hyundai Sonata

2006 SAAB 95
A

•

94,648*
2006 Chevrolet Equinox LT
470l0 Miles, TIC PW,
PL LO Alloy Wheels
Sttc #P6612C

512,964°

2008 Pontiac Grand Prix
11,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD
Stk #P6853

s16,520*
2006 Nissan Maxima SE

26,000 Miles, Heated
Leather, Moonroof.
Stk. #P6877

37,000 Miles, T/C, PW,
PL, CD, Moonroof. Alloy
Wheels.
Stk. #P6887

i,

4
- 1

•

s18,995*

s19,986

s19,925:

2007 Mustang Convertible

2005 Nissan Maxima SE

2008 Buick Lacrosse CXL

18,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD, Leather.
Stk. #P6893

36,000 Miles. TIC. PW,
farrafre.1 PL, CD. Moonroof. Alloy
E
Wheels.
Stk. #P6896

-..wwwiempr...
gOalr -

23,000 Miles, TIC, PW,
PL, CD, Alloy Wheels.
Stk. #P6918

vier

17364

99,2360

•Diectaimer AN prices plus tax, title and iicense additional $149 doc tee included Some photos ior illustration
Lmliv•

"Whatever It takes, we want to be your car or truck contpanu."

wru U 514

2400 F W4011.St • Paris • 642-5661 *1400-7488816
www'peppersautomottve.corn
•

18,875'
purpoows.

